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METATHEORETIC MODES OF INQUIRY 

Introduction 

Th~ Hum~an vi~~ of causation postulated a r~gular con

junction between events,thereby subsuming events to causal 

lat•Js. This concept of caus.ation implied an infinite regress 

in which no first or ultimate cause can be found. Kant had 

attempted to resolve this paradox by proposing the Principle 

o·f ·Final causation by i n·,'ersi ng the relationship betueen 

caus~ and effect. 1 The concept of final causation confronts 

us ~Jith the difficulty of an infinite regress in reverse. 

t·Joul d then there be. a s·,'stem tJhi ch could s·)'nthesi se e·ff i

ci ent and final causation in a ~Jay ~Jhi ch avoided the pl~obl em 

of infinite regress and infinite progre~s? 

The concept ~Jhi ch unites the bJo types of causation is 

through the conceptualisation of the 'Absolute Idea• as a 

process. In a process one cannot vary the sequence and na-

ture of cause and effect lJithout altering the configuration 

of the process. A 'Process• therefore determines and is 

determined by its constituents. The 'Historical process• in 

International Relations can be visualised as a Hegelian 

resolution of the dichotomy between causes and effects of 

Technological progress. The structural transformation ~Jithin 

the tJorl d system coLtl d then be visualised as 'higher order 

t1al~kov chains, (~Jhere) the probabilities of transition from 

one period to another depend not only on the current state 

of the system but also on its earlier stat~s". 2 In con

tradistinction to this, First Order chains embody 

1. Making the effect the cause of the causes leading to it. 

2. Elster Jon : Explaining Technical Change. [Cambridge 

Cambridge Univ pressJ 1983, p 29 • 
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the 'Markovian assumption' that transaction probabilities 

depend upon the current system state only. 

The causal relations are detet~mi ned b·'/ the following 

principles: 

1. Determinism postulates that any event is conditioned by 

its antecedents cause.~ 

2. Spatial Contiguity a cause must act upon an event con

tiguous to it in space and time. 

3. Temporal asymmetry assumes a caLtse must pt'"ecede its 

e·F ·feet. 

Ho~Jevel~, in social sciences one constantly encounters 

the phenomenon of simultaneous causation. Here it becomes 

essential to di sti gui sh bebJeen e:{ogenous and endogenous 

variables and the effect produced by a change in the former 

upon the latter, thereby illustrating the illusion of an ef

·F ect being si mLtl taneoLts Hi th its cause. 

To the principle of causation the ultimate resolution is 

provided by the extension of the thesis of the Kantian An

tinomy. The 'Third Antinomy' deals with causation. ~·:ant 

percieved it impossible to concieve of any joint link in the 

chain of causation. Contrary to this, the chain must pos-

sess a first link, for if no first cause exists there is no 

sufficient reason for the causal series to exist. Again, 

since the first cause like this would be causeless, it would 

be an ine:·:plicable e'./ent. It follo~Js that ~Je cannot con

cieve of a causeless or first cause standing at the begin

ning of the series of causes. It is then logically impos

sible as it is logically necessary to assert its existence. 

3. FLtller BAG= A Hi~tory of Philosophy; [Ne\<J Delhi: o~{ford 

and IBH Publishers] APPENDIX VI ; 1969; p XXXVI. 
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THE KANTIAN RESOLUTION OF THE ANTINOMIES 

The ~Antinomies~ emerge from an improper extension of 

the term ~totality~ beyond its spatia-temporal limits. 

Totality is not a phenomenon applicable to the phenomenal 

world. Since time is a process of accretion to the end of 

which we can never come, the idea of totality predicates an 

existent, complete and whole universe which is contradictory 

to the evolutionary and dialectical order of the universe. 

This appreciation of the erroneous and fallible attribution 

of totality to experience translates into a solution of the 

antinomies. 

THE LONG WAVE PERSPECTIVE : 

The long Wave theory could be vie0ed as a constrained 

cycle whose causes, effects and the generating structure, 

whether exogeno~s or endogenous to the Capitalist World Sys

tem, will impact upon the development and simultaneous 

resolutions of the capitalist system. The unravelling of 

the causal linkage determining the fluctuations or dynamics 

of capitalist development, ~Jill enable us to determine 

probability distribution of future developments of the 

capitalist ~Jorld system. Once the mechanism of the Long 

Waves are known, would this not result in their negation? 

Many would theorise the Long Waves then as an abbreviation, 

for which no comprehensive theory is required. Whatever are 

the linkages behind the Long Waves and the causality of 

these waves, the explanation of the phenomenon must arise 

from either exogenous or endogenous process of capitalism. 

It will be towards this end that my research would be 

directed. 

SYNOPTIC OVERVIEW 

The present study has been divided into four chapters 

along with a conclusion. Chapter I deals ~Jith the four con

tending approaches to the study of the long waves ~Jith an 

exhaustive appraisal of. the Innovations School. The myth of 
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postindustrialism is also analysed in this ~hapter. Chapter 

II attempts an interpretation format based upon an independ

ent set of axioms and postulates which will help in causally 

dc~teJ~mining the periodicity of the long uaves and its impact 

on the process of system transformation within the 

capitalist· ~mrld system. Chapter III deals ~Jith the socio 

institutional and techno-economic paradigms and a theoreti

cal transformation process initiated by them within the 

politico-economic system. Chapter IV comp1~i ses t~rJo parts :

Part I deals with aspects of Integration Theory; whereas 

Part II takes the specific case of the Integration 

proclivities ~-Jithin the European area uith speci-fic emphasis 

upon the European Common Market - 1992. The conclusion en-

deavours to dr.:nJ the essential variables together to assess 

the impact of systemic integration upon an actor•s hierar

chical ordering ~o~i thin the uorl d system and amalgamate this 

to the historical evidence garnered by the long ~Jave theory 

~Jhi ch ~~i 11 enable us to understand the dynamic interplay o·f 

structural relationship and the patterns of interactions 

~'olhich ~o~ill emerge ~o~ithin the ~mrld system ·follo~-Jing the as

cendance of the fifth Kondratieff resulting in the genesis 

of t~e age of industrilisation. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THEORETICAL FORMULATIONS 

TRANS-HISTORICAL STRUCTURES CONTEXTUALISED 

The capitalist ~'.lorl d system is perci eved to be enmeshed 

in a paradigm, which upon a trans-historical evaluation gen

erates a process of system lev~l dis-equilibrium which 

dynamically catalyses the evolution of this system. 1 In 

contradistinction to the above, the dominant paradigm in the 

fields of International Relations and Economics ~~ere bui 1 t 

upon postulates of implicit systemic levels of equilibrium, 

and any departure fJ~om this equi 1 i bJ~i um 1 evel uas considered 

an aberration and the resolution of this aberration was 

through a process of auto~regression of the system to its 

equilibrium point. In economics the dominant 'Equilibrium 

paradigm," covers a •wide range of models from the partial 

equilibrium methods of Mnrshall to [theJ general inter

temporal international equilibrium in the Walras-Arrow

Debreu framework'. 2 These equilibrium models assumed that 

the achievement of hypothesised equilibrium levels would 

generate a situation, where the capitalist world system 

would at that specific spatio-temporal moment 3 optimise the 

allocation and utilisation of exploitable systemic resources 

permissible within the pre-ordained constraints of technol

ogy and thereby maximise its utility. 

1. This evolutionary process is characterised by periodic 

structural crises of adjustment. 

2. Benassy JP The Economics of Market Disequilibrium 

[UK : Academic Press IncJ 1982, p 1-2. 

3. The spatio/temporal moment in the Newton-Cartesian 

framework determines the co-ordinates of equilibrium. 
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Equilibrium as defined in the physical sciences deter-

mines a •state of rest• for the system. More precisely an 

equilibrium state is defined as "a constellation of selected 

inter-related variables, so adjusted to one another that no 

inherent tendency to change prevails in the model which they 

constitute. " 4 In the ·field of International Relations, the 

dominant paradigms have stressed the criterion of equi-

1 i bri urn ·ft-om the mechanistic tJm-.,~toni an balance o·f pm.,1er ·to 

the General System Theory~ based upon the principle of 

•equi·F-inality•. These theories, even though they t.Jere 

developed through rigorous mathematical and logical formula

tions progressively distanced themselves from realities 

within the functioning real world system. The researchers 

within this tradition shared the premise that the world sys-

tern ~Jas no more than an inchoate social structuring, trJhi ch 

required artificial ordering to generate any substantive in-

sight into the functioning of this system. This foJ~m of 

kno~d edge building though not falsifiable through the 

refutation of the intrinsic logics of the models developed 

~'JOLtl d nonetheless succumb to "adversary" methodologies con

testing its artificiality. 

4. M.::~ch 1 up F: • Equi 1 i br i urn and Di s-equi 1 i br i urn : Mi sp 1 aced 

concreteness and disguised politics.• ECONOMIC JOURNAL 68 ; 

1958; p 7. 

•criteria of Systems Thinking • 

FUTURES: Vol 17, 'tJo 5; 1985; p 475-78. 
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My evaluation of the above paradigms, though faJ~ from 

exhaustive is not posted to challenge the •existing dominant 

paradigms in International Relationsb but rather to propose 

a paradigm shift ~~hich develops 1upon the principle of dis-

equilibrium•. The theoretical propositions aPticulated must 

then focus on, 'the tens{ons between change and continuity 

built into the inter-structural dynamics of trans historical 

relations7 •• ' Therefore, implicit to this conceptualization 

is anassumption of a trans-historical logic or historicisme, 

the understanding of which lies in the study of the 

dichotomies and antagonisms existent in the capitalist 

structure which itself has subsisted over a period encom

passing a long historical duration or as specified by 

Braude!. 'the longue duree•. The manifestation of these an-

tagonisms in the soci.o-economic system is through a dis

equilibrated state of f~nctioning of the system. Again it 

is t.he , "Historical krim·Jledge C)f uhat actually happened at 

any ti~e in the industrial organism ••• [which] reveals first 

the e~<i stence of the Long ~·Jave""' 

6. Martin Wight emphasised the following pattern in IR 

(a) Machiavel~ian or international anarchy 

(b) Groitian or international intercourse. 

(c) Kantian or community or mankind." 

Holl i ~t ~·JL and Rosenau JN : "\IJorl d Systems Debates" 

INTERNATIDrJAL STUDIES QUATERL Y VOL 25; NO 1; 1981 p 10 

7. Hollist WL and Roscnan JN; op.cit; 1981; p10 

8. Historical contents and long evident transhistorical 

structures are considered essential to explaining Int. Rela-

ti ons. The above is with due apoligies to Kark Poppers 

(1961) arguments concerning the poverty of historicism. 

9. Schumpeter JA: "The Analysis of Economic Change." 

THE PEVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS VOL XVII,4.May 1935; p 7. 
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My conceptualizations then emphasize a rhythm in the 

capitalist mode of production which accrues from a dyadic 

interaction betwen the socio-political and the techno-

economic paradigm. It is in this context that the world-

market plays an e5sential role in the integration and a con

comitant juxtaposition of the market forces with the intra

syst~mic units the resultant of which is a revelation of 

dynamic sinusoidal periodicity with the progressive evolu

tion of capitalism. 

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL STATE AND THE WORLD SYSTEM EXEMPLIFIED 

Capitalism can be hypothesised as a " socio-economic 

system with a deep structu~e [andl a set of causal ten

dc:mcies o·f development." '1 •:> This assumption ~.,.ill become es

sential if we are to discern the underlying logic of each 

historical socio-economic system. It is my contention to 

concieve of capitalism as a singular process which incor-

porates both economic and political dynamics. It is impor-

tant to cast this argument in the context of the attempt to 

develop the world system perspective into a formalized 

theory of "Long \!Javes of Capitalist Development". 1 1. 

10. Chase Dunn C and Sokol OltJsky J : " Interstate System and 

Capitalist ~~Jorld Economy : One logic on b\lo". 

STUDIES QUATERLY 25(1J, 1981; pg 21. 

I NTERNAT I otJAL 

11. A comprehensive over-vi eu o·f all Long-l,Javes theory is 

presented bel OH. 
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It. is in vi e~·J of understanding the emergent, "spatial 

structures"1 2 and "temporal dynamics" r~-,~aves or 

pulsation J 13 of the capitalist mode of production ~Jhi ch 

makes it imperative to amalgamate the two disciplines of 

Economics and Political Science under one sub-heading of 

Political economy for studying the above phenomenon. "Thus, 

the interaction of world market and state system is fudamen

tal to an understanding of capitalist development and its 

potential transformation into a more collectively rational 

system". 14 

The world system theory maps global history within a 

triepochal perspective dominated by three social systems : 

"1. reciprocal mini-system;2. ~edistributive world empire 

3. and the capitalist t·Jorl d econom)' 111 rs encompassing t.'Ji th 

continuity all dimensions of space and time. 

12. Core, Semi-periphery and periphery 

13. Pieterse JP~ : Empire and Emancipation 

Press LtdJ1989, p 29. 

[USA; Praeger 

14. ChaseDunn C and Sokolowsky J: op.it.; 1981, p 24. 

15. l')allerstien I: Tne Politics of World Economy [Gr. 

Britain; Cambridge univ. press] ; 1989, p 147. 
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Wallerstienian perspective percieves the nation-states as a 

creation of the world economy. 16 The evolution of the world 

economy from its mode of primitive accumulation to its cur

rent highly specialised and complex production relations has 

been facilitated by the dis-equilibrium existent between the 

political, economic and social system. In its spatio-

temporal context the evaluation of the capitalist mode of 

production, determined through the exploitative aspects of 

capital relative to labour preculuded all but a particular 

vectorial aspect of development of th~ sub systemic units 17 

comprising the capitalist world system. 

Capitalism as a system mystifies the evaluation of 

profits from the normal to supernormal amounts 18 and the 

calculation of Pareto-optimal social welfare needs. The 

Nation-state, characterised by its highly impervious bound-

was then created to constrain the free mobility of 

labor and thereby accentuate the exploitative prerogative, of 

the entrepreneurs. The osmotic behaviour of labor ie. its 

movement From a region of high-concentration [low wages] to 

one o·f lou concentration [high ~'.lagesJ, 

universal equalisation of wages. 

~mul d dictate a 

16. This is an inversion of the classical view of the emer-

gence of Nation-States prior to the world economy. 

17. I refer to the emergence of nation-states. The term 

vector is used to specify the magnitude and direction of 

change experienced by the unit within the world system • 

• 
18. The theorising on entrepreneurial and firm objectives 

alsouses an abstruse concept, namely "ma:·:imisation of 

pro·fits" 

10 



The emergent Nation-states suitably pre-empted the evolution 

o·f such tendenci es 1 ... and hence my insistence on a "vectori .::11 

aspect" to the development of capitalism 

Nonetheless, I stress [lest I be misunderstood], that an ex

cessive dependence on mechanical determinism or even narrow 

histo~icism would be quite contrary to the development of 

the perspective envisioned by me. 

THE LEVEL AND UNIT OF ANALYSIS ; Since I perceive the ~tmrld 

system as "interstructural dynamics " 21 I hope this concep-

tualization ~>~ill help in the catalysis o·f a "Long l\lave" 
' 

theory synthesis. The nature of my dissertation neces-

sitates my _study to proceed at the level of the capitalist 

ltiOJ,..l d system. Further, the long wave phenomenon is not 

limited by the discrepancies of relative development of the 

Core countries as opposed to the Peripheries • 

the level of analysis was introduced by K. E. 

The idea of 

Boulding ~>~ho 

introduced the idea of system rings or levels by advocating 

"the arrangement o·f theoretical system and constructs in a 

19. The Nation-States will therefore be contra-integr

ationists, which entails development contrary to the hopes 

of functionalists. 

20. McGowan PJ and Kordan.B ; argue that out of certain 

critical structures, world inequality was generated as a 

second;::\ry structure ~1hi ch consequenti 1 y reinforced the i ni

tial world division of labor, organisations of markets and 

fragmentation of political power.pp43-68 

21. Holl i st l\IL 

Theory Synthesis". 

(1), 1981, p 149. 

11 
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hierarchy of complexity roughly corresponding to the com

ple>:ity o·F individuals o·f the various empirical ·Fields" and 

the development of "a level of abstraction appropriate to 

each." 22 With the application of the system's theory to 

politics K.W. Deutsch 23 set out a ten level political sys-

tern. Since International Relations should be investigated 

systematically at each level of relationship where transac

tions occur this upon induction converges upon the level of 

analysis at which my dissertation would have to progress. My 

study would also focus upon the dominant system and its 

recessive sub-systems. 24 

In all branches of knowledge there are several levels 

of analysis, each with distinct concepts, research questions 

and methodologies. To be able to provide insight into a 

part or level of any such discipline is admirable. However, 

the ultimate challege is to link the findings at all levels 

into an agrregative structure. To provide such an aggrega-

tive picture, my study shall be inclusive of the recessive 

level of analysis, the subsytemmic unit. The unit 1 evel 

analysis shall be undertaken in detail in the latter part of 

my dissertation which shall be dealing Hith a case study. 2 1!J 

It thus becomes essential to specify my unit of analysis. 

22. Boulding KE :1956, p 201-2. 

..,..,. 

..:..-..). Deutsch KI!J: 1974: 152-56; The levels in ascending order 

are :- individuals, nuclear families, extended kin groups, 

villages, towns, cities relevance to Int. Politics) small 

nation-states, middling nation-states, 

amd the United Nations. 

large nation-state 

24. Which I have stated above avoided be the capitalist 

~mrl d system. 

25. The European Common Market -1992. 
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The traditional unit of analysis in international relations 

has always been the nation-state. In the requirements of my 

dissertation it however emerges an incomplete entity to 

fully discern the finer dynamics of the phenomenon under ap-

pr <ai sal • The incompatibility of the nation-state with the 

Long wave phenomenon emerges from the fact "that the 

nation-state is still the only unit in International Rela

tions which has any real political as opposed to economic 

significance"2o. Since the study reinforces the economic 

aspects in contra-distinction to the political, the socio-

institutional unit must embody predominantly economic at-

tributes. The conceptualisation of an unit displaying the 

above intra-subsystemic attributes implies a socio-economic 

environment which would have to focus upon the critical role 

o·f geographical spatio~temporal co-ordinates and the con-

tingent access to empirical data which would facilitate the 

progress of the study. The subsystemic units displaying 

these properties would converge to probabalistic ''Markowian 

aggregate states" depending upon the distribution of initial 

states of the subsystems and possible thresholds and trig

gering events constraining deviant components to align them

selves with the rest of the system. 27 

THE SUB-SYSTEMIC UNIT CONCEPTUALISED:- I postulate a 

presentation of the world system and its interacting com

ponents through two alternative formats. The first develops 

by a division of the world into an uniform grid stucture 

~tlhere the summation of the units ~~i thin the grid could be 

assumed as representative of our nation-states. 

26. Lord Gl adwyn: "~·Jorl d Order and the Nation State; A 

Regional Approach."; DAEDf'ILUS: Spring 1966, p 694. 

27. Silverberg G : 11 Modelling Economic Dynamics and Techni-

cal Change • " in Dosi G et al [ed]: Technical change a~ 

Ecpnomic Theor~ • [London: Pinter PublishersJ;198B,p 533. 
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The fix of these nation states could be arrived at by 

specifying the relevant spatio-temporal coordinates of the 

summated units comprising the grid. This would not only 

specify the units structural configuration but would also 

consider the variant time and there by present a dynamic 

schematic view of the world system along with its specific 

vectorial movements. The control variable being the tech

nological variant, which would be the determinant regarding 

the units relative stability at that spatio-temporal moment 

or its elevation to excitable transitionary period repre

senting a period of altering structural configurations. The 

transformation vector thereby determinies the subsystemic 

unit's transition pattern and its systemic impact. 

ALTERNATIVE UNIT:-

In the case 1-'JheJ~e the important determining factor is 

adherance to the specific traditional theoritical position, 

I shall then be compel! ed to use the styli sed unit "l\lati on

state". The pt-edominant in·flLtencing ·factor in this case 

being to prevent the emergence of any "cognitive dissonance" 

beb·Jeen my ·formulation and that ~Jhi ch is understood in the 

classical school of thought in International Relations. 

SYNTHESIS:- The transposing of the latter formulation upon 

the former 2 e provides an overview of the structural in

dicators of system change. Change in Technology threshold, 

change in actors spatio-temporal coordinates, the crossing 

of the technology threshold level causing systemic in

stability and shift in the economic determinants of the 

system. 

28. The subsystemic units. 

14 



The composite of consequences for a system after the 

end o·F a crises 112
• precipitating structural change and a 

consequent alteration of the systemic spatio-temporal or 

techno-economic coordinate will not be considered as an 

unidirectional component of vectorial time. The system will 

posses an ability to regress back to an earlier spatia

temporal or techno-economic coordinate due to a negative ef

fect of a potential shift in the techno-economic paradigm or 

due to the genesis of a transformation process30 which by 

its inherent nature is auto-regressive. 

GENERAL DISEQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS: 

The capitalist economy is fundamentally a dis-equili

brium system, which frequently alters its spatio-temporal 

coordinates due to its changing internal rules of surplus 

generation and the frequently altered technology 

threshold~~. The complexities of capitalism evolve from 

non-linear interactions among 

'disequilibrium micro-states." 32 

its constituents 

The catalytic agent in 

and 

the 

evolution of capitalism then emerges as the 11 1<'Javes of crea

tive destruction'' which initiates a disequilibrium process 

thereby generating periodic structural transformations in 

capitalism. 

29. Brecher M and James P : Crisis and Change in World 

Politics [Boulder USA : Westview Press] 1986, p 32. 

30. The case to be cited are the catastrophic wars which 

have spelled the end of great civilizations. 

31. The alteration of the •technology threshold" becomes 

essential if capitalism is to progressively increase the 

surplus value to be extracted from labor. 

32. 11 This is a vision consistent ~oJith Prigogines theor-y of 

di ssi pati ve structLir-es in chemical reaction 11
• Clerk N and 

Juma C = in Doi. G et al:[edJ : op • c i t , 1 988, p 1 99. 
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If "equi 1 ibrum ••• [i sJ defined as a steady state of a 

system below the threshold of reversibility. [Then] Disequi

librium designates a stage beyond the threshold of 

reversibility" 33 The theoritical heuristics indulged in 

lo'Jhile posing the "Equilibrium Disequilibrium" enigma 

emerges as of fundamental importance in resolving the issue 

for "if the system is unstable then the e}: i stence of an 

equilibrium solution [becomes] irrelevant, since it will 

never· be found. "34 

In our schematised Horld system lattice, if due to cer

tain exogenous factors~e or internal variations in the coor

dinates of the socio-economic unit, the technology threshold 

is lowered, the unit will then enter into the disequilibrium 

performance mode and would then perform in either an 

episodic vectorial manner or in a 'Sine' curve variation 

determinate manner. Therefore, the introduction of one or 

more significant technical improvements constitutes the 

creation of a dis-equilibrium state, since the previously 

existing prices and outputs correspond to a technology no 

1 ongr,:~r e:{ t ant. 

33. Brecher M and James P: op.cit 1986 ;p 17. 

34. Goodwin RM and Punzo LF : The Dynamics of a Capitalist 

World Economy. [UK: Basil Blackwell Publ.J 1987, p 138. 

35. Innovative advances, entrepreneurial vitality, prevail

ing global environment, access to investible resources etc. 
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In this dis-equilibrium simulation the J Von Neumann36 

inequalities cease to be binding as cost is not constrained 

by price, nor demand by output. The resultant cost 

processes at constant existing prices, generate higher 

profits for sectors with the improved technologies. "The 

emphasis should then be in analysing the consequences for a 

given sy·stem of repeated! y changing i ni ti al premises. " 37 The 

social foundations of capitalist production encourage tech

nological dynamics of the system, which in turn generates 

new product process and input characteristics of in-

du st1~ i ali z at ion. But "industrialization, as linked to 

capitalist competition and the dynamics of capital accumula

tion also generates a highly dis-equilibrated form of growth 

that repeatedly destabilises the economic 

orde1~. " 38 • The argument then expands upon the developmental 

dynamic of capitalist industriali=ation and not the alloca-

tive function of its markets, ~~hich drives geographically 

uneven development in capitalist society and ~Jithin this 
' 

context of "laissez faire•, capitalism evolves a system 

g~3red to the destruction of the old and the creation of the 

ne~" ·forms, linking greed to the innovative variant. It is 

within this frame work, that we must dispense with the von 

Neumann's single constant growth rates for all sectors and 

replace it ~~ith a Schumpeterian innovative imperative which 

translates into the diverse growth rates of the different 

sectors ~Ji thin the capitalist economy. 

36. For an exposition on Jvon Neumann refer : Dore Metal: 

[edJ 1989: especially page 69-125. Also see: von Neumann J: 

"A model of Economic Equilibruiiim". 

STUDIES XIII(1): 1945-46;p 1-18. 

REVIEW OF ECONOMIC 

37. Goodwin RM and Pun:zo LF 

38. Storper M and Walker R 
op.cit.;1987, p 144. 

The capitalist Imperitive 

Te•··-r i tory, Technology and Industrial GrowthCUSA : Basil 

Blackwell Publ.J 1989,p 8. 
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This developmental dynamic is specific to capita

lism."::s•. The economy can then be viewed as an oscillator or 

a pulse generator. The pulse generator model percieves the 

economy as functioning after an initial large shock, by the 

generation of a rising peak of growth followed by a subse

quent decline in the growth level. The crucial parametric 

determinants which emerge as saliant are technological 

change and labor productivity. With each new innovative im

pulse, the system transform into an unstable mode, reaching 

a higher level of output, where it is again constrained by 

the labor productivity and diminishing returns to the 

techno-economic paradigm. Along the temporal vector, the 

capitalist system is characterised by continuous transforma

tions thereby negating a constant specified structural 

pal~ameter. 

Therefore, to historically integrate the empirical data 

with a formal but qualitative analysis of dynamical systems, 

we must visualise the capitalist world system as a series 

of successively transforming and evolving structures ~\lhi ch 

in the long run exhibits an oscillatory steady state growth 

chat-acteristics. This system, epitomised by" a succession 

of vigorous expansions, punctuated by short sharp contrac

tions will give rise to long waves associated with the name 

of 'I<ONDRAT I EFF' • "4•=> 

THE LONG WAVE RHETORIC:-

The World system theory[WSTJ functions upon the premise 

that intra-systemic dynamics are of negligible consequences 

as long as the system itself does not change. 

39. ibid , 38 : p 8. 

40. Goodwin RM & Punzo LF 

41. Brecher M and James P 
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It matters little in l·JST ~·Jhich "unit occupies a par

ticular world market niche42 since the system as a whole 

creates a pressure to maintain a certain mix of core, semi-

peripheral, and peripheral activities. " 43 Because o·F its 

system totalitarianism and assumed •curculation premise', 

WST is incapable of prioritization of inter-unit dynamics 

and conceptualise on the interplay within the hyperplanes44 

of social dimensions. It is here that the superiority of 

the long wave theory is revealed at both the system and 

sub-systemic level. Traditionally, the Long Wave has been 

viewed as an economic phenomenon but the fact remains that 

the Long Waves contain key political elements. In all 

isting research on long waves the predominant thesis have 

dealt ~"'i th :-

a. "Economic cycles of 50 year [approxJ duration, 

Kondratieff or Long Waves. 

b. Longer cycles of hegemony and hegemonic war of 

about 150 years." 4 e 

My thesis will explicitly deal with the former, i e: 

Long Waves or Cycles of economic activity. 

42. Pieterse JPN op. cit. ; 1989, p 38. 

43. l•Jall ersti en I : op. cit; 1984, p 108-109. 

44. A hyperplane is a N dimensional generalization of a 

straight line rx,yJ • A line in three dimensions is a 

plane, therefore in 'n' dimensions a hyper plane. 

45. Goldstien JS: Long Cycles: Prosperity and War in the 

Modern age [USA: Yale Univ Press] 1988, p 7. 
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW :-

The idea that history repeats itself in the rise and 

fall of civilizations is no means an invention of our times. 

The Stoics, Machiavelli and Montaigne held convergent 

opinions, but none tested these ideas thoroughly against the 

facts of "history". The first to elaborate slightly on this 

theme Has Giovanni Battista Vi co, ~-..~ho developed the EthemeJ 

theory of ricorsi [or] historical returns. 46 

From the French Annales School of History, Francois 

Simiand, made use of statistics, especially long series of 

prices and wages to document •mouvements de longue 

periode"or'longue duree'. Simiand further attempted toes

tablish a causal connection between the •K' waves and 

socio-institutional developmental dynamics. 

The study of long Waves is not a recent phenomenon, 

"Jevons <1884)refers to an article on long waves written by 

Clark as long ago as 1847 •• van Gelderen [1913] quotes 

evidence from Jevons [1884J on a period of rising 47 and 

declining47 prices." 4 e The most important factors underly

ing the long wave process according to van Gelderen [1913J 

can be summarized as :-

a. Capital investment hypothesis 

b. Innovation hypothesis 

46. de Beus JG Shall we make the year 2000?[Gr. Britain: 

Sydney and Jackson IncJ 1985, p 9. 

47. Rising Prices 1790-1818; Declining Prices 1818-1849 

48. KlienKnencht A : Innovation patterns in Crisis and 

Prosperity.[Gr Britain : The MacMillan Press LtdJ 1987 p 2. 
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c. Monet a1~ i sm4~ 

d. Gold production 

e. Migration waves 

g. Periodic scarcity and abundance of raw materials.~0 

The K waves should be distinguished from other postu-

lated cycles :-

a. Business (or "trade' or "Juglar") cycles of about 5 

years duration 

b. "Kitchin" cycles of 10 years durations, thought to be 

based upon depreciation of short term capital invest-

ments. 

c. "l<uznets" cycles ("building cycles" or "long s~·Jings") 

about 20 years long, based on waves of migration and 

the construction boom. 

d. Ver·y 1 ong cycles; Forrester refeJ~s to an 8-shaped " 

Life cycle of economic development lasting over 200 

year!::;". 

THE FOUR THEORETICAL SHOOLS 

"The 1920's t:Ji tnessed a surge of in the 

documentation of long term -conomic changes. "e 1 The ·Fir~.;t 

few scholars to devote attention to the existence of the 

long ~·Javes ~Jere Nikolai l<ondr 

Trotsky and a group of mostly 

gent schools of thought centr 

classi·Fied as :-

Joseph Schumpeter, Leon 

scholars. The emer-

these scholars may be 

49. Periodic credit expansion and subsequent financial 

crises. 

50. This can be linked to t e migration waves because human 

migrations paved the way to he opening of new frontiers and 

a consequent access to a n w and unexploited source of raw 

materials. 

51. Kondratieff, Leontieff, Kuznets etc attempted such em-

pirical documentation of the world ~conomy. 

DISS \ 
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I. 

I I I. 

IV. 

The Capital Investment Theory:-· l'.li kol ai 

l<ondrati e·H. 

The Capitalist Crisis Theory:- Leon TJ~otsky 

The Innovations Theory :- Joseph Schumpeter 

War Theory:- J Akerman. 

We shall highlight the four theories briefly and then 

deal in detail with the Innovations paradigm. 

I THE CAPITAL INVESTMENT SCHOOL: 

[AJ DOMINANT PARADIGM :N KONDRATIEFF 

The causation of the long waves is attributed to peri

odic excessive investments and consequent depreciation of 

capital goods. 32 ''In the analysis of investments a distinc

tion is made between replacement of existing capital goods, 

and ne~~ or autonomous i nvestments"e:s Prosperity peri r.)ds e~·:

emplify an over investment in capital goods, which catalyses 

the austerity phase where excess capital is depreciated, 

~·~hi ch i tsel·F paves the way ·for a ne~J period o·f massive in

vestments and the consequent genesis of the new prosperity 

period. The investments are financed through ''saving ac

cumulated during an economic do~rm-s~·Jing""4 The emergent 

Kondratieff causal linkage is :-

I PROSPERITY: Increased construction of capital for 

primary industries; Excessive capital investments; In-· 

creased demand for capital; Capital price increase. 

52. The life cycle of the capital goods is exceedingly 

large. eg. railroads, canals and factories. 

53. Tinbergen J in Freeman c: [edJ Long Waves in the World 

Economy.[ Gr. Britain; Butterworth and Co. PublJ 1983 p 14. 

5:L Goldstien JS : op.cit.; 1988, p 42. 
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II INFLEXION POINT : Exorbitant capital price; Dampen-

ing of capital investment. 

III AUSTERITY:~e Decreased Investments; Fall in price 

of capital; Accumulated saving invested; 

prospe-rity period. 

Initiates 

CONVERGENT PARADIGM 

CONTEMPORARY PERIOD 

J FORRESTER 

The Systems Dynamics National Model [NMJ of Forrester 

. e>:hibits the interesting ·feature o·f it being" a quasi

campi ete endogenous model of gro~tJth dynamics "~6 • The NM ~·Jas 

designed to dis-entangle complex socio-economic interactions 

within industrial economics and also for evaluating alter-

nate coorporate and national policies. It further incor-

porates the behavioural attributes and destabilizing con

straints of human actions such as perception delays. 

Let me paraphrase, Forester, to explicate the manner in 

which the NM directed the MIT group to study the literature 

and formulate a theory of the Long Waves. 

"The National Model rtJMJ ~\las not undertaken ·for the 

purpose of studying Long Wave behaviour ••• [on] assembling a 

consumer durables section •.. [and] a sector producing capi-

tal equipment, ••• the Model exhibited strong fluctuating 

growth and collapse in the capital sector •• fifty years be-

tween peaks of capital output •••• unanticipated model 

berhaviour •. suggests new insights about actual economic 

behaviour... [onl analysing the reasons {or the fifty year 

mode of behaviour in the NM the underlying assumption 

still seemed reasonable. It is only then that the litera-

ture on knondrati e·H cycle became a part o·f our 

investigation."~"" 

55. The entire ~Javelength is of a time period -I.J·5-60yrs 

56. Delbeke J in Freeman c: [edl op.cit. 1983~ p 7. 

57. Forrester JL·J in Freeman.C. [edJ; op.cit 1983,p 128-

129. 
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The general approach of Forrester is conservative in 

emphasizing the management of social systems stressing mul-

tiloop nonlinear feedback systems. Forresters views align 

with Kondratieff, in that he sees long waves as endogenously 

generated ~·Jithin a fi:-:ed system structure" 15e The fifty years 

'K' cycles arise from the structural setting of the capital 

equi pments sector " 15"" and is therefore "e:<pl ai ned by the 

Capital investments theory" 6 '=> Forrester, further hypothi ses 

the Kondratieff waves as capable of producing "long term 

shifts in un-employment •••• moving short term Phillips Curve 

horizontally."o1. 

Forresters theory has been rejected by most liberal 

economists, since it uses deductive as opposed to inductive 

reasoning. 63 Alternative theories from this school include:

a. The "over-i n\.iestment hypothesis" Van der Zt-Jan64 

58. This is a conservative equilibrium view of denying 

structural transformations within the systemic unit and also 

negating the accrual of dis-equilibrium within the social 

structure. 

59. Forrester JI!J : "Business Structure, Economic Cycles and 

National Policies" FUTURES 8,3 : 1976, p 

60. 

61. 

62. 

Goldstien 

Forrester 

Forrester 

JS 1988: 

Jhl 1976 : 

JI!J 1976: 

012. cit. ; p 4-9. 

OJ2.Cit.; p 210. 

012. cit. p 209. 

196. 

63. Liberal economics is based upon inductive reasoning 

64. Van der Zt-Jan: "On the Assessment of the Kondratieff 

Cycle and Related Issues''. in Kuipers.SK.and Lanjouw GJ:[edJ 

Prospects of Economic Growth [UK l'lorth-Holl and J; 1980, 

p 183-222. 
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II THE CAPITALIST CRISIS SCHOOL 

DOMINANT PARADIGM : LEON TROTSKY 

"The capitalist cr-isis school ar-gues that the Long 

Waves defined by r-ecur-r-ing major- crisis in capitalism, ar-ise 

·from a tendency o·f the r-ate o·f pr-o·fit to decline." 6 l!S 

Tr-otsky's wor-k 

J.van. Gelder-en 

must not be taken as a r-esponse to either

(1913) or- N.Kondr-atieff's <1935) wor-k. It 

was ar-r-ived at indepe~dently. 

The r-ecover-y of capitalism fr-om per-iodic cr-isis is dic

tated by exogenous factor-s [such as imper-ial expansions con

stl~aj. ned 1 abo1~ mobi 1 i ty, war-s etc J. Fur-ther-. , the outcomes 

of cr-isis is not pr-edeter-mined but is r-elated to class 

struggles and histor-ical conditions, Trotsky concluded that 

long waves wer-e not inher-ent to the capitalist system but 

accrued from factor-s exogenous to capitalism. The key issue 

remained [ ie: To substantially disprove systemic stability 

within capitalism] for- Tr-otsky. The extant r-eality, today, 

par-adoxically is the instability of the socialist system, 

existant for- the last 75 year-s. The issue which emer-ges is 

that do univer-sal crisis thr-eaten the stability of 

capitalism[Tr-otskyJ or- ar-e they only a tr-ansitionar-y stage 

leading to a mor-e stable capitalist dynamic [N Kondr-atieff]. 

The Marxist debate on Long Waves lay dor-mant from the 

time of Kondr-atieff's ar-r-est 66 to its r-evitalisation by 

Er-nest Mandel67 

pr-oach. 

who developed explicitly on Tr-otsky's ap-

65. Goldstien JS: op.cit. ; 1988, p 24. 

66. In 1930 <under- Stalin) Kondr-atieff was officially 

repudiated arr-ested and subsequently died in a Siberian 

Prison camp. Trotsky was bani$hed from the Soviet Union in 

1932 and mur-dered in 1938 outside the Soviet Union. 

67. Mandel Ernest: [1975, 1980, 1981J 
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CONVERGENT PARADIGM, ERNEST MANDEL 

CONTEMPORARY PERIOD 

Mandel's discourse relates the "main cause of fluctua

tion in the system ... to fundamental features of the 

capit.alist mode of production".oe Whereas the upper in-

flexion points are determined largely by exogenous factors 

(growth of capital intensity>, the lower inflexion points 

are determined by exogenous system shocks of social and 

political struggles. The long term changes in the average 

rate of profit predominantly generate the episodic fluctua-

tions in the capitalist system. Mandel delineates the his-

torical factors behind each long wave upswing as follows:-o~ 

"1.. Revolution o·f 1848 and the discovery o·f gold in Cali ·for-

ni a. 

2. Growth of imperialism after 1813 • 

3. The historical defeat of the international working class 

in the 1930's and 1940's " 7 '" 

All this increased the rate of surplus value extracted 

from labor. 7 ~ Mandel in convergence with Kondratieff's view 

held "technological change as an effect rather than a cause 

o·f the 1 ong ~-.~aves. "72 

68. Mandel E in Freeman C:[edJ;op.cit. 1983, p 95. 

69. The other exogenous factors are Fascism, Me Carthyism, 

cheap Middle East oil and, profits from the armaments sec

tor. 

70. Goldstien JS: op.cit.1988 ,p 42. 

71. The increased productivity of labor had a positive im

pact rate of profit. 

72. Goldstien JS: op.cit.1988, p 43. 
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Mandel asseverated that large scale innovations can 

only create a long wave of sustained growth if and only if 

the systemic market is enlarged. Contrary to this, however, 

"innovations can lead to increased Ltnemployment and a stag

nating market for final consumers goods and overall 

investments" 73 

During the positive inflexion point of the Long Waves 

there is a radical change in the overall socio-political en

vironment within which the system operates. The predominant 

systemic activities would be directed toward outward access 

and expropriation policies resulting in the integration of 

various markets into an aggregated whole. Further," 

destruction of trade unions, elimination of bourgeois 

democracy, atomisation of the working class, impossibility 

of collective sale of the commodity-labor· po~·Jer. "74 all 

catalyse a process which results in long term neutralization 

of factors ~Jhi ch depress the average rate of profit thereby 

initiating the properity phase. 

THE ORGANIC COMPOSITION OF CAPITAL 

With accelerating technological progress the organic 

composition of capital tends to increase over time. This 

develops from the premise of a labor saving bias in techni

cal progress. In the Cobb-Douglas production function the 

factor intensity is measured by the ratio b1/b2 with tech-

nological progress this rates get progressively smaller: 

along the unidirectional vectorial time trajectory. 

73. Mandel.E.in Freeman C (edJ op.cit. 1983, p 197. 

74. p 199. 

75. Koutsoyiannis A : Modern MicroEconomics (London 

millanJ 2nd ed 1979, p 76. 
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This implies that 'Innovations"not only cut production costs 

but also simultaneously increase the labor supply by 

reconstituting the industrial reserve of labor. This for

mulation visualises capitalist development along a linear 

trend of inct'""easing prodLICtivity and e:{ploitable profits. 

"MODERN WAR-INNOVATIONS PAR EXCELLENCE" 76 

DOMINANT PARADIGM J AKERMAN: WAR THEORY 

War theory of long waves was first expounded by J Aker

man, a Swedish economist. 77 Long Waves were deemed to 

,~eflect the periodicity of ~Jar. "I!Jars spark a sudden and 

powerful increase in demand which cannot be matched by 

supply thereby triggering of a strong ~-Jartime inflation. " 77 

The dis-equilibrium created results in a dampening of growth 

over the decades following the war,causing a downswing in 

the long wave. 7~ 

CONVERGENT PARADIGM :-~ONETARISTS: 
' 

Closely connected with the war school, ~~as a theory 

based upon monetary fluctuations which exogenously drive the 

long wave. Gustav Cassel [1918,1932J was the celebrity of 

the "monetarist group". Cassel argued that ~·Jithin an ex

change ec6nomy based on private enterprise, an expected fu

ture scarcity resulting from resource depletion would ac

tualise into higher expected future prices, which ceteris 

paribus, reduces current production. This reduced current 

76. F:ose A: 11 l•Jars, Innovations and Long Cycles. 11 AMERICAN 

ECONOMIC REVIEN 31; 1941, p 105-7. 

77. Akerman J [1932:79 J Economic Progress and Economic 

crisis [London, Macmillan Press LtdJ reprinted edition 1979 

[Philadelphia; Porcupine PressJ 

78. This characterises a long wave upswing 

79. A theoritical stand espoused by Norman Sibberling. 
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prodLtction ~Jill, cet.par.,increase current prices rather 

than prices remaining constant for a time and then sho"ing 

significant rise consequent upon the depletion induce future 

scarity they would rise at a unifcirm rate. Cassel concluded 

that "current prices ref 1 ect future scarcities. nee::. 

Cassel's reasoning, logically progresses to the above 

conclusion. But the theory's logical infallibility does not 

reflect its consistancy in the real socio-political 

scenarios.e 1 This model is predetermined by excessively 

simplifying assumptions and parameters, especially within 

the interaction zone between politics and economics which go 

a long way in determining the prices of exhaustible 

resources. In the world system, the exogenous political 

factors impinge upon the "action vector" deflecting its 

trajectory and consequently invalidating the theoritical 

predictions from purely hypothetical models. 

Cassel states that besides changing prices," Uncer

tain~: y" can impact upon production decisions there by 

·favouring " present over ·future production"ez. These inter

acting changes in prices and production decisions resul~ in 

episodic pulsations which sustain the development of 

capitalism; 

8(l. Robinson TJC Economic Theories of Exhaustible 

Resources [ Gr. Britain: Routledge Publ.J; 1989, p 162. 

81. The fallacy can be easily determined by performing a 

simple comparative cost study of oil/gallon vis a vis 

pepsi-cola/gallon. 

82. Robinson TJC op.cit.1989, p 162. 
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IV.THE INNOVATIONS SCHOOL 

DOMINANT PARADIGM : JA SCHUMPETER 

JA Schumpeter attempted to construct a tentative theory of 

business cycles based primarily on the concept of 

'innovations' and the 'leading sectors' of the economy. 

Western liberal economist at the time were toying with the 

idea of long term capitalist stability. Schumpeter con

structs his theory as a long economic cycle in an evolving 

system- "Economic evolution"e::!= The emphasis is upon the 

"1 eading sector "84 ~·Jhi ch d..-i ves a po~tJerful e~·:pansi on of the 

economy until it runs into diminishing ..-eturns to scale and 

is eventually supplanted by a new leading secto..-. Schum-

peterian listing of these innonative drives is :-

1780-1842 The Industrial Revolution. 

1842-1897 The age of steam and steel. 

1898-? Electricity~ chemistry and motors. 88 

Simon Kuznets86 elaborated these as :-

The Industrial Revolution Kondratieff [cotton textiles~ 

iron, steam power] 

The Bourgeois Kond..-atieff [F"ail..-oadsJ 

The Nee-Mercantilist Kondratieff [elect..-icity, automobiles] 

83. Fo..- a d'etailed st1.1dy of Evolutiona..-y theo..-ies specific 

to innovations ..-efer to :Elster J 1983, p 131 -157. 

84. Meier GM [1984J :p 97-100. Refe..-ent is Walt Rostow's 

theory of the stages of economic growth and the emphasis 

upon the 'leading secto..- analysis.' 

85. No ending date was clear as of 1939. 

86. Kuznets Simon [1940J quoted in Goldstien JS 

op.cit.;1988, p 32. 
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To this can be a~ded the fourth :-

The Informations Kondratieff [Micro-chips, bio-technology] 

CONVERGENT PARADIGM : GERHARD MENSCH 

CONTEMPORARY PERIOD ; THE METAMORPHOSIS MODEL :- The ~tmrld 

economy has evolved through a"series o·f intermittent innona

tive impulses that take the form of successive S shaped 

cycles "87 

THE METAMORPHOSIS MODEL OF LONG TERM INDUSTRIAL 

FLUCTUATIONsee 

G Mensch's metamorphosis model offers two advantages 

over a mechanistic wave model ; Indeterminism" 19,.. as dis-

cussed by Mensch, during the trend period of stagnation on a 

high plateau numerous viable alternative patterns can be en-

visaged for the progression of the long wave • "A sudden 

collapse or depression [KeynesJ, a uniform decline or a tem

porary equilibrium state o·F retardation [Mensch]"""'"' 

Our axiomatization of the dis-equilibrum principle 

stands vetted as indeterminism is an aspect of dis-

equilibrium. The second advantage concerns," structuralism: 

[implies] at any time, the short term economic performance 

of a firm, a branch, or an industrial sector can be compared 

cross sectionally relative to some long term average or 

trend."'91. 

87. Mensch G : Stal~mate in Technology: Innovations overcome 

the Depression [USA ; BallingerJ; 1979, p 73. 

88. Mensch G et al "Changing Capital Values and the Propen-

sity to Innovate." : in Freeman c: [edJ 1983, p 

89. Mensch G FUTURES 13 (I.J.); 1981, p 278. 

90. Mensah G et al : in Freeman c: [edJop.cit.; 1983, p 33. 

For a bibliography of the relavant writings of AF Burns and 

JJ Van Dhijn, refer notes 4 and 6; p 46. 

91. Mensch et al in Freeman c: [edJ op.cit.1983 p 33. 
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The long waves then emerge not strictly as an economic 

phenomenon, but rather as a politico-economic manifestation 

measurable in economic terms, reflecting harmonious or dis-

harmonious proclivities of the total socio-economic and in-

st i tL1ti onal systems. Carlota Perez,•2 a Venezulan scholar 

proposes that capitalism contains t~"'o "sub-systems" one 

"techno-economic" and the other "socio-institutional"•::s 

The dominant techno-economic paradigm generates a 

dynamic complementarity between the techno-economic and the 

socio-institutional factors thereby sustaining the long up-

s~·Jt ng. On achieveing a growth plateau a restructuring is 

required between the two sub-systems which then culminates 

in a structural crisis. The current restructuring in 

WEurope~4 perhaps reflects such an equilibrating phenomenon 

currently in process. 

COMPLEMENTARY PARADIGM- CHRISTOPHER FREEMAN 

C Freeman et al,•e in contrast to Mensch argue that 

deep depresions inhibit rather than stimulate new basic in-

novations. They stress the role of public policy in leading 

the way out of a depression by stimulating an increase in 

the general level of profitability.~6 

92 .. An associate of C Freeman, the research group is 

primarily policy oriented and historical research on the 

long waves remains the personal interest of a few scholars. 

93. Perez C : "Structural change and the Assi mi 1 at ion o·f 

NevJ Technologies in the Economic and Social Systems" FUTURES 

15, no 5, 1983, p 359. 

94. Especially the Common Market - 1992 

95. Includes John Clark and Luc Soete [1982] 

96. Convergent paradigm - Trotsky and Mandel stating an ex

ogenous causation of the long upswing. 



C Mancheti~7 proposes an "S" shaped growth curve of a 

particular technology~e. Global overcapacity through sys

temic market saturation creates the long wave down-swing. 

The 50 year amplitude reflecting the time required for a new 

technology to reach market saturation. 

This paradigm requires to give an explanation of why 

the temporal regularity is determined by the macro-effects 

of the timing of innovations and why do the waves repeat 

themselves? ~e shall now delve into the constituents and 

characteristics of a post-industrial society. 

POST INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY- MYTH OR REALITY 

Engels Law~~ states that as the National Income rises 

the proportion of income spent on essentials progressively 

declines. The accruing marginal increments in the expend-

able income are consequently utilised in the purchases, ini

tially of durables [clothing, housing, automobiles, etc] and 

on the satiation of these needs there emerges an implicit 

consumption shift towards luxuries [education, recreation, 

tr·avelling, etc] • It therefore becomes imperative for a 

society to experience this employment translocation from the 

secondary to the tertiary or services sector. 

97. Associated with the International Institute of Applied 

Systems Analysis in Vienna. 

98. Like the "Biotic Interactionists", innovations are 

equated to species in a habitat, filling an ecological niche 

vacated by the extinct, previous population. [Substitute 

technology for species.] 

9~. Christian Engel,a German statistician of the latter 

half of the Nineteenth century 
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An economy exhibiting this employment variance is 

stated to be undergoing a structural transformation from the 

industrial to a services system ie. "post-industrialism." 

Engels Law~ which was initially applied to the proportionate 

transfer of expenditure from food to manufactured goods is 

now restructured to include a similar transfer from manufac

tures to service." 100 This change in consumption propen

sities reflects "a fundamental change in the nature of 

economic activities~ [therefore] instead of capital invest

ment taking place exclusively in . industry and industry 

providing services ·for i ndi vi duals and households, "10 1. a 

tertiary sector emerges which caters to the exponential 

growth in demand for services. The growth in •service• 

employment becomes a manifestation of a novel process in the 

d~vision of labor'' ••• as societies develop~ the planning , 

forecasting~ and organisational functions are renamed from 

the individual artisans and passed on to the workers, 

hence the growth of the 'white collar• clerical administra

tive and management occupations." H>:o! It is this metamor

phosis within the nation-state~ which upon a comprehensive 

summation within the world system has been eulogised as the 

"Post-Industrial Society." 103 

100. Gershuny JI "Social Innovations : Change in the mode 

o·f provisions o·f services."; FUTURES Vol 14 (6), 1982; p 

496. 

101. Gershuny JI : "Post-Industrial Society : The myth of 

the service Economy.; FUTURES Vol 9 <12)~ 1977; p 108. 

102. Gershuny JI :1977: op.cit.; p 109. 

103. The usage o·f the term , "post-industrial society" is 

attributed to Daniel Bell; he ho~·mver ackno~Jl edges Arthur J 

Penty, a British guild socialist, as the ·first ~Jriter to use 

the term "post-indus.trial" in a 1917 publication: "Old 

Norl ds ·for Ne~·J :A study o·f the Post Industrial State". 
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Our society has been given innumerable cognomens to 

describe its past, present and ·future states. "A total o·f 

350 titles have geen identified for- our- modern society"H>-"' 

Our society in its present spatia-temporal coordinates has 

been refer-ed to as "the stalled society" (Michel 

Croziet-J 10e; "the entropy state" (Hazel HendersonJ; the un

pr-epared society (Donald Michael]. 

In the conceptualised Wor-ld system grid, the 

coordinate shift for the socio-economic unit 

peri odic 

tr-iggered 

during the lower inflexion point of the long wave must por

tend the tr-ansition of certain static units from the 

"entropy state" to the "post-industrial" society. The 

"eyent which will catalyse the shift of the spatia-temporal 

societal coor-dinates will itself be determined by rapidly 

altering techno-economic paradigm and the vector-ial tr-ansfer 

of the unit above the technology threshold initiating the 

dis-equilibirum mode and consequent structural transforma-

tions within the unit which will synchronise the destabilis

ing factors and bring the unit back to the level below the 

technology threshold. This neu threshold, and the socio

economic units new structural configuration has been 

re·ferred to as, "the post-civilised society" [l<enneth Bould

ingJ ; prefigur-ative cultur-e [Margaret MeadJ " the age of 

equilibriLim" [Le~-.Jis Mum·fordJ; and as "Conciousness III" 

[Charles ReichJ107 

lOlL Mal~ien 1'1 "The two Visions of Post-Industrialisation 

Society". ;FUTURES Vol 9 (5), 1977, p 416. 

105. A French sociologist. 

106. An event ~Jill be defined as a permanent modification 

be localised in the time period of the systems under study. 

107. For a comprehensive survey of literature on theoriti

cal and societal imaging refer to : Marien M : op.cit. 1976, 

p I.J-15-431. 
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It nmJ becomes essential to emphasize the factor and 

characteristics of a society performing within the coor

dinates of post-industrialism. We can then subsequently 

deal with the probability densities of events occurring 

which transform the world threatre to the performance 

threshold of post-industrialism. The transition matrix com

puted would be crucial in the elucidation of our initial 

premises. 

SOCIAL CHANGE AND SECTOR SHIFT 

The emphasis has been on a sector perspective for so

cial change in the contemporary period. For a classifica

tion of post-industrial society, an extensive study and 

analysis of sector shift: at the macro level is imperative. 

Jean Fourastic put the sector perspective in a historical 

conb?)·:t. "~tJith the clim,:.n: of industrialization •.• (emergence] 

of a post-industrial phase., ..• The service sector 

dominant employer ••• BO X ..•• of total employment~ •• in

dustrial employment declined from a peak 50-60% down to 

only 10% 11108 The knowledge factor dominates in the post

industrial society and also facilitates the control of so

cial and technological reorganisation. 

The causation for the transition is determined 

predominantly by the relative disct~epancies 10~ in price and 

income elasticities, technical development and the relative 

factor intensities of production. The transition from goods 

to services represents a global structural reorganising ten

dency in all highly developed and industrialized countries. 

108. Nilsson JE "The Sector Perspective in Social 

Development." FUTURES Vol 15 ( 2) ' 1 983' p 130. 

discrepancies within 109. Intrasectoral 

manufacturing and services. 
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The service sector displays a vibrant dynamism as com

pared to the other sectors thus exacerbating the already 

present discrepancies between the developed and under

developed nations. The services sectors high income elas

ticity increases its demand relative to the demand for other 

industrial goods. This relative demand variation is the 

genesi5 of the initiation of the transformation vector sig

nalling an alteration of the societal coordinates. 

"[The] importance of structural 

shared political/economic values or 

/transactional bases, 

ideologies and innova-

tive roles of the political-economic elities''A~o determines 

the ordering of the subsystemic units under study. In this 

context a synthesis of Long cycle and World Systems theory 

and its extension to the systemic and sub-systemic levels 

determines our conceptualization on the present world 

domain. The structural transformation of the European unit 

and its changing techno-economic paradigm can now be under

stood in its totality and this novel theoritical formulation 

helps us fix Europe"s system level coordinates vis a vis the 

other actors in the world systam. 

110. Alker HR in Rosenau JN [edJ : In Search of Global 

Patterns; [USA; The Free PressJ;1976, p 42. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION 



CHAPTER 2 

ALTERNATIVE STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATIONS 

AND LONG WAVE PERIODICITY :-

In contradistinction to the coherent wave pattern ap

proach, I emphasize a perspective which integrates techno

economic structural changes to the idea of rythmicity of 

economic development even as it contradicts the emphasis on 

a vJell defined pel~iodicity," A pun:;>ly cyclical picture 

[would] neglect the significant qualitative changes that 

take place from upswing to upswing'' 1 The society which 

develops through a successive series of techno-economic cul

tures incorporates the Long Waves as an integral determinant 

and indicator of this evolutionary process. 

Central to the interpretation format is the concept of 

the 'process~; the dynamic transformation of the system 

from one state to another," The strLtcture of a system is a 

manifestation of the underlying process, ..• emphasised in •• 

systems theory by F. Capra. and decision related sciences by 

TC. Miller". 2 In the mechanistic classical scienti·Fic 

paradigm the dynamics of the system was understood from the 

properties of the parts. This Democritan procedure was for

malized by Descartes and Newton. The present dominant in

terpretation ·Format must highlight the "shi ·ft ·from thinking 

in terms of structure to thinking in terms of process."~ 

The Democritan paradigm considered fundamental structures. 

~Jhich through interacting forces and mechanisms gave rise to 

processes. The contemporary paradigm shift emphasises the 

primacy of the process and every structure is considered a 

manifestation of this underlying process. 

1. Moskilde E etal, in Vasko T :[edJ op.cit.:1985, p 258. 

2. Gault FD et al : "The Design Approach to Socio-Economic 

Modelling" FUTURES; Vol 19, (1); 1987, p 5-6. 

3. Capra. F: op.cit.; 1985 , p 476. 
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"The material universe is seen as a dynamic web 4 of interre

lated events."e The theories then developed are a limited 

and approximate descriptions of reality. 

This nee-perspective by a redefinition of the parameter 

of long wave theory will preclude its proclivity towards, 

'determinism." In addition to this the incorporation of a 

meta-theoritic •generating structure~·~ based upon an inde

pendent set of axioms and postulates combiAed, according to 

certain formal rules which are logically consistent ~~ill 

help in the deciphering the operating 'interaction laws". 

The interaction laws operating within the capitalist system 

would generate outcomes and causally determine the process 

of system transformation, which within a strictly formalis

tic logic could be interpreted as feasible system states. 

Structural transformations work under the assumed principle 

of a dynamic dis-equilibirum state necessitating certai~ 

properties of the system under study into transcribing to a 

•generic" 7 mould. The long waves, in this context, emerge 

as generic to the capitalist world system. 

Before ~Je embark upon an analysis o·f the altered 

spatia-temporal coordinates of the sub-systemic units, an 

over-view of the periodicity of the Long Waves as determined 

by most scholars in this field becomes essential. 

4. This philosophy negates the existence of fundamental en

tities, fundamental constants, laws or eqL1ations. It con

siders the overall consistency in the interrelations of the 

parts , which determines the structure of the entire web. 

5. Capra F : op.cit.; 1985, p 177. 

6. Dore Metal op.cit.; 1989, p 45-47. 

7. A property is said to be generic when it is shared by 

almost all the structurally altered configuration of the 

original system. 
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BASE CHRONOLOGYe 

INFLEXION 1""t~tJave 2nd 3r-cl 4t:.h 5th 

POINTS tl 

PEAK ( 14-95) 1529 1559 1595 1650 

TROUGH 1509 1539 1575 1621 1689 

INFLEXION 6th 7th gtn 9th 1(1th 

POINTS 

PEAK 1720 1762 1814 1872 1917 1968"" 

TROUGH 

N KONDRATIEVH> 

PEAK 

1747 

1810/17 

TF~OUGH 1787/90 

1790 

1844/51 

1848 1893 

1870/75 

1890/96 

194(1 

1924/20 

-------------------------------------------~----------------

JA SCHUMPETER. Lc:n-Jer i nf 1 e:.: ion points .a ... 

TROUGH 1787 18·'.J.2/t1-3 1848 

S KUZNETS 

PEAl< 

TROUGH 

Modification of the Schumpeterian scheme • .az 

1814 1870 1925 

1787 1843 1898 

8. Goldstien JS op.cit.;1988, p 67. 

9. This is modified by Goldstien. JS [1988J to 1980 in chap

ter 10 of his book. 

10. Kondratieff ND 1935 "The Long ~Javes in Economic Life" 

THE REVIEW OF ECONOMIC STATISTICS; Vol XVII<4>; 1935,p 111. 

11. Young M.S. and Schuller T:[edJ ;The Rythms of Society 

[Gr.Britain : Routledge.J;1988, p 41. 

12. Goldstien JS: op.cit.;1988, p 70. 
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VAN GELDEREN 

countries.13 

PEAK 

TROUGH 

General economic 

1873 

1850 1895 

movement of 

(1913) 

FRANCOIS SIMIAND 

PEAK 

Prices and Production, France: 14 

1815-1820 

TROUGH Late 18th century 

E MANDEL ~orld trade. 13 

1850 

1875 

1896/97 

PEAK 1820 1870 1913 1968 

TROUGH 1840 1891 1938 

World Industrial production. 16 

vari OLts 

1928/29 

JJ Van Duiin 

PEAl< 1872 1929 1973 17 

TROUGH 1845 1892 

13. Goldstien J.S.; op.cit.1988, p 69. 

1 4. ibid; ·f n 13; p 69. 

1948 

15. E Mandel p 141-142 quoted in Goldstien JS 

1975 p 68. 

16. Goldstien JS: op.cit.;1988, p 69. 

( 1988) 

17. JJ Van Duijn, projects a longwave chronology based upon 

the Schumpeterian differentiation of the Long Wave into four 

phases of prosperity, recession, depression and recovery. 

This chronology is also elucidated below. 
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JJ VAN DUIJN 1 e 

1st Y.DNDRATIEV 2nd KOIIDRATIE'J 3rd KDNDRATIEV 4th KDNDRATIEV 

prosperitylpJ1782-17~2 !pJ 1845-1857 lpl 18~2-1~03 lp) 1~48-1~57 

prosperitylpJ1792-1802 !pJ 1857-1866 lpl 1~08-1~13 !pl 1~57-1%6 

["arl~l 1802-18151 luJ (It) 11913-1~20) !tJ) 

recessionlrJ 1815-1825 lrJ 1866-1873 !rJ 1l?20-1929 1 ~ !rl 1966-1~73 

depressionldi1B25-1836 ldJ 1873-1883 ldJ 1~2~-1~37 !d) 1~73-1988 

recoverylrvJ 1836-1845 lrvl1883-18~2 !rvl1937-1~48 !rvJ198B-1~9520 

PRE-INDUSTRIAL AGE- BRAUDEL21 : 

peak 1433 1529 ( 1559) 1595 165(1 

trough 1460 1509 1539 1575 1621 

18. JJ Van Duijn :"Fl1.u:tuation in Innovation over time" in 

Freeman c: [edJ Long Waves in the World Economy. 

[Britain: Butterworth Co. Ltd.;1983 p 23. 

19. The data remains biased both for and contrary to the 

Long Waves hypothesis. The reconstruction effect after WWI 

[the golden twenties] & Hitlers armament boom caused an ex

aggeration of growth rates during the interwar B period 

[1920-29]. Similarly, the pre WWI armaments race and the 

Marshall Plan reconstructionist effort yielded higher levels 

of growth rates in the A periods of the third and fourth 

kondratieff [1903-1913J;E1948-1957J. 

20. A galloping recession from 1973-1933 followed by a 

recovery period 1988-1995 and then post 1995 could be viewed 

as the onset of the 5th. kondratieff. 

21. Goldstien J.S.: op.cit.;1988, p 72. 

22. This chronology is based upon the periodization of the 

dynamics in the European economy. The source is normally 

qualitative and relies upon price histories. 
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GASTON IMBERT :- Pric:es2 :-s 

FRANCE 

PEAK 1817 1872 1 '=?26 ( 195/1+) 

TROUGH 1787 1851 1896 1935 

GERMANY 

PEAK 1808 1873 1925 ( 1954+) 

TROUGH ( 1792) 1849 1895 1933 

ENGLAND 

PEAK 1810 1873 1920 <1954+) 

TROUGH 1786/89 18/l9 1896 1933 

YOSHIHRO KOGANE : Based upon appearance of ne~·J Tec:hnol ogi c:al 

Paradigms. 24 

23. Goldstien JS : 1988, p 68-69. 

24. Yoshihiro Kogane 1988, p 536. 
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, 

LbNG WAVES AND TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS 

ERA ACTORS TECHNOLOGICAL REVOLUTIONS HISTORICAL 

LAI'.JDMARKS 

1770's-1820's UK Factories<mines,farms)with Industrial 

machines driven by energy Revolution 

extracted from mineral US Indepe

fuels in place of •natural" ndance 

energy of man,aerial wind 

t,Jater and !::-0 on. 

French 

Revolution 

L·JE?alth o·f 

Nations 

( 1776) 

1820's-1870's Europe Railway network as transpo- American 

rtation infrastructure int- civil war 

egrating production units, Formation 

markets and residence of of German 

workers. Empire.Me-

iji Revol

ution Das 

l<apital 

( 1867) 

1870's-1920's Europe Electric power network as Germany ~~ 

the USA USA energy infrastructure 

Japan 

44 

catch Ltp 

1tJi th UK 

First ~~or

ld ~Jar 

Russian 

Revolution 



1920~ s-197(1" s Europe Automated (~tJi th 

USA belt:;) in place 

Japan ~Jhi ch alre not 

NIC containers o·f 

conveyor 

o·F ·factories 

simply 

machines 

Second 

~·Jorl d ~·Jar 

~·Ji th Euro-

pe Indepe

ndence o·f 

e>: col on i es 

Oil crises 

1970's-2020's Europe Information-Communications Comunicat-

USA network as information ion Satel-

Japan infrastructure integrating ites 

NIC's producers and users of Financial 

Some information and services Revolution 

LDC's 

25,. To t.t1i = can be added European Common Market 1992 and 

the genises of unipolar Int. Relations with US as 

dominant hegemonic power following the Gulf war 1990 

-91. 
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The above data cites comprehensively the Long Wave 

chronologies26 as determind by the major scholars working in 

the four different schools27 , 

phenomenon. 

currently studying this 

INTERACTION LAWS CONSIDERED 

J Von Neumann, demonstrated that decentralized 

capitalist economy had to grow at a 'determinate constant 

rate to clear its markets," 2 e The theory was how-ever based 

upon two unacceptable assumptions:-

a. No Technical progress; 

b. Constant real wage. 

This type of theory emerges as profoundly unrealiable when 

applied to the turbulent history of industrial capitalism. 

How-ever a cyclical dynamic fused with this steady state 

growth model could demonstrate a viable and realistic solu-

tion. The long cycle should then reflect a 'dynamic in-

stability" but be structurally stable" 2~ and the system30 

should continuously evolve structurally. 

26. Klienknecht A: op.cit.;1987, p 24. 

27. Capitalist crisis, Capital Investment, 

War schools. 

28. Dore Metal: op.cit.;1989, p 125. 

29. Goldstien JS op.cit. ;1988, p 132. 

Innovation and 

30. The system is characterized by a point in the state-

space <spatia-temporal coordinates) and its motion, be-

haviour and transformation is pictured by a trajectory in 

the space-time format. 
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INTERACTION LAWS POSTULATED 

1. The propensity towards a continuous increase in the or

ganic composition of capital and concomitantly its accumula

tion within the spatia-temporal constraints of technology 

necessitates a fall in the profit rate and a simultaneous 

increase in unemployment. 

2. The capitalist ~Jorld system maintains the rate of profit 

through the socio-techno-economic institution of the Nation 

State. ':!:C1. 

3. The Law of value determines both the spatial and sectoral 

shifts within the socio-economic mechanism and consequently 

indicates a potential structural transformation of the 

politico-economic system. 

tl. "Prolonged depressions not only trigger a reallocation 

of innovative resources but also creates a strong pressure 

tovJards social, political and i nsti tuti onal change. "':!:C7 

5. The behavioural assumptions of the decision makers rests 

upon the principle of bounded rationality.~2 Satisficing 

behaviour34 becomes essential, given the information and 

time constraints and the human processing ability, the clas

sical view of global rationality has to be abandoned, per 

6. Innovation diffusion follows a characteristic logistics 

curve and provides the endogenous catalyst to the Long Wave. 

Ho!,J-~:;~ver technology sub~.ti tuti on emerges ~Jhen a saturation 

31. The fragmentation of the labor market and constrained 

mobility prevent an osmotic movement of 

quent 1 y the equalisation of 1 abor -~Jages. 

labor and conse-

32. •<I i enknecht A 

•(outsoyi anni s A 

op.cit.; 1987, p 206. 

op.cit.;1979, p 258, p 289-90. 

34. Simon. H. (1957); p 198; summarised the essence of the 

theor·y of bounded rationality. How-ever a variance requires 

to be introduced namely, as the system evolves towards the 

Informations society, the information and processing con-

straints progressively diminish • 
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plateau is reached for the existent dominant technology. 

This brings it in con·Flict ~'olith the lau o-F value and returns 

thereby paving the way for a comprehensive market dominance 

by the emergent ne~~ technology ·faci 1 i tated by its inherent 

perfcrmanc~ superiority. The constraints to the growth rate 

and ascendance o-F the long wave being imposed by the dis

chl~onocity emergent bett.-Jeen the "socio-institutional" 

and"techno-economic"::5e paradigms and not by the classic.::"ll 

vi eltJ stating the causative event being "resoLU~ce 

depletion". ::56 

GENERATIVE STRUCTURE 

The dynamic complementarity between the emergent 

techno-economic paradigm::57 and the extant socio-insti

tutional paradigm attempts to propel the ~xisting politico

economic structure -From its position o-F inertia. The resul

tant entropy in the system manifests itself by an aggregate 

structural crisis in the politico-economic unit, which -Fol

lo\IJi ng a :eri es of adjustment <political and economic>, gen

erates the impetus for the next economic upswing in the 'K' 

~'lave. "A strLictural crises is a 1 ogi cal outcome of a 

'technological revolution' ••• ::5e <making) it important to un

derstand the mechanism by which changes in technology are 

transformed into long waves and structural trans·forma-

tions."z~ The "Generative Structure' encapsulates the es

senc~ of this mechaniEm. A detailed appraisal of the theory 

behind this phenomenon is elucidated bel o~J • 

..,...,. 
·-'-1• 00. cit. : 1983' p 358. 

36. Nakicenovic. N. in Vasko. T:[edJ op.cit.;1985 p 85. 

37. The techno-economic paradigm includes technological so

cial, institutional and political innovations. 

38. Also a Techno-economic paradigm shift. 

39. Menshikov.S. in Vasko T:[edJ ; op.cit.;1985 p 71-72. 
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SPATIAL INNOVATION DIFFUSION :-

I hypothesise an uneven spatial distribution of in-

novations with tremendous growth possibilities, geographi-

cally, which would be based upon the profitability of the 

innovation. An array of delaying mechanisms is introduced 

by the politico-economic unit, which would enable it to dis-

tort the time 1 apse beb~een the act o·F in·formati on 

acquisition40 and delayed [actual] transference of the 

solicited technology. "This delaying mechanism must comprise 

economic and psychological components. The salient charac-

of the innovation diffusion process can be 

described as ·follOI·JE :-

"STAGE !-Local concentration of initial acceptances [initial 

aggl omet-ati onsJ. 

STAGE II:-Radial dissemination outward. from the initial ag

glomeration is accompanied by the rise of secondary ag

gl ome,~ati ons., ~Jhi 1 e the· original centers si mul taneousl y con

tinue to condense. 

STr~GE III- The gro~~th ceases [saturation stageJ. " 41· 

What Hagerstrand has highlighted is an interacting diffusion 

process42 which is characterized by agglomeration and then 

by radial dissemination and a simultaneous internal den

si·ficaton. 

40. Hagerstrand T Innovation Diffusion as a Spatial 

Process ; [USA Univ. of Chicago press]; 1967, p 149. 

41. ibid: Jn.tlO; p 133-13'l. 

42. This diffusion process is controlled both by the in

novating entrepreneur and the dominant politico-economic 

elite of the subsystemic unit in which the innovator is spa

tially located. 
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Manufacturing innovations, specifically, through the 

investment in transport inputs, ~ould be instrumental in the 

elimination of inefficient producers (locations) else

Hhen?.4!3 There·fore, "the di·F·fusion o·f production innovation 

has ramifications for the location of manufacturing, and 

through multiplier effects, ••• the stunting of development 

of ~·Jhat ~·Jhere once potential sites. "44 

Since the radial dissemination of the innovation is 

lagged between the core and the periphery, the restructuring 

of the politico-economic unit begins in the core and subse

quently transfers itself to the periphery as the adjustment 

bet~een the Techno-economic paradigm and the socio

institutional frame~mrk is performed. Therefore, 1 a lagged 

correlation should logically emerge in the structural crisis 

experienced by the system whose causative vector is 

reflected by the spatia-diffusion of the dominant tech

nological paradigm. Since, an added aspect of the technol

ogy transfer would be the profit incentive; a measure of the 

altered structural configurations could be related to the 

diminishing profitability of the radical innovation. A 

positive relationship between innovations and the time paths 

·for strLtctLtral change is established "In the I ong run, 

innovations ••• change the nature of the economy's outputs 

and capital output coe·H i ci ents. " 4 e The spati o-di ·F·fusi on 

process of the innovation also contributes profoundly to 

changing the structure of the politico-economic unit. 

Capitalism does not then undergo a single crisis of adjust

ment but is dominated by a series of crisis determined by 

the spread effect of the techno-economic paradigm. 

43. This dominates specifically in the periphery. 

44. Hagerstrand T: op.cit.;1967, p 322. 

45 = Thomas MD : "Gro~Jth and StrLtctural Change : The role of 

technical innovations." in Amin A and Goddard JB (ed) 

QQ_. ci t. ; 1 986' p 118. 
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Within the Schumpeterian framework 

[isl a process of reallocation of 

"economic gro~·Jth •••• 

resources between 

indu::;;tr i es .•• 

changes and 

of technical 

[thisJ process necessarily leads to structural 

dis-equilibrium if only because of uneven rate 

change bet~Jeen different industries. " 46 

Whereas, Schumpeter, stressed the aspect of clustering of 

innovation, he explicated a diffusion process which was in-

herently uneven because "·first a ·Fe~'l and then many ·firms 

follotJ in the ~·Jake of successful pioneers. " 47 

Schumpeter attributed this to the changing profit ex

pectations during the growth of an industry, as the major 

determinant for a sigmoid pattern of growth. Market satura

tion and the tendency for a technical advance48 to approach 

its limits, changing costs of inputs and the bandwagon ef

fect, all tend to reduce the 1 evel of prof i tabi 1 i ty and ~Ji th 

it the attractions of further investments and signal the ap

proach of a growth plateau and the recession phase. 

NATION-STATE~s ECONOMIC RATIONALE BEHIND LONG WAVES OF TECH

NICAL CHANGE 

hThe as~umption of exogenous factors behind the long 

~~aves is consistent ~-.~ith the waves being historically unique 

events that neednot necessarily be repeated in future; an 

endogenous explanation imply a regular occurance and some 

prognostic significance? of the long ~Javes ......... 

46. Freeman C in Amin A and Goddard JB (ed) op. c i t • ; 1 986, 

p 102. 

47. Koutsoyiannias A: op.cit. ;1979, p 102-3. 

48. The Techno-economic paradigm undergoes a continuous 

process transformation. 

49. Klienknecht A : op.cit. 1987' p 13. 
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It is in 'this context that the relationship between 

technical changeeo and economic development must be under

stood. The Schumpeterian view holds the long wave as a by

product of growth, contrary to this Kaldor asserts that the 

Long t·Jave "is causally efficious in inducing growth. "'15 1. 

Capitalist innovation, for Schumpeter, is defined as the 

carrying out of new combinations of the means of p~oduction. 

The Schumpeterian entrepreneur/innovator, embodies the 

dilemma; that by maximising utilities rather than profits, 

he prevents the realization of efficient states~ However, 

ttH::! TocqLievillian "principle of the long term"ez makes him 

quint-essentially the prometheus of growth. In this context 

even though innovation reduce employment in the short run, 

due to their inherent ~abor saving bias, they create employ

ment in the long run. 

The static efficienty of system may in the long run be 

inferior to the dynamic efficiency of a [capitalist] system 

~tlh i ch allocates a part of its resources to the generation of 

neH knm·1l edge" e::s: 

50. Also the innovative ability. 

51. Elster J op. cit. ; 1983, p 123. 

52. Liebniz stated the principle ~Jith unsurpassable preci

sion "The i n·F i ni te series o·F all things may be the best o·f 

the poss.ible series, alt.hough ~Jhat e}dsts in the universe at 

each particular instant is not the best possible". 

53. Klienknecht A : op.cit. 1987, p 124. 
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It is these cosiderations which provide the economic ration

ale for states intervene with the fundamental components of 

technical change. In this conte~·:t, "the case of differential 

roles o·f technical change bebt~een nati ons"e4 result in 

geographically diversified patterns of diffusion of tech

nologies, resulting in decline of some regions and nations; 

while differential access to new technologies have profound 

military implications and increase the power of pa~ticular 

nations vis a vis others. These aspects of •REALIST' think

ing requires us to briefly deal with the role of geographi

cal diffusion of innovations on the pattern of structural 

transformations and its impact upon the Long Waves of tech

nical change. 

The disturbances engendered could be sufficient to dis

rupt the existing system and signal the genesis of a trans

formation vector portending considerable change in the 

structural configuration ofthe politico-economic unit.ee 

54. Coombs. R. et al : Economics and Technological Change. 

[Gr.Britain: MacMillan Education Ltd.J 1987,p 20. 

55. All diffusion processes stressed by most innovation and 

long waves theorists emphasize intra/inter industry diffu

sion of the innovation. I have come across no 1 ong Have 

material dealing with the spatial aspect of innovation dif

fusion. This oversight has introduced a modicum of fal

libility into the theorising on structural transformation. 

I have attempted to correct the same by emphasizing ~patial 

innovation diffusion. 
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Let us consider the period of the fourth Kondratieffe6 

to systematically format a global structural transformation 

process to substantiate our theorizing. The early 1950'~ 

recovery from the ravages of war ~~as slow in most in-

dustriali~ed parts of the world . As the·decade progressed 

the tempo of growth with respect to manufacturing production 

grew rapidly in the USA, W.G2rmany and Japan • The multina

tional era. oF the high technology firms was ushered in by 

the increazing volume of US exports to Canada and W Europe. 

By the 1960's ofshore direct investments in developing 

countrims by the US multinationals was at a significant 

level. By the mid 1970's the pace of growth of the manufac

turing sector had begun to decline appreciably in most in

dustrialized countries. The shift was towards the newly in

dustrialized countries, namely, Brazil, Taiwan, Korea, Sin

gapore, Hong Kong and Mexico which underwent spectacular 

structural transformations and phenomenal growth rates. The 

diffusion process had taken twenty years, but the trans

ferred techno-economic paradigm ~Jas already a recessive 

variant within the dominant core. 

motivated by the profit principle. 

The transfer was hence 

The 1980's became a period of structural change even ~s 

energy costs rose and the growth potentia! of the old lead

ing sectors was partially exhauste~ a new techno-economic 

paradigm emerged based upon the Information Technology 

Revolution and Bio-technology. This period also witnessed 

considerable structural transformation of the politico

economic units located in the core of the world system. 

56. The 1948-1990 period; 

Van Duijn's data. Goldstien 

54 

the startdate is based upon 

JS : op.cit.;1988, p 72. 
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"In this perspective the structural crisis of the 1980~s 

like those of the 1880's and 1930's was a prolonged period 

of social adaptation to a new paradigim. "1!57 This neltJ tech

nological system satisfied all the requirements for a Schum-

peterian revolution in the economy. Third world countries 

hm·~-ever "require some t-esol uti on o·f the basic structural 

problems'I!'Ja confronting the entire ~tJorld ec:onomy.ne• It has 

been stated that the UDC are already experiencing dif

ficulties in developing a globally competitive new Informa

tions Technology industries. The technology transfer can be 

facilitated only when the core countries start experiencing 

diminishing pro·fits ·from the "Sunrise Sector" <!:>•:.> and are 

then IJi 11 ing to trans·fer the kno~·~--ho~J to the LDC" s. 

57. Freeman C :" Technical Innovations, Long Cycles and 

Regional Policy" in Chapman K and Humphry G. [edJ Tech

nological Change and Industrial Policy [Gr. Britain : Bosil 

E:lackmell Publ. J ; 1987, p 17. 

58. These problems are related to transfer of technology, 

Debt trap etc. 

59. Freeman C in Chapman K and Humphry's G [edJ 

op.cit.;1987, p ., . .,.. 
L·-'• 

60. This is indicative of an approaching growth plateau of 

the present techno-economic paradigm ahd the initiation of a 

'substitution effect", which signifies the emergence of a 
' new dominant technology sphere. 
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THE THESIS OF SELECTIVE GROWTH PATTERNS : - t·J it hi n an i n t er-

acting system and an expanding space economy the diverse 

growth momentum may be construed ''as geographical expres

sions o·f initial advantages" 61 translating into a spatial 

manifestation of the economy's industrial location. This 

spatia-distribution pattern is one of cumuletive technologi

cal advancement and industrial concentration through a ten-

dency for sustained agglomeration, 62 in the centre. These 

specific spatial manifestations of the economy represent a 

circular cumlative process. 

The obvi Ol.ts question to the above t:mul d be; ~·Jhat deter

mined the spatial choices made for industrial location in 

particular geographical areas? Two polar viewpoints emerge 

representing the dichotomy between purely random and 

economically rational forces. 

1. ADOPTIVE APPROACH :- Spatial survival "doesnot require 

proper motivation but may rather be the result of fortuitous 

ci l~cumstances, "6;:!1; The emphasis is upon the •spatial 

satisficing" 64 principle. 
.., ..... ADAPTIVE APPROACH :- Ec:onomic activites rationally adapt 

themselves to the conditions of the society. 

The two processes r~presenting theoritical extremeties 

61. Pred. AR : The Spatial dynamics of US Urban In-

dustrial Growth. [USA : The MIT PressJ; 1966, p 19. 

62. Consistent with the Weberian assumption that small 

production Ltni ts ~d 11 concentrate ~Jhenever the mini mum rE?

quirements for large scale production are satisfied. 

63. Alchian AA :"Uncertainity, Evolution and Economic 

Theory". JOURNAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY Vol 58, 1950, p 211-

221. 

6'1·. t·Jolperts J "The Decision Process in spatial context" 

ANNALS OF THE ASSOCIATiotJ OF AMERICAN GEOGRAPHERS Vol 54, 

1964, p 533-558. 

65. Pred AR:op.cit.; 1966, p 45. 
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should be conditioned realistically as operating concur

rently, through permutations, combinations and attendant 

multj.plier effect!::. to determine industrial location. This," 

perpetuates the circular and cumulative growth processes, 

even before higher thresholds are attained or new innova

tions become economically sound." 66 

Technological innovations not only foster expansion 

within a single industrial category but also dictate the es

tablishment of linked industries, thereby resulting in lo

cally concentrated, rather than geographically dispersed, 

multiplier and a quickened achievement of higher thresholds 

and new industrial injections. The process provides acces

sibility to larger market areas [export hinterlands] the 

multiplier and invention/innovation cycles impact upon the 

•generating structure' resulting in the stepping up of the 

velocity of the growth process. The economy persists in 

reiterating itself ~Jithout the a:id of an external stimulus 

and the resultant impact determining the progress of the 

Long Wave from the initial trough to a period of sustained 

ascendance. 

Once . convergance of technology to specific spatia

temporal coordinates within the world system occurs, then 

there emerges a period of.persistent relativistic socio

techno-economic inertia between the Techno-dominant and 

'Techno-recessive' regions of the world. A dyadic system 

emerges in Hhi ch the retarded groHth regions e>:peri ence a 

fractionised and non-transformative structural coordinates. 

66. Pred AR: op.cit.; 1966, p 146. 
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"The 

changes 

technologically 

·from occuring 

advanced 

~"i thin 

nations... pr-evemt 

these [retar-ded] 

societies ••• [asJ this is likely to conflict with wester-n 

i nb::n-est. "~7 The momentum o·f structur-al change and i nnova

tional catalysts will fur-ther- acceler-ate the extant dis

cr-epancies between the A and Bbe r-egions and simultaneously 

enhance the r-etr-ogr-essive pr-oclivities within the B r-egions. 

In this context the development in the NIC offer-s an inter-

esting case study. "The timing of technical change turns to 

a very considerable extent upon the r-ate of adoption of in

novations and perhaps upon the links between innovation 

p1-od1.1cers and user-s". b,. 

THE HISTORICAL SYSTEM~s IMPACT UPON LOCATION 

His~orical reality, with its spatial differences in 

population density~ topography and natural resour-ces high

lights the areas of the tr-aditional sources of supply and 

ther-eby limiting the number of possible location of the in

dustries. Periodic "condensing" [agglomerationsJ 70 occur-s 

to forestall the disruptive infl~ence of structural tr-ans

formation within the economy. This agglomerative tendency as 

" seen ·From the standpoint of the economy as a ~'olhol e 

67. Hetzler SA Technological Growth and Social Change; 

[Gr.Br-itain Routledge and Kegan PaulJ;1969, p 44. 

68. 'A' r-egions refer to the economically advanced and 

dominant ar-eas in the wor-ld system and "B" regions to the 

recessive and backward ar-eas. 

69.Mcf.lrthur R: "Innovation Di·f·fusion and Technical change : 

a case study." in Chapman Kand Humphr-ys G [edJ : op.cit.; 

1987, p 30. 

70. Neccessarily of different enterpr-ises through inter

r e 1 at i on sh i p s. 
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[translates intoJ the tendency for maximization of the num

ber o·f independent economic Ltni ts. " 7 1. 

Moving from the consideration of the characteristics of 

the economy to the higher level of its impact upon the rela-

tions between nation-states, our premises stand us in good 

stead. Economic subjugation by the dominant politico-

economic unit has existed since the emergence of a substan

.tive e>:ploitable economic domain. 72 "Great colonial empires 

Here ct-eated by the Pheoni ci ans, the Greeks, the Romans and 

th€;;> Carthagi ans. The Indians, the Chinese, the Arabs and 

the Turk=: .•.• "73 The Europeans over the 1 ast 400 years sub-

jugated two thirds of the world. The end of the pre-

industrial age saw a shift of power and the consolidation of 

a new Euro-centric ~orld order. The Horld system has since 

been dominated by this centre [euro-centricJ of activity. 
• 

There have how-ever been two74 tangential shifts away from 

this centre. Namely, the emergence of USA in the 1920's7 e 

and Japan 1905-1940; 76 

71. Losch. A The Economics of Location [USA Yale 

University PressJ; 1954~ p 94. 

72. More specifically through the emergence of technologi

cal capabilities permitting such exploitation. 

73. Organski AFK: World Politics [USA: AA Knopf Inc.J;1958 

pg 224. 

74. I havenot listed the USSR in this categorisation be

cause I percieve the USSR as predominantly an European 

po~·Jer; since the 1860's USSR has conditioned her responses 

by ernul at i ng the ~~est. The coalescing 6f USSR with the 

"west'' emerges from her geographical location of being par

tially in Europe. 

75. Organski An:~: op . c i t • : 1 958 , p 356 : "England leader 

o·f the ~Jorld until a·fter l•H\II bLtt .•• , USA probably passed her 

in po~Jel~ some years before l•JI!JI began." 

76. This period saw the emergence of Japan as a military 

pot.o.Jer. 



Post 1960. 77 The donning of the mantle of leadership by USA 

was not accompanied with a period of accentuated conflict 

between England and the USA • This anomaly is explained by 

the fact that. 11 the United States had accepted the Anglo-

French international ot-der 11
• 78 

The global ordering since the emergence of the in

dustrial era has been accomplished from a predominantly 

Eurocentric perspective I shall deal in detail with this 

aspect in Chapter four of my dissertation. Having digressed 

briefly He must noH return to the locational aspects of 

technology and its impact upon rcgion~l development and 

structural change. 

THE POLITICO ECONOMIC LOCATION PROBLEM : 

Political frontiers are relatively more inflexible and 

impervious vis a vis economic areas. Within economic land-

scapes, transitional areas are possible Hhich derive no 

benefit from definite orientation vis a vis two antitheti-

cally ordered economic systems. This principle on exten-

sicn to interacting political units actualises into valid 

biases and attitudes which determine the political units 

orientation with respect to a politically ordered system 

characterised by a dyadic polarisation in the intra-systemic 

behavioural pattern. In this context the principle of non-

specification of some units behavioural patterns and 

t ., "d , . 1 spa 10-1 ea~og1ca coordinates is necessarily motivated by 

the desire of achieving that 'Pareto Optimal' state7~ ~•hich 

would maximise the political units satisfaction. 

77. The post 1960's period saw a shift in Japanese power 

structur~:~ ·from a mi 1 i tary to a ·first order economic po~~er. 

78. Organiski AFK :op.cit.: 1958, p -="''"' ._-.o...:... 

79. 11 This Pareto optimal state ~'.IOLtld be dictated by the 

follo~Jing salient attribL1tes : continuance, po~·Jer, 

and prosperity 11
• Losch A : op.cit.; 1954, p 199. 
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On economic landscape boundaries the prevailing ten

dency is to close " unavoidable gaps" and espouse a vee-

torial process of outward expansion; on the state frontier 

the tendency is in opposition to the above attempts to open 
11 .;.woidable gaps 11 ~,Jhere ever possible theJ'"eby accentLiating 

and demonstrating the imperviou$ness of the subsystemic 

unit's [Nation states] boundaries. Nation States also dis-

courage industries from settling near the borders from where 

their access to the market remains only u~idirectional and 

directed towards the center. 

Tl-.e natural correll ary to the above is that , 11 a·fter a 

shifting of political frontiers the new border regions ••••. 

become depressed regions. ue•:> In the conte;.:t of the European 

common market the dissolution of the loci of impervious 

points8 ~ between the 12 members of the EEC neccessitates a 

shift outwards and ocean-wards in three directions. These 

nm<J points, interestingly, instead of becoming depressed 

regions as visualised by our theoritical formulations emerge 

as both entry and exit points for international trade be-

t~-Jeen nations. This by itself generate heightened economic 

activity specific to these areas and a consequent increase 

in prosperity for these areas. Furthermore the primal loci 

points also see a shift of industrial location towards these 

recessive locational positionse2 and increased economic 

80. Losch A : op.cit.;1954, p 200. 

81. This loci formats the boundaries traditionally imposed 

between the 12 member states of the EEC. 

82. The referent is the spatia-temporal coordinates existent 

at the time period To, when the recessive loci points still 

E':l·:isted. 
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activity8~ which portends greater access to profits which 

could be extricated from here. 

In totality an integration which presages a border 

shift constrained by the ocean also culminutes in an overall 

increased benefits relative to costs for this new emergent 

entity. These spatial coordinates limited by oceans would 

translate into the genesis of a number of 

verging towards this particular region. 

sea routes con-

SPATIO STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATION: A REFORMULATION 

All e1:isting sub~y5temic actors84 have experienced some 

alteration in their spatial coordinates necessitated by 

numerous exogenous and endogenous factors. In the specific 

case of an expansion of the territorial area possessed by a 

subsystemic actor, if the changed spatial coordinate are 

subject to a limit, which is an exogenous variableee namely 

an ocean and further expansion is not attempted beyond this 

boundary then the subsy5temic actor functioning within these 

new transformed spatial coordinates, will function at a 

supra-optimum level and thereby maximise its prosperiiy in 

the long run. 

Thi5 spatia-structural transformation in the actor 

would result in its ascent in the World System. 

83. Which should catalyse a prosperity phase for these 

specific loci recessive point regions. 

84. I am referring to the Nation-State in the form it 

emerged post- Peace of Westphalia. 

85. The coordinates should enclose the converging point of 

most major sea-trade routes in use world wide. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE IMPACT OF THE INNOVATIVE VARIANT 

EMPIRICS 

The outcome of the discussions above implies the ex-

istence of a number of factors forcing technology to 

causally impinge upon the politico-economic structure. 

"l'Jork on e>:plaining changes in ·fit-m concentration has 

centered upon the relativ~ contribution of mergers and dif-

·Ferenti al internal gt-o~·Jth rates o·f ·firms, "1. to the e>:tent 

that mergers is a reaction to achieving firm level scale 

economies. 2 The significant principle emerging that whenever 

a stimulus variate 3 takes on a value exceeding the critical 

level, the subject of the stimulation responds by initiating 

a transformation process. The above process in isolation 

from the inclusive aspects of socio-institutional change 

projects an incomplete picture. It becomes specious to 

refer to a "soci ety• s trajectory to~Jards i nsti tuti onal 

change in divorcement from , or prior to the appearance of 

the ne~·J behaviour or physical item ~Jhi ch is to be socially 

accommodated". 4 

It therefore becomes essential to incorporate a part of 

the society's techno-economic paradigm in our study. Since, 

the change process generates di s-equi 1 i brat i ng forces t;Jhi ch 

impact upon the systemic units, it then becomes appropriate 

to consider" the modern industJ'"ial society ••• as 

1. Stoneman. P : The Economic Analysis of Technoloaical 

change [Gr. Britain: Oxford Univ. Press] 1983, p 244. 

2. One can argue that technological change has affected 

firm concentration levels. 

3. The stimulus variate signifies the genesis of a process 

culminating in either systemic or structural alterations. 

4. Hetzler SA ~ op.cit.; 1969, p 159. 
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a model of instablity ••• kept in constant dis-equilibrium by 

deliberate internal change."~ 

If technical change is considered the major force for 

structural reconfiguration, then the consequent economic 

growth can be understood to be the resultant of structural 

change. The emergent 'New Technological System" 6 contem

poraneous to the genesis of th~ long wave emerges in in-

cepient small firms or branches of larger firm with negli-

gible economic and employment significance in the context of 

the aggregate economy. The impact of this new technology 

initiates labor substitution. The stimulus variate, catalys-

ing the next long upswing, on crossing the critical 

threshold initiCltes a process, ~.,.hereby," the ne~·J sectors o·f 

the industry may generate substantial employment oppor

tunities and also stimulate employment growth 7 in existing 

industries upstream and dm·mstream of the neH industries. ue 

The do~ms~Jing in its turn is characterised by diminishing 

returns to technological trajectories, market saturation and 

exhausted economies of scale. Yet upward wage increases due 

to institutional factors creates an inflationary spiral 

which negatively effects both corporate and state policies. 

The refined technologies become more captial intensive 

and necessarily labor displacing • Investments ar~ directed 

to~Jards rationalization and vertical intra-sector integra-

tion as opposed to the earlier horizontal, 

expansionist phase. 

5. ibid; fn4 ; p 91. 

6. Coombs R et al : op.cit.; 1987, p 184. 

integrationist/ 

7. Supply shortages of skilled labor in the new industries 

Hi 11 also push the ~-Jage rate up. This ~·Ji 11 increase savings 

thereby raising investments which through a feedback 

mechanism ~-Jill accelet-ate the long ~~a\:es ups~Jing. 

8. Coombs Ret al : op.cit.; 1987, p 184. 
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This transition from the virtuous to the vicious circle 

epitomises the completion of a long wave. 

This multifaceted approach, which abstracts from the 

assumption of constancy of both the structural and institu

tional parameters has helped in the deciphering of this 

economic phenomenon. The long term evolution of the 

politico-economic system becomes an important determinant of 

the 1 ong ~-.,aves. 

The "NettJ Technology Sys:tem" [NTSJ of Freeman et al can 

be treated as a set of new natural trajectories created by 

some core advances in technology. The NTS also emphasizes 

the "di ·f ·Fusion process ·for these innovations.. • • • • . [besides 

beingJ a stimulus to the long ~Jave ups~·Jing. "~ 

PROCESS OF CATACLYSMIC TRANSFORMATIONS 

"In the past 1500 years , European countries~ 0 have 

been through four epochs 
• 

•agrarianism• (500-1500)' 

'advanced agrarianism" <15-00-1700), 'merchant capitalism" 

( 1700-1820)' •capi tali sm" < 1820-1980). " 11 My study has con-

centrated predominantly upon the fourth epoch with slight 

digressions to the third epoch. The primary and predominant 

referent for our study is the temporal dimension of the 

political process and to what degree that process is dif

ferenti~ted through time. 12 

9. Coombs Ret al: op.cit.; 1987, p 180. 

10. All advanced industrial countries are European or 

European off-shoots [like Australia, 

with one salient exception-: Japan. 

Canada, and the USAJ 

1L Maddison A : Phases of Capitalist Development. [USA 

Oxford Univ. Press] 1982, p 4. 

12. Modelski G. (1987) defines this field as "chronomacro 

politics," the study o·f the rythms o·f 1 arge political 

terns. 
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It is ~Jithin this chapter that the last half millennium of 

the historical existence of the capitalist world system will 

be interfaced ~Jith the long cycles to dicipher potential pe

riodicities of integrationist tendencies within the world 

system with that of the rythmic development of world 

capitalism. The data appraised in its •systemic' mode will 

emphasize "system time" s::!' over· chronological time. A 

"periodic pattern of events" 14 concept in effect can be con

ceptualised as a rudimentary method of measuring system 

time. 

The ~<'Jorld hegemony theory posits "that over each long 

cycle the global pol1tical system moves, along the polarity 

dimension, from a position of low-to high-to low-power 

concentration. "se These phases of capitalism emphasize 

geographically uneven economic development and shifting 

relationship of political and economic power with its loca

tional impact upon space economies and the emergent in-. 
tegrationist pr~clivities. The locational dynamics of 

capitalism have resulted in unforseen geographical power 

shifts and its resultant impact upon the regional develop

ment of capitalism. 16 The international nature of the long 

cycle remains beyond doubt, however locationally the effects 

on kondratieff cycles have been considerable in regions 

which for a variety of reasons experienced industrialisation 

first. 17 In Brit~in, " the period of the upsi-'Ji ng ( 1790-

1815) industrial production rose 

13. Thompson ~R (19831 & Goldstien JS (1988). 

14. Modelski G 

15. Modelski G 

op • c i t . ; 1 987, p 4. 

op • c i t . ; 1 987, p 5. 

16. "The geographical industrialization has four prin-

cipal moments 1 oc a 1 i z at i on , clustering, dispersal and 

shi ·Fts." Storper M and 1.-Jal ker R: 1989; p 9 

17. Industrialization started first in Britain and the im-

pact of the first Kondratieff upturn was strongest there. 
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by about 200 per- cent." H' In the same per-iod Fr-ench in

dustrial output r-ose by only 60%. In the above context the 

geogr-aphical pr-oximity of the two r-egions in divorcement of 

their- socio-institutional antagonism and insularities would 

have projected an incomplete rendition of the causation be

hind the stated discr-epancies in industr-ial pr-oduction. The 

salient featur-e to be discer-ned fr-om this geogr-aphical 

paradox being that even though the techno-economic par-adigm 

gener-ates structural tr-ansfor-mation 

in the socio-institutional unit, it however r-emains subser-

vient to the soci o-i nst i tuti onal unit as the "spr-ead e·f ·f ect" 

of the changing techno-economic parameter-s is controlled by 

dominant politico-economic unit in which the emergent change 

is g~ographically located. 

Evidence indicates that countr-ies possessing a tech

nological and r-esear-ch infrastr-ucture above a certain 

threshold level, new technologies and impr-oved know- how 

diffuse rapidly from outside their borders. How-ever, for 

countries below the critical threshold of scientific aware

ness and industr-ial infrastr-ucture, diffusion is slow and 

unceF·tai n. 

APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY: ALLOCATION EFFECTS:-

"For ·forty yE?ars the development and di ·F ·fusion o·f ne~·J 

technologies 1 • have been a major- stimulus to economic growth 

and an important factor- contributing to the economic and 

18. Ray GF: " On Long Cycles: Kondratieff and All That" in 

Hier-onymi.O.[edJ Technology and Inter-national Relation 

[Gr.Britan~ The Macmillan Press LtdJ 1987, p 48. 

19. Technology in opposition to the classical definition of 

identification with the har-dwares of production is extended 

to encompass all skills, knowledge and processes incor

porated in product marketing and ser-vices sector. 
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political integration of the t·Jestern t·Jorld. " 2 '=> 

Technology known to the world may be formally symbolised as 
: ..... 

WT= { Ta, Tb, Tc, Td ..•• 

For a country the technology available for adoption is that 

subset of world technology known to the country :-

cT={Ta •••••. Tn}22 

C denotes the country and the bar denotes the techniques 

known and available to the country. 

Therefore: cT C wT. 

"The technological shelf is composed of the complete 

set of such actitivities or technologies which have been 

demonstrated to be feasible somewhere in the advanced 

countries at some historical point in time, including the 

presE.;·nt. " 23 The techno! ogi cal shelf becomes increasingly 

complex and capital intensive along the vectorial time com

ponent. Though theoritically an LDC is free to us~ any par

ticular unit activity from anywhere along this shelf, the 

ultimate consequences of this choice impinges upon the 

secondary processes which are sparked off by this choice. 24 

20. Hieronymi 0 "Reflections on Technology, International 

Order and Economic Growth II in Hieronymi o red J : 1987: 

op • ci t . ; p 69. 

21. Constitues the world technology. 

22. Ste~·Jart F: "Trans·fer o·f Technology." in Meier GM [edJ: 

Leadino Issues in Economnic development. 

Univ. PressJ;1984, p 345. 

[New York: Oxford 

?-=! _._.,. Ranis G:" Industrial sector Labor Absorption." 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND CULTURAL CHANGE : April 1973 p 

392-7. 

24. These are all a part and parcel of the innovation 

process taken as a whole. 
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The role of innovation is then intimately related to 

the stage in which the developing economy finds itself. The 

shift from the phase of import substitution and the entrance 

into the second phase of libralization or export substitu-

tion results in a type of innovation, namely a reduction in 

the type o·F in-efficiency of the original transplant9d 

technology.ze The entrepreneurial knowledge on the 'shelf' 

of techniques is dependent upon a biased channel of informa

tion tm~ards technology currently in Lise in the supplying 

country. 26 An unmodified transfer of these techniques to 

LDC's "result [in J a concentration of resources of 

savings, ••••. Incomes tend to become concentrated in this 

area, ••• resources under-utilised, including raw materials 

as Hell as labor," 27 generating considerable ine·f

ficiencies. The emergent dual economy generates con

siderable structural friction and heightened dissatisfaction 

amongst the polity creating chronic unrest and a volatile 

cauldron of potential crisis trigger points. 

How-ever with a shift to the s~cond phase for the LDC a 

period o·F 'innovation assimilation' 28 starts. As the 

economy shifts from a natural resource based growth pattern 

in the import substitution phase to a human resource based 

system in the export substitution phase. There is an in

creasing sensitivity 

25. Also called " X-efficiency." 

26. Namely the Developed or Advanced countries Therefore, 

older techniques or techniques recently developed in LDC's 

are less well promoted. 

27. Stewart .F. in Meier GM [edJ : op.cit.; 1984, p 346. 

28. Meaning innovating "on top o·f" the imported technology 

in the direction of using the relatively more abundant un

skilled labor supply. 
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to the continuously changing factor endowment, first in the 

terms of efficient utilisation of the domestic unskilled 

labor force, and later in terms of the incorporation of 

growing domestic skills and ingenuity. In other words the 

appropriate technology finally in place must be one in which 

not only the initial choice from the shelf but also the 

adaptations and adjustments consciously made thereafter, in 

response to changing domestic resource base and capability 

constraints become important determinants of future struc

tural transformations. 

TECHNOLOGY DIFFUSION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH : 

In retrospect it has become evident that international 

diffusion of advanced technologies between the USA , W 

Europe and Japan, and increasingly also to the LDC's has 

been one of the main factors for the rapid growth both in 

the countries exporting and those which were importing tech

nology, and in the world economy as a whole. ''The process of 

international economic integration- the reduction •••• of 

barriers to the free movement of goods labor and capital'' 2~ 

also stimulates and accelerates the diffusion of new tech-

nologies. Post war economic history exemplified the belief 

that trade in goods and technology flows helped in reinforc-

ing elements of international economic integration.~0 The 

neo-schumpeterians are involved in a debate lJhich though of 

academic relevance bypasses a major issue refferent to the 

importance of technological innovations on the relations 

amongst the nation states constituting the world political 
' 

economy. 

2?. Hieronymi 0. in Hieronymi 0 [edJ : op.cit.; 1987, p 77. 

30. This process of lJorld wide liberalization and integra

tion of technology diffusion and economic growth in the post 

WW II scenario had much in common with the expansion of the 

world economy in the second half of the nineteenth century. 
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At 1 ec.-~.st, ~·Jhat is of importance is the acceptance by the 

neo-schumpeterians of technological innovations as the 

pr :i. mary motor of economic groHth and also of the 1 ong ~>Javes. 

In the abo-..1e conte>: t" in the relations between 

countries,. Hhat is essential is economic povJer. "32 Other 

analytical tools3~ linked to the analysis of structural 

aspects of national production processes and its ability to 

analyse the bargaining capacities which technological 

leadership empowers the dominant hegemonic regimes both 

economically and strategico-militarily becomes ineluctable. 

Fo1~ e)·:ample in a system of ~cJelfare states " the for-

midable potential of free markets to generate economic 

~·m•,3lth"'34 results in top priority being given to the removal 

of all obstacles detrimental to the functioning of competi

tion in national markets and in inter-nation trade. The 

dominant regimes attempt to structure a new world order 

centred around these premise5. It is of relevance that even 

today USA pursues this policy of no barriers against free 

trade. 3~ 

31. The debate centres around the issue of innovations 

clustering during the depression or the prosperity phase of 

the 1 ong ~·Javes 

32. Fontel a E "Technology as a Factor of Economic Leade•~-

ship in "Hieronymi 0 [edJ : op.cit.; 1987,p 98. 

33ft One must then extend the arguments of Mensch, Freeman 

and Klienknecht, going beyond the first stages of acceptance 

of an innovation to its final impact upon the production 

structure and international economic manipulations indulged 

in by the great powers. 

34 Fontela E :op-.cit.; fn 31, p 97. 

35,. The Super 3(11 , is instance of US punishing those na-

tions it feels is embarking upon restrictive trade prac

tices. 
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The long term dynamics of these eteps were incentives for 

production technology to evolve faster to the summative 

benefit of all the nations involved in the hegemons league. 

A country having "a market ready to accept the innova-

tion, with all its sociological and economic 

conditions •..•• ":::o6 establishes 

ef ·feet, the international 

through the " demonstt'"ati on 

leadership of the first' 

innovator." 37 The US leadership in the consumer market is 

possible due to its large market, a high level of income and 

a relatively open distribution of income which generates 

demand at all levels. Therefore a Consumption Matrix for 

the US becomes the guiding beacon of all innovational 

developments in regions outside the us.~e 

In case of an Investment Matrix the emphasis is upon 

the capacity of production, the supply side. It becomes im

possible to establish an undisputed leadership in all tech

nological fields based upon the dominant supply factors. 

With the relative ease of technology transfers this scenario 

is always in a state of flux. 3~ 

In Europe, the development of the integrative process 

of the EC has in principle created a market as large as the 

American one; however for cultural reasons it remains a 

market with a low capacity to absorb innovations. 

36. Fontela. E. in Hiernoymi 0 [edJ op. cit. ; 1987, p 

103. 

37. ibid ; fn 35; p 103. 

38. It is exceptional today to establish major innQvation 

in the household consLimpti on sector ~~i thout its prior ac

ceptance by the US market. 

39. The technologically successful countries being USA 

.Japan ~< Germany. The Japanese ~·Jith the additional benefit 

of the penetration into US markets. 
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A RECONSTRUCTION OF THEORY :-

The industrialization of the Western World , ••••••. [is] 

conceived as a process of continuous technological 

innovation. 40 .A characteristic feature of the industrial 

age was the rise of the industrial sector and with it the 

emergence of a linear evolutionary progression, exemplifying 

transitionary politico-economic sytems. 

Robert Nuthnm-.1 characterised the ·Follo~~ing distinguishable 

type of dynamic world systems: 

"1. E:·:pansi onary systems, 

L. Polarized systems; 

3. Sys.tems in the process o·f reintegration. " 4 1 

Here ~Je atte?mpt to ascertain ho~·~ the 1 ong cycles inter

face with the world system. The specific issue of interest 

would be area integration and its effect upon innovation 

diffusion process. 

WORLD POWER AS CENTER OF INNOVATION 4 2 

The active zone of the world system becomes a source of 

innoYations for the entire system. 

40. Huppes T: The Western Edge: Work and Management in the 

Information Age. [Netherlands : Kluwer Academic Publishers]; 

1987' p 23. 

41. l:Juthno~J R :"Cultural crises" in Bergesen A [edJ 1983: 

Crisis in the World system. [USA : Sage PublJ; p 62. 

ll2. Model ski G: "Dependency F:eversal in the Modern State 

System: A Long Cycle Perspective." in Doran CF et al.[ed] 

NoJ~th/South Relations. Studies of Dependtmcy F:eversal. 

[USA ; Praeger PublJ1983, p 52. 
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The hegemon43 concentJ'"ates 11 gl obal political and economic 

inno'-/ations in a quasi-monopolistic fashion. 1144 It emergl?s 

then that it is through the cojoining of politics and 

economics, which defines the characteristic role of the 

world power and its enduring influence on the world system. 

"The modern world system exhibits ••.•• (1) the recurrence of 

long cycles; and (2) the occurrence of irreversible 

evr.:>luti on. 114~ The formation and spread of the Nation-state 

at the World System level is the result of this evolutionary 

process. The Kondratieff"s reflected the relative abundance 

or scarcity of the resource base that could be directed 

towards economic activities. The nation states ~Jhi ch 

emerged as the most superior form of political organisation 

swiftly subjugated all other types of system to itself. 

Simultaneously, the most superior nation-state heirarchi

cally, emerged as the predominant source of global order and 

development within the world system. 

The attributes required for selecting the global hegemon 

emerged as ;46 

a. more substantial resource base; 

b. innovative capacity capable of meeting demands of 

the changing era 

c. abi 1 it y to carry out strLICtural reform ui thin the 

h•orld system; 

d. allegiance to the former dominant po~Jer. 

43. Hegemony is essentially concerned with the ability to 

dominate or dictate 

41.1·. ibid; fn Jl2; p 52. 

45. Kumon S : 11 The Theory of Long Cyc 1 es E:·: ami ned 11 in 

Modelski G [ad] Exploring Long Cycles [Gr. Britain; 

Frances Pinter Publ.J 1987, p 61. 

46. He·fer Modelski G ·for 1987 an overvielJ o·f the Hegemonic 

stability theory. 
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Tho development of the global super structure could be in

terpreted as a ~equential process of concatenated social 

games. The hegemonic power~ de~irous of maximising its na

tional interest attempts an ordering of the systemic inter

ests to converge with its own. For this it attempts to in

tegrat£? the ~~orld regions and bring them under its run in

fluence. Therefore a period of hegemonic war is followed by 

an integr-ation o·f the ~mr-1 d system Ltnder- the hegemon and its 

allies to further the interests of this enclave. 

ASSIMILATION TREND: 

Thr..::> emergence of the ~mrl d pmmr- gener-ates a period of high 

order in the wor-ld system. The degree of entr-opy declines 

at the world power stage, subsequently r-eemer-ging later as 

the cycle moves to the pr-ocess of delegetimisation. Since 

order is given a quantitative dimension. We are in a posi

tion to determine the per-iod characterizing an all pervasive 

or-der or- an international anarchy. 

HEGEMONIC STABILITY CYCLE :-

HEGEMONIC WAR HEGEMONIC POWER 

AMPLITUDE 100 Yrs 

DECONCENTF:ATION DELEGITIMISATION 

The long cycle reflects a pr-edominant feature of entropic 

decay for the politic-economic structure it represnts, war 

concentration is known to occur on long waves upswings and 

clusters at the inflexion point. Innovations cluster at the 

lower inflexion point. As we have stated earlier, Innova

tions, political, social or technological are predominantly 

localised in the area of the systemic hegemon. 
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Innovation diffusion emerges in the period of deconcentra

tion when the world power attempting to maintain its leader

ship lets some of the benefits accrue to the dissatisfied 

members of the system. 

The analysis on being transposed on a cobweb model structure 

reveals the -:1<=- v~ave as 11 Composed o·f t~.to cob~.Jeb cycles o-f 

two phases,each, comprising one sequence of order 

surplus and (one) o·f order short·fall. " 47 The ·four phases o·f 

the double cobweb may be identified as :-

GLOBAL ORDER 4e :-

PHASES AVAILABILITY PHASE CAHRACTERISITICS 

1. 

2. 

. .,. ._ ... 

4. 

World Power Surplus 

Delegetimi- De·f i cit 

sation 

Deconcent- Surplus 

ration 

Global L•Jar Deficit 

Reaping the fruits of post-war 

settlements 

Nationalistic reactions; 

intermediate warfare 

Multipolar pmJer ;;;tructur·e; 

power equalization oligopolis-

tic rivalries 

Opening for new leadership 

On dividing each hegemony cycle of amplitude 100 yrs into 

two "K' waves of amplitide 50 yrs we get four quarters (Ql, 

Q2' 03, Q4); in ~Jhi ch the net supply of order in phases Q1 

and Q3 would be significantly greater than Q2 and 04. 

47. Modelski G and Thompson R "Testing Cobt:Jeb Models" in 

Modelski G : [edJ : op.cit.; 1987, p 97. 

48u Modelski G [edJ op • c i t. ; 1 987, p 97. 
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The quarter 01 is characterised by accentuated area integra

tion 4~ following the establishment of a new world order by 

the dominant hegemonic poHer. Innovation diffusion is cur-

tailed enabling the world power to consolidate upon its vic-

The peak of the economic cycle generates a horizon-

tal expansion of the firm and the initiation of a per

pheralization or dependence syndrome for the peripheralized 

actors. 

In the history of the modern state system no country 

has remained at the apex of the system permanently. 

"Dependecy reversal is built into the structure of the in-

ternati onal system". e•:> The reveral o·f dependency may emerge 

duo to considerations internal to the core state as well as 

external to it.e~ 

The downswing of the K wave initiates vertical integra

tion in the enterprise enabling it to optimise profits in 

the recessionary phase. The quarter Q2, generates a period 

of intermediate wars and a general environment deterimental 

to the development and growth of the industries and there

fore also for the nation states. In this period emerges the 

initial chanllenge to the supremacy of the global power and 

the initiation of the dependency reversal process. 

49. The effect upon industr~al agglomerati-en is increased 

and this envisages the genesis of a period of declining 

productivity. 

50. Doran CF :" Structuring the Concept of Dependency 

Reversal." in Doran CF et.al.[edJ oo.cit. 1983, pg 7. 

51. Gro~Jth in relative po~<.~er and di {fusion of pO~tJer fr~ 

the core, rigidity and overcentralization in the core, in-

hibiting savings, investments and overall efficiency. 
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The quarter 03, witnesses a resurgence of the dominant 

po~mr, ~·Jhich through libralization and opening o·f trade bar

riers, attempts to re-integrate the dissident regions. The 

firms having increased in economic strength following the 

input of fresh innovations have already undergone a period 

of rapid expansion. They exist in a multipolar global en

vironment highly conducive to their growth, further the 

cyclical upswing is an added input to their vibrancy. The 

period Q3, therefore experiences a period of economic in

tegration of the world system, initiated by these dominant 

firms whose source of origin remains motly the dominant 

hegemon. The MNC investments results in initial growth 

spurt.s fol~ the periphe,~y. On summation ho\.'Jeve?r, " MNC 

penetration has a significant negative effect on subsequent 

ecnomic gt-m·Jth. " 3~ Pesults of the interaction analysis by 

Bo,~nschi er ( 1983) on MJ',JC penetration concl uded'='::5 "that the 

generally harmful effect ••••• on subsequent growth of GNP 

pn1~ capita"e4 is not altered for the peripheries. 

The quarter Q4 initiates a hegemonic ~Jar ttJith the con

sequent emergence o·f a ne~\1 vJorld power and also a ne~J al

tered world order. 

52. Bornschi er V ~" Dependent F:eproducti on in the ~·Jor 1 d 

System A study on the Incidence of Dependency Reversal." 

in Doran CF C ed J op. cit. ; 1983, p 105. 

53. The conclusion is based upon a world sample of 50 

countries that underrepresents LDC's. 

5 4 • i' b i d ; ·r n 52 ; p 1 1 3 • 
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SYSTEMIC INTEGRATION AND THE LONG WAVES : 

PHASES OF THE LONG CVCLES3~ 

Long I II III IV 

Cycles: 

Cycle 1518-1603 1609-1713 1714-1815 1816-1945 

Phases 

v 

1946-? 

Q1 1518-1539 1609-1634 1714-1738 1816-1840 1946-197oa 

Q2 1540-1561 1635-1661 1739-1763 1841-1866 1971-1995b 

Q3 1562-1584 1662-1687 1764-1789 1867-1892 

Q4 1585-1608 1688-1713 1790-1815 1893-1945 

Since we are dealing with a pair of Long Waves the four 

55. The cycles mentioned are Hegemonic cycles of 100 yrs 

amplitude and must not be confused for the "K' waves. 

a. 1946-1970 represents the average length of the first 

quarter of the Four earlier long cycles. 

b. 1971-1995 represents the average length of the second 

quarter of the four hegemonic cycles. 

T1 = Q1+Q2= T2=03+Q4 

SOURCE : Modelski G: 1987, p 104. 
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phases are :-

Et-.JTROPY PHASE I NI'.JOVAT I 01'18 INTEGRATION 

High Q4 Political Negetive 

Lm·J Ql Economic Positive 

High Q2 Political Negetive 

LOI'J Q3 Economic Positive 

is upon innovations as the driving ·Force behind 

LOI'IG ~·JAVES 

Ups~·~i ng I 

Do~·ms~t~i ng I 

Ups~-.~i ng I I 

Do~·ms~t~i ng I I 

The emphasis 

the~ Long ~·Javes. Model ski (1987) distingushed between :-

"economic and political innovations alternate <ing) on suc

cessive phases of the long ~·Javes. "36 The e}-tpansion phase of 

the Ha\/e is inter·faced ~~ith political innovations ~~hile the 

stagnation phase of the ~Jave i nerf aces ~~i th economic i nnova-

ti ons. Vernon has emphasized that the "·firm tends to become 

a multinational at a certain stage in its gro~,~th. "'1!'1 7 In the 

early stages, the initial expansion into overseas markets is 

by means of exports. The technology gap making available new 

markets through the demonstration effect. The multinational 

coorporations are able to secure th~ir lines of supply by 

investing in the productibn of foreign raw materials or in

puts initiated through vertical integration. 

The long wave upswing II, stylised by "international 

economic and political instability, generates a surression 

o·f political alignments t.-~ithin core countries."ee t-esults in 

"movements o·f accomodation such as mergers .•• ne'?' these 

reintegration patterns which characterize a world system 

that has recently passed through a period of polarization 

and contraction, result in the construction of a stabilized 

in which the dominant institution (MNC, Car-

tDls, technology transfer mechanisms,etc) enjoy the support 

of legitimate moral communities. 

56. Goldstien JS : op.cit.; 1987, p 129. 

57. Vernon.R quoted in Sodersten B : International Economic 

[London : MacMillan Education LtdJ ; p 297. 

58. Nithno~~ R.in Bergesen A: op.cit.; [edJ 1983,p 69. 

59. ibid ; fn 58. p 69. 
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The emergent conclusion is that the control over the 

world production process exerted by the most advanced coor

porations of core capitalism is the essence of the basic 

dominance-dependence relationship within the world economy. 

The evolutionary outcome of monopoly capitalism in the 

economically advanced countries resulted in historical waves 

of the spread of core business all over the world, resulting 

in an economic stratification of monopoly capitalism super

imposed on less developed or pre-industrial structures in 

the periphet-y. 

THE DIALECTICS OF THE WORLD SYSTEMIC DICHOTOMY: 

On the national as well as the world level, a dualistic 

structure has emerged, consisting of a super-imposed system 

that is hierarchically organized and which represents the 

world wide spatial economic heirarchy governed by the core 

countries~ and of the super-imposed segment that 

to this system but spatia-temporally comprises 

is marginal 

the 1 arger 

part of the world system. 60 An important distinction has to 

be made ~Jith regard to different co-m:isting hierarchical 

structures within the world-economy. The older static form 

is characterised by the specialization of the core in in

dustrial products, the periphery in raw material production. 

This is the classical economic dependency of the periphery 

which often goes together with the export enclave syndrome. 

The new form of hierarchy involves a core-periphery distinc-

tion ~~ithin industrial production itsel·f. The core special-

izes in control over technology and the innovation process 

as ~~ell as the production o·f the most technol ogi call y 

sophisticated high ~Jage indu:trial products at the begining 

of the product cycle and in the production of the more 

sophisticated capital goods. The periphery is engaged in a 

standardized industrial production for either domestic or 

~IDJ'"l d market. 

60. Two-thirds of the World states r~main in the periphery. 
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EXCHANGE ON THE WORLD MARKET : 

These two sets of processes reinforce each other con

verging upon a single logic of the development of the 

capitalist world economy. These processes'' in conjunction 

with national scale and imperial scale political 

processes;''~ 1 have produced and are producing the historical 

development of the North Atlantic and European states and 

the historical under development of the African, Latin 

American and Asian states. 

I shall in the next section synthesize the discussions 

above into a unitary thesis of capitalist development within 

the world economy. 

61. Hopkins TK and Wallerstien I :•• The study of the 

capitalist world economy : Sbme 

in Hopkins TK and Wallerstien I 

[USA: Sage Publ.J 1982, p 42. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE EUROPEAN THEATRE 

Peace of ~estphalia(1648J 

modern nation-state in Europe. 

signified the birth of the 

Today, 300 years later, 

Europe that epitomised the essence of the Nation-state, is 

~'lell on its way to rejecting it in practice. "The Treaty 

establishing the European Economic Community <EECJ signed 

in Rome on March 25, 1957 represents •.•• a breakdown •••• of 

Europe.:an national separatism.".& 

The consequences of a fusion of national markets can be 

but imperfectly explained under static assumptions, 2 since 

within the European theatre the impact of integration on 

ec:onomi c gl~o~Jth and stl~uctural tran=formati on assumes great 

importance. [Economic] and Political integration as em-

phasised by Haas, should be interpreted and defined as a 

proce:::s: "Political integration is the process whereby 

political actors in several distinct national settings •••• 

shift their loyalties, expect~tions and political activities 

toward a new centre, whose institution possess or demand 

jurisdiction over the preexisting national states. The end 

result •... is a new political community, super-imposed upon 

the pre-e>: i sting one. "3 The process as envisaged by Haas 

moves towards a •political community•. Lindberg, developing 

tangentially upon the Haas definition determines the devel

opment of "devices and processes" 4 enabling "collective 

1. Lindberg LN: The Political Dynamics of European Integra

tion [USA : Stanford Univ. Press]' 1963, p 3. 

2. Most contributions concentrate on problems of resouce 

allocation in a static ·frameuork paying no attention to the 

dynamic effects of integration. 

3. Haas EB: The Uniting of Europe :Political . Social and 

~anomie forces., 1950-1957; [USA Stanford Univ PressJ; 1958, 

p 16. 

4. Lindberg LN op.cit 1963, p 5. 
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decision making procedures involving a significant amount of 

political intogration"e without moving towards a political 

community. Political integration thereby evolves into a 

process where nations forego the desire and ability to con

duct foreign and key domestic policies, ind~pendently of 

each other and simultaneously shift their activities to a 

nevJ centre. 

With the accumulation of capital and the spread of new 

technologies, there has been a convergence in the basic 

characteristics of production amongst nation-states at 

equivalent coordinates in the world system grid. In the 

West, the proliferation of the multinational firms resulted 

in a rapid movement of capital and technical knowledge 

act···oss national fronti e•rs, thereby narro~Ji ng the comparative 

cost differences. The relati~e development of the countries 

~1o1..1ld also be indicative of their proclivity for 

integrntion. 6 

5 • i b i d ; ·F n 4 • 

6. Economic integration would effect the general economic 

welfare strictly within the Pigovian tradition, of all the 

nation-states involved. 
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The more developed a coL.mtry is," the higher its technical 

1 evel and more elastic its economic structure, ~d th the 

abi 1 i ty to 

[thet-e-foJ-eJ 

gained."" 

produce different 

greater will be the 

kinds of 

relative 

goods"' 

advantages 

The process of economic integration would translate into 

political integration to enable a maximisation o-f the ex

ploitable gains of integration. As a great deal of coor

dination in economic policies ~~oul d be required to make the 

integration viable~ supranational political institutions 

would evolve to accomplish this.• The paradox emerges in 

the actual historical integration paths f oll o~·Jed uhi ch con

flict with the theorised ones. 

7. The developed countries produce high value added goods 

which have a relatively greater demand globally. 

8. Simai M and Garam K : Economic Integration, 

Theories and Problems. [Hungary: Akademiai KiadoJ 

1,1··-15. 

concepts, 

1977' p 

9. ·The history of the EEC since 1957 has contradicted the 

validity o-f this conceptualization. 
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INTEGRATION PATHS ~-

Historically outbursts of military force has resulted 

in setting up of vast political units. These units exceeded 

the needs of current economic activity and their organi:za-

tions therefore exceeded its means. Consequently these 

units were highly susceptible to fissiparious tendencies and 

the establishing elite hegemons periodically encountered 

delegitimi-sation and deconcentration phases which marked a 

dissolution of these monolithical structures. tHth the in-

dustrial revolution emerged a world system in which the 

·frame~~ork set by mi 1 i tary G?vents emerged as e>:tremel y narro~·~ 

and limited in determining the tran5formation process in the 

socio-economic unit t·Jhereas "the national integration 

process appeared indestructible, this process intrinsically 

obviated the need for international integration. Ho~·~ever, 

during this period the intra- and inter-systemic effects of 

integration were overlooked because of the general satisfac

tion with the functoning of the "extended' 10 nation-state. 

tJone-the-e:;s" since every integration is a phase in history, 

its advantages and disadvantages cannot be gauged from short 

term evaluations .••• " 2.1. 

ECONOMIC GAINS FROM INTEGRATION :-

At the customs unions [CUJ and free trade area [FTAJ 

level, the possible sources of economic gain can be at-

tributed to :-

i. enhanced efficiency in production made possible by in

creased specialisation in accordance ~Ji th the 1 a~J o·f com

parative advantage; 

ii. increased production levels due to better exploitation 

of economies of scale made pbssible by the increased size of 

10. I use the term •extended',as the nation-state hades

tablished vast peripheral areas to service it in the varied 

modes of exploitation. 

11. Simai M and Garam K [edJ 00 • c i t . ; 1 977' p 41. 
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the mar-kE?t;"12 

iii) an impr-oved inter-national bar-gaining position, made 

possible by thE? lar-ger- size leading to better- tE?r-ms of 

tr-ade; 

iv) enfor-ced changes in economic efficiency br-ought about 

by enhanced competition; 

v) impr-oved innovative potential and its change affecting 

both the amount and quality of the factor-s of pr-oduction. 

If the level of economic integr-ation pr-oceeds beyond the CU 

1 covel, to the common mar-ket 1 evel <CM) 13 thE?n ·fur-ther 

sour-ces of gain becomE? possible :-

vi. "{actor- mobility across the bor-der-s of member- states; 

vii. thE? coor-dination of monetar-y and fiscal policies 

viii. the goals of near- full employment, higher rates of 

economic gr-owth and better income distr-ibution becoming 

unified targets; "14 

i:-:. "income redistribution Hithin individual countries."H5 

Membership of ah economic grouping must not be mistaken as a 

guarantee of satisfactory economic performance. The static 

gains from integration are often swamped by the influence of 

factors of domestic or international origin that have noth

ing to do ~~ith integration. A large integrated market in it

self is no guarantee of performance as the experience of In

dia suggosts ~Jhen contrasted to small coLmtr i es 1 ike Sin

gapore, T""iuan and Vor-ea. 

1~. El-Agraa AM; The Theor-y and Measurement of International 

Economic Integration. [Gr.Br-itain;The Macmillan Press LtdJ 

1S'89, p 1(1. 

13. Al~o referred to as the Economic Union level [EUJ 

11. El- Agraa AM : op.cit.; 1989, p 11. 

15. Bala!Esa. B: The Theory of Economic 

Britain; George Allen and UmJin LtdJ 1962, 
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INTEGRATION AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE :-

Whereas, direct 

creased market size 

causation was established between in-

and induced technological change, 

autonomous technological improvements bear no direct 

relationship to increased market size. Neverthless an in

direct causation can be established between the two vari-

ables via expenditure on exports. The relationship between 

market size and research activity can be demonstrated by :-

a. postulating large scale economies in research. 

b. an enlargement of the market bringing a more than 

proportional increase in research expenditures. 

On the freeing of tariff barriers, economies of scale 

~1ill be realized in a number of industries, thereby increas-

ing the share of large firms in the market. The increase in 

the average size of the firm may contribute to technological 

progress through large scale economies in research and 

through a more than proportional increase in the firms 

research activities. 1 ~ The large firm possesses the addi

tional advantage of a diversified portfolio, where basic 

research insights can be utilised in a wider field, 

ing upon its product portfolio. 17 

depend-

16. Gmall firms are unable to bear the fixed costs required 

in conducting a research and development project. 

17. Large, scale firms have the additional advantage of pos

sesing vast re$ources, better access to the capital market, 

longer time horizon and greater risk taking ability. 
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Similarly, in case of two countries of dis-similar sizes, 

spending the same proportion of their national income on 

research activities, the lower aggregate amount puts the 

smaller country at a dis-advantage. Therefore a larger and 

more diversified economy can make better use of its basic 

research and innovations made in its individual industries. 

It can therefore be concluded that integration will be con

ducive to autonomous technological improvements, since large 

scale economies can be reaped on both the national and the 

firm leve1.1e 

18. This conclusion is reinforced by the prospect of ac-

celerated growth in an integrated area. 
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Figure 1.2(a,b) Spread of industrialization in Europe, 7815-1875 The new Industrial Revolution, centered on text:!es and iron
making, spread from its poin: . of orig;n in Britain to a few p!Ei::es in Belgium, eastern France, wes:ern Germany, and Ca:a:onia. From 
there it exploded across Europe. to such distant peripheries as Sweden, Russia and nor1hern Spa1n. (After Pollard, 1981) 



EFFECT ON LONG WAVES :-

l'le hc-~ve from our analysis of 1 ong-~Javes concluded that 

the clustering of innovations takes place at the lower in

flexion point of the wave. Further, integrationist ten

dencies are maximum in the region between the upper and 

lower inflexion points of the long wave. 1 ~ This implie~ 

that the dominant hegemon orders the world, following a 

gl obc:\l i-'Jal'" over thQ dm·ms~·Ji ng of the kondrati ef f. The cl us

taring of innovations helps propel the world economy from 

the lovJer infle~don point into the ne~·:t upsuing. This 

period signifies the completion of the ~world Power' phase 

and the initiation of the "Deconcentration' phase. 

The global po~Jer in an attempt to maintain its 

hegemony, initiates a spatial di spei'"Si on of innovations 

~Jhich had been kept initiall·,· speci·fically ~Jithin the cor·e 

regions. These innovations help in the growth of firms in 

the periphery and begin a period of multipolar but nee

economic integrationist phase. The multipolarity reflect= 

the ::;trengthening o·f the ~-Jorld po~J~rs allies and the rise o~ 

a potential challenger from among=t the =c~i p~riphor; of 

the ~mrl d-s;ystem. 

The1·efore during the prrio~ ~~ dologitimisation, tho 

~mrld pmjc,.- t,_.r>ugt-: inno·.·:.tion di·Hu::ion is 21blE' to maintain 

lot; ontrop~· ~~ithin the HOI'"ld :;y"=tem by tempting the n::>cal

ritr~rt rhallengers into F~lling in line through the dis

tribution of eronomir largess. 

Thore·f ore~ not very much unlike the higher order 

Markowian chains, thq transition probabilites of the system 

are dependent not only upon the current state of the system 

but also on its earlier states. 

19. Integrationist terdencies diminish at the clustering 

zone of innovations in the long waves. 
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"The tt-.eor-itical claim [expounded] is that pr-ocesses ar-e 

singular- and each str-uctur-e is pr-oduced as a par-t of a 

1.::\l~ger- pr-oces.s. " 2 '::> In this conte:-:t fr-om a histor-ical point 

of view economic integr-ation of disper-sed units has been a 

continuous pr-ocess ~·Jithin the~ world ecor.omy. 

It embodies the establishment of "a secular- tendency 

towards a reduction of •economic entropy", towar-ds higher 

and higher levels of organisation, r-egulation and contr-ol in 

the \~or king o·f economic systems. " 21 The process o·f economic: 

integration has achieved a state wher-e the entire globe com

pr-ises divided national economies. 22 

The present stage of the wor-ld history is characterised 

by a tendency to car-r-y on integr-ation to the next area, 

that of integrating national economi•s into larger group

ings of nation-states forming supra-national entities. 

INTEGRATION AND NATIONAL SOVERIEGNTY :-

The characteristic feature of present stage of integra-

ti r.Jn processes bebJeen national bodies is the prevailing 

tendency for the national bodies of economic control to 

pr-eserve their sover-iegnty. Ho\'Jev·et~, "~Jhen capital operates 

in an area which is wider than that which can be controlled 

by political units at the national 1 evel, 

betVJeen capital Ceconomi cs) 

the traditional 

and the state 

\politics) is reversed, •••• "2;:$ 

2(1. Bach F:L :"On the Holism of a ~·Jor 1 d System Perspective" 

in Hopkins TK and Wallerstien I [edJ 1982: op.cit.; p 170. 

21. OstrmJski M and SadoHski Z "An appr-oach to Cost-

Bene·fit Analysis o·f Economic Integration." in Simai. 

Garam K (ed): 1977: op.cit.; p 77. 

M and 

22. Each of the national economies r-epresent a certain 

level of internal integration. 

23. Vogler CM : The Nation State: The Neglected Dimension 

of Class. [England: Gower Publ. Company] 1985, p 18. 
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States no longer remain as only purely political units; but 

emerge as import~nt economic actor whose political autonomy 

is mediated by market forces at the international level. 

Since, 

state 

the 

capital operates in an area wider than the nation

any action weakening the operation of capital within 

st~te is counter productive, as this reduces the 

nation's international competitiveness and therefore the 

level of investment (and employment) within the nation. 

It is in response to these constraints that the state 

attempts to mediate its economic position in the world 

market by acquiesing to participate in the systemic inte~ra

tion ~Jithout jeopardising its percieved national 

so·;ereignty. Therefore through integration the politico

economic Ltni t achieves a "high degree o·f structural cor

respondence of subunits in a static sense and operational 

interdependence in a dynamic sense." 24 On a hypothesised 

integration gradient, the institutionalization of a collec

tive goal directed, decision making system, achieved through 

the formation of political organizations marks the threshold 

of political amalgamation.his reformist interpretation 

rejects the view of nation-states as a 'natural' form of 

political organisation , thereby relegating the nation state 

to a subservient position in the " reciprocal t-elation bo

tween the states financial demands •.•• and the development 

o·f capi tal·i sm as .an economic system. " 2 !!1 

Emergence of capitalism in the pre-existing multi-state 

system, took the form of many separate system= of produc

tion, Hithin disaggregated political units, rather than a 

single economic system at the global level. Economic forces 

were therefore national rather than international. 

2'1· Chad~Ji ck Rt·J :"Steps tmJard= a Probabi 1 i sti c Systems 

Theory of Political Behaviour, with Special Reference to In

tegration Theory." presented at IPSA Congress in Munich; 

1970, p 12. 

25. Vogler CM op • c i t . ; 1 985, p 65. 
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The history of capitalism until 1945 is one of oscil-

latory/ episodic territorial covergence and divergence be

tween economic integration and political integration. 

The present negation o·F nation-states a5 the 

•essential" unchanging political grouping enables us to view 

the process of periodic territorial divergence and conver

gence as the essence of the dynamics in the development of 

capitalism, even as international economic integration con-

tests political integration at the national level as the 

dominant system state and process for the post-industrial 

age. 

The emergence of the supra-systemic units shouldnot be 

deduced solely from the "needs' of capitalism as an economic 

system but rather as the result of a territorial disjunction 

bet~Jt?en economic ·forces ~-~hi ch are able to operate i nterna-

ti<::Jnally, 

tionr."tl. 

and political units which remain divided and na

Changes in the economic system now presuppose 

changes in the multistate system itself, since the only way 

in ~·Jhich internationally mobile capital c.:m no~~ be regulated 

is by transferring economic soverignty to political units at 

the supr-a-national 1L:.>vel. 26 

SPATIAL SCHEMATISATION OF INTEGRATION~7 : 

"Each o·f the zones, A, B, C, D, etc , have attai n£?d a cer-· 

tainlevel 

~~h£?re the 

of "partial II integration~e •••• , in the areas 

?' .... o. Impediments to the emergence of supra-national politi-

cal units continue to be the "dependencia' type economic or

dering ~Jithin the 11orld system and nationally m·med capital. 

27. Shiskov 'I:" Some Methodological Questions on Measuring 

the Degree or Progress of Economic integration 11 in Simai M 

and Garam K [edJ; 10""7"7• 
I -' I ' op. c i t. ; p 89. 

28. The den!:ity of the 11 partial' integr.:\tion processes is 

not uniform in all the areas of the given zone. 



zones overlap.... , a more comprehensive process [ 

resul tsJ " 2 • In the central zone X. l·~here the partial in

tegrations coincide there takes place the process of com

prehensive political amalgamation. Sishkov Y [1977J has 

recommended the use of gravitational models to measure the 

degree of economic integration within regions. However, he 

specifies that "it is only the aggregate indices of a large 

number of "partial" integration ••••• that can give an at

curate notion of the regional economic integration 

process.";5° 

This would require a very complicated and vast statis

tical investigation using econometric methods of analysis, 

specifically the multifactor analysis method. Having dealt 

with the theoritical and methodological issues involved in 

measuring regional and international economic integration, I 

now propose to take up a case-study involving a qualitative 

appraisal of the integration process in W. Europe. culminat

ing with the emergence of the Common Market in Europe-1992 

and its global impact. 

29. ibid.; fn .27. 

30. ibid.; ·fn 27 ; p 91. 
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CASE STUDY : THE DYNAMICS OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION 

Transformations, of an unprecedented nature are in

fluencing the capitalist and socialist world system. These 

developments will go a long way in undermining the positions 

of the traditional leaders in the world system. "The EC-92 

is a strategic response of the European community to various 

developments in its changing internal and exterhal economic, 
' 

technological and political environment. "~ 1 Conjointly 

"Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union have started prepara

tion to derive benefits from this process and also to in

tegrate themselves in the West European economy".~2 

Europe, which for centuries experienced unabated so

cial, economic, cultural, political and religions upheavals 

is now emerging as the new dominant economic hegemon in the 

world-system. Given the fact that the European Union is 

going to change the economic, political and security com

plexion of Europe and the world, scholars are contemplating 

the implications of the union on different parts of the 

~·IOJ'"l d-system. 

A brief survey of the "European Economic Community 

leading to the formation of a single European Union, would 

help in developing a conceptual framework on this topic. 

TREATIES OF ROME :- l·Jith the Peace of l!Jestphalia, 1648 sig

nifying the emergence of a fragmented European theatre, com

prising sovereign nation-states; a period characterised by 

endemic crisis [resultant due to an attempt to unify Europe] 

was initiated. However, it was only with the enunciation of 

31. ~J"'\dh~·1a CD and Mitra S. K. "EC-1992 and future of India • s. 

E>:ports: A Competitive Strategic Perspective. 11 from J __ N""U'"----.o.... 

FES : ICRIER Int. Seminar on 11 European Union in 1992; p 3. 

32.Jayashekar Dr.:"India, United Germany and The Soviet 

Union : Issues in Trilateral Cooperation ... from JNU =FES : 

ICRIER ; ibid. :fn 31; p L 
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the "Schuman Plan" 3 ::s that the first concrete step in the 

di l~ecti on of a "Union of Europe";s""' l·Jas taken. Monnet 

realised that the erection of a supranational edifice for 

achieving" a risen and reconciled Europe, n;se l·Jould be con-

demned from the start, as none of the European states would 

consent to such massive transfers of sovereignty. 36 Success 

could only be achieved through lowering of specific targ~ts 

and targeting only those with enormous psychological sig

ni ·f i cance. 

"The treaty establishing the European Coal and Steel 

Community [ESCSJ was signed on the 18TH april,1951 for a 

period of 50 years by "Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the 

Netherlands and Lw:embourg ['the Si>:~ J. " 37 The Treaties es

tablishing the European Economic Community rEECJ and the 

European Atomic Energy Community [Euratom] entered into 

force from 1 Jan 1958."38 The Treaty of Rome emphasized the 

achieving of an EEC customs union, in contradistiction to 

this the desire of the national government to control their 

own nuclear programmes hampered the progress of Euratom. 

33. 9th May 1950; prepared by J Monnet, E Hirsch, P Reuter 

and P Uri. 

34. Stated in Minister Briand~s speech, delivered at the 

Assembly of the League of Nations in 1929. 

35. Fontaine P:"Europe-A Fresh Start: The Schuman Declara-

tion 1950 

3/1990; p 10 

1 990 II : ~E:.;U::;:R:..:.;O::;:P:...:E:.:A:..:.:N:.:___,D:!.'O:;lC:;lU=M:..:.:E=I''-!..JT:...:A:..:..T!.-I::.::O:.:N~-;l-: Periodical 

36. This would be especially so due to their injured sen

sitivities and national pride, only a few years after the 

end of ltJI.oJI I. 

37. Harrop J The Political Economy of Integration in the 

Eurogean Community. [England: Edward Elgar] 1989, p 11. 

38. Groeben von der H : Ibe European Community: The Forma 

tive Years ; [Belgium :European Perspectives.] ; 1985, p 23. 
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The discrete and muted [though ultimate] objective was the 

creation of a continuously evolving organisation, which 

through an accretive process of agglomeration would succeed 

in achieving a political union through the diversionary 

medium of economic union. 

l•Jhile the difficulties of ~:~orking towards an economic and 

ultimately political union ~"ere suf·ficently recognised, the 

actual process has ehtailed numerous delays and difficulties 

in the envisaged time schedule. The Expansion of the mem-

bership from the "original 

and to "EC-1 0" in 1981 

Sb:" in 1957 to "EC-9" in 1973 

and further to "EC-12" in 19863 • 

added to the complexities of forging unity on economic and 

political fronts. "40 ~-~i th the East European countries opting 

for a new economic order based on free market forces, there 

is all possibility of some of these CMEA countries amal

gamating economically with the EC. We can consider the fol

lowing alternative scenario's of increasing degree of in

tegration of East and West European countries; 

i) The EC could remove measures which have resulted in 

trade dis crimination against the East European countries; 

ii) The EC and CMEA countries could come to an agreement 

facilitating free trade between them as in the case of the 

six EFTA countries 

iii) The EC could have association agreements with the 

39. l·Jithin the "Original Si:·:" Belgium, Netherlands and 

Luxembourg were closely knit through the Benelux Union: 

Three new members namely, UK, Ireland and Norway joined the 

EC in 1973; Greece became EC•s tenth member in 1981; Spain 

and Portugal joined the EC in 1986. 

40. Wadhwa CD and Mitra SK : op.cit.; 1990; p 3. 
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market oriented CMEA countries ~~ with the ultimate goal of 

economic integration.4z 

Which ever method the EC adopts it shall imply 

detrimental effect on the Developing countries preferential 

arrangements with the EC and thereby . influence their 

development programmes. Therefore, the widening of the EC

EFTA framework towards a European Economic Space~3 would 

produce fundamental changes in the merger process now under

"'ay. 

41. As in the case of Turkey. 

42. Linnemann. Hand Sarma A :" Economic transformation in 

Eastern Europe: Its Genesis, Adjustment Process, and Impact 

on Developing Countries." JNU : FES : ICRIER; ibid; fn 31 ; 

p 18. 

43. This would include E Europe. 
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THE COMMON MARKET 

Through the process of II decentralization and 

liberalization a single European market bythe beginning of 

1992 could be envisaged.""""""" The European Union 4115 of 1992 

calls for a free movement of goods, 

labor among the EC member countries. 

services, capital and 

With a "Frontierless 

Europe" o·f 12 nations and 320 million consumers, the world 

will witness the emergence of the single largest trading 

bloc in the capitalist system. 

Macro economic consequences of completion of the inter

nal market accompanied by economic policy measures (medium 

term estimates for the EC of twelve member states) 

Policy aeasures Econo1ic Consequences 

GDP Consuaer Eaployaent Public defiti t External balance 

as % Prices !in aillions) % point of &DP as % point of &DP 

tlo change 4.5 -4.1 1.8 2.2 1.0 

Fiscal policies 7.5 -4.3 5.7 0 -0.5 

External position 6.5 -4.9 4.4 0.7 0 
I 

Disinflation 7.0 -4.5 5.0 0.4 -0.2 

Source : Cecchini-report, p 165. 

Note the margin of error is apr. 30 percent. 

The table summarizes the gains estimated by the Cecchini 

Report46 Briefly, this report predicts that EC -92 will 

lead to an additional EC GDP growth of 4.5 percent ; a 6.1 

percent decline in consumer prices in the EC and additional 

employment generation in the EC by about 2 million. 

4/t·. Ahmar M :"European Union as a model for SAARC: 

Pakistan's Perspective." JNU: FES: I CRIER; ibid; fn 31; p 5 

45. The core of Ec•s support for a European Union comes 

from France and Germany. 

46. The benefits calculated by the Cecchini Report cited 

above are of the nature of "static gains" resulting from 

better allocation of given resources. 
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The longer term dynamic advantages of EC-92, could be 

even more impressive if on~ tak~s account of the dynamic 

resource augmenting gains through investment and growth. 

Capital stock gro~th incorporating the multiplier effect 

would constantly enhance productivity of total factor use. 

This •ne~ gro~th economics' emphasizing EC economy ~ide in

creasing returns to scale would be essential in sustaining 

the ascendant trend of the European community ~ithin the 

world system's hegemonic ordering. 

THE ECONOMIC AND MONETARY UNION [EMUl :-

The report of the Delors Committee proposed concrete 

step5 leading to "European monetary integration comprising 

of total and irrevocably fixed excchange rates ~ith no fluc

tuation margin bet~·Jeen members~ currencies. 1147 

The report envisaged the creation of an economic and 

monetary union (EMU) 48 in stages. 

STAGE I: Emphasises the full liberalization of capital move

ments and a simultaneous strengthening of the economic and 

monetary policy coordination needed to secure greater con

vergence of economic performance in all key area. 

STAGE II: It envisages the establi~hment of the European 

System of Central Banks rESCBJ_ • Exchange rate adjustments 

would be allowed in only exceptional cases. 

STAGE III: The irrevocable locking of exchange rates. 

47. Rao V.L: 11 Financial and Banking Aspects of EC 1992" 

JNU:FES:ICRIER: ibid: fn 31; p 4. 

48. Britain has forwarded an alternative proposal for an 

evolutionary monetary union via ECU, existing parallelly 

along with national currencies of the member states. 
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A short transitional period between stage 1 and 2 is being 

proposed to avoid the risk of instability within the 

European Monetary Sy:tem [EMSJ. The major argument again:t 

a rigid exchage rate is that as long as member countries 

monetary policie: and inflation rate: diverged, exchange 

rates should be left free to adjust the system. The crucial 

question that per:ist: i: : What i: the appropriate exchange 

rate mechanism that has to be followed? 

DISTORTION OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE :-

EC dependency on international trade remains con

siderable. "Exports to thi~d countries account for •••• 12 

percent of EC, GNP ••• " 4 ..,. Efficient international :upplier: 

in the re:t of the world naturally re:ent any displacement 

of their own sales by the EC. The satisfactory completion 

of the Common Market in 1992, will result in a los: of many 

of their exports to the EC itself, and this would then be 

compounded by their further displacement from other world 

import markets. 

49. Faber.G "Completion of the Internal Market of the 

EC:The E>:ternal Consequences." JNU :FES: ICRIER; ibid. 

fn. 31 ; p 2. 
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Contrary to the ~·Jidely prevalent "Europhoria" today",the 

general picture is that the EC lost market shares in all 

5ectors except tho5e with a weak growth of demand over the 

period 1973-1985."eo The large market and the common exter

nal tariff to outsiders have encouraged the growth of inward 

investments, mainly from the USA... [also] Japan."e 1 

simultaneously,the deteriorating, position of the 

community~s industries in world trade in manufactures con

tinues to grow. The threat of American and Japanese in

dustrial hegemony was reduced by reciprocal investments on a 

large scale by a number of large European companies. With 

an increa5e in national mergerez activities there has 

emerged a tendency to create national monopolies. Pressures 

on companies to combine have continued in order to obtain 

economies of scale and to finance the costs of R ~ D. With 

1992, the ability of European firms to achieve cross fron

tier link will be greatly enhanced much to the detriment of 

the rest of the world. 

50 • -i b i d • ; p 2 • 

51. Harrop J : op.cit.; 1989, p 90. 

52. Mergers with Japanese or American companies would 

lead to a fragmentation of European cooperation. 
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TRADE EFFECTS : 

Static effects comprises those on trade creation, that 

is more intra- EC trade to the detriment of domestic 

producers and trade diversion, that is more intra- EC trade 

to the detriment of extra- EC suppliers. The Emerson Report 

Predicts" a decline of e~<tra- EC imports of about 10 

percent .••. this figure [applied] to developing countries 

total exports to the EC in 1985 .•• would mean a decline by 

about 10 billion US $ or 2 percent of developing countries 

~·Jorld e~·:ports. ne::s 

53. Langhammer CJ : "EC Integration Deepening and l•lidening; 

The External Dimension of EC 1992 Program and of the German 

Monetary Union • " JNU : FES: ICRIER; ibid ; fn 31; p 11. 
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There emerges a consensus in literature that a posi

tive trade effect is expected following the completion of 

the Common Market. In a static scenario, one would expect a 

balance in tradeshift away from the low income countries vis 

a vis middle income countries outside the EC. The export 

redistributive effect might become stronger due to ac

celerated resource saving technological progress in a single 

market for the EC countries and because of very limited 

management capacities in the LDC~s reflecting an inability 

for them to respond quickly to new challenges posed by the 

EC Ma~ket. 

A general pattern which seems to emerge from studying 

import elasticities is that elasticities for manufactured 

products and fuels are above unity, while elasticities for 

commodities (excluding fuels). are below unity. With regard 

to the manufactured exports to the EC, using a 5 percent 

rise in GDP and an elasticity of 2, one can conclude that EC 

imports of manufactured goods will rise by $ 24 billion, of 

which 55 billion would accrue to the developing countries 

[excluding centrally planned economies and ChinaJ. With 

regard to the exports of primary products to the EC, there 

emerges an estimated increase of approximtely $5 billion [$4 

billion to fuelsJ calculated on the basi~ of 1987 exports to 

the EC and an induced GDP increase of 5 percenta4 • 

54. This is a conservative estimate, as the rise of GDP may 

be higher according to the Cecchini Report. The elasticity 

of imports of manufacturs may also be substantially higher. 
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ELASTICITIES OF IMPORT WITH REGARD TO INCOMEee 

I1porting P.egion/Product Balassa 

OECI! 11?6HI4 

Fuels 

Food t Beuarage 9.60 

P.au "aterials 9.39 

Non Fer "etals 9.70 

Hon fuel pri1. Collodities(.l.5(.1 

lbnufacturers 3.80 

United States 

United Kingdo1e 

Japan 

!test ger1an1 

France 

P.iedel 

196(.1-?8 

0.89 

Author 

0 

P.ollet 

1960-78 

1.92 

0.37 

Houthakhon 

1.51 

1.66 

1.23 

1.80 

1.66 

SOURCE: Faber G:" Completion of Internal Market of the EC: 

The External Consequences"; JNU:FES:ICRIER ;14-17 Sep 19~0; 

ibid.; fn 31, 

55. Income elasticity· is defined as : (M/M): C\'/Y) 
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The cumulative trade effects should providentially add up to 

a positive sum game of net trade creation for the world sys

tem as a uhole. 

Even if the fears of "Fortress Europe" are exaggerated, 

the 

NICsJ 

average non-associate developing country [excluding 

is unlikely to benefit automatically from the expan-

sion of EC markets for improrts through the dynamic grm~th 

effect. The presence of the EEC's new harmonised standards 

~~ill add to its di·f·ficulties. These standards uill increase 

the entry barriers and act as uncrossable Non Tariff Bar

riers for most less developed countries. The LDC's will 

also be facing stiff competition from the NIC's as also from 

tha southern European members of the EC[eg:Spain and Por

tugal] for exporting labor intensive products to the EC. 

· a·fter 1992. 

It becomes clear-from the analysis of this section that 

"most developing countries on the basis of their own finan

cial resources, managerial skills and other severe handicaps 

are likely to be losers in the inherently unequal competi

tive game being played in the EC'92 context " e 6 

USA AND JAPAN :-

The Communi t y 

high-technology 

electronics and 

has progressively lost market share in 

products and has a particular lag in 

information technology. Very few W. 

European companies "are internationally competitive in in

foJ~mation technolog·;:. "e7 An inde~-: of technological 

specialization,ee revealed a continuous reduction in the EC 

share in the world market. 

56. Wadhwa CD and Mitra SK: op.cit.; 1990, p 12. 

57. Harrop.J : op.cit.; 1989, p 95. 

58. The index is defined as the share of each bloc in world 

trade in high technology products divided by its share of 

world trade in manufactured products. 
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INDEX OF TECHNOLOGICAL SPECIALIZATION 

EC 

JAF'Atl 

1963 

1. 02 

0.56 

1980 

0.88 

1. 41 

USA na 1.20 

SOURCE:Heertje.A. <ed) (1982): Investing in Europe's Future 

[Gr. Britain; Blackwell Publ.J ; pg 102 

The EC showed a deficits on its trade in high

technology products both ~·~ith the USA and Japan. "Beb·~een 

1978 and 1991 Europe will have spent ECU 450 000 million on 

research, against ECU 330,000 m~llion for Japan and ECU 1000 

000 mi 11 ion ·for the USA. ue.,.. The most progressive countries 

in terms of innovations have traditionally captured the 

largest share of the world market. The table indicates that 

Europe in this context continues to lag behind USA and 

Japan. 

In a theoritical sense, it could be argued that Europe 

after 1992 could itself become a superpower and act as a 

check on American power. However while this may be true at 

the economic level; at the political and military level it 

remains an improbability. 

In the Economic sense also, it can be identified that 

European supremacy in this realm would be totally determined 

by how it succeds in capitalising upon the innovation pos

sibilities made availa~le at the lower inflextion point of 

the present kondratieff with , 1994 posed as the completion 

of the present kondratieff.b0 

Europe ~·~i 11 be posed to re-establish its · position as 

the next contender for the niche of the dominant hegemon. 

The conclusive outcome would only be revealed on the comple

tion of the common market and the subsequent steps taken by 

Europe to assert its dominance. 

59. Fontaine. P: op.cit.; 1990, p 29. 

60. Refer Chapter Two, for data on the periodicity of the 

kondratieff waves. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

THEORY SYNTHESIS : A HOLISTIC APPRAISAL 

PHASE SYNCHRONISATION :-

The period 1940/45-94, signifying the tenth 

kondratieff~, is entering the final and probably the most 

dramatic downturn indicating the culmination of this wave. 

This period symbolised a wqrld-system consolidated upon an 

alliance system between the industrialised nations of the 

world on the one hand and an economic ideological dichotomy 

on the other. This period [1940/45-1994J also marks the 

completion of the first two quarters of the Vth Hegemonic 

O.a t.•Jor 1 d Pm·Jer 

Deligitimisation 

'K~ wave downswing I 

'K' wave upswing II 

1946-1970 

1~71-1~~43 

I have noticed a dis-synchronisation between the 

phases of the Hegemonic Waves [HWJ and the 'K~ waves for the 

period begining 1940/45 through to 1994. Let us try and 

determine the salient temporal rhythms, 

odisations of the 'K~ waves and the HW. 

pattern is-:-4 

between the peri

The discernible 

1. Refer Appendix I for chronology and Chapter two, for the 

long wave periodicity. 

2. To arrive at these dates, I have averaged the lengths of 

Q1 and Q2 of the earlier four hegemonic waves . 

3. For a comprehens'i ve 1 i sting of the IVth HI!J refer: 

Modelski G: op.cit; 1987, p 104. 

4. Refer to Appendix I for detailed periodicity. 
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a ... + Ch =I< :a. Cl:z + Cl::s = l<:z 

Hl•Jo HL'h Hl•J1 

o ... + Gl:a. =l<::s Cl:z + Cl::s = 1<4 

H~·J:a. HL\Iz H'\lz 

o ... + Cl:a. =l<e Cl:z + Cl::s = 1<6 

Hl-J2 HL\I::s H\\1.'3 

Cl ... + Cl:a. =1<7 Cl:z + Cl:s = l<e 

Hl~:.s H\\l..q. H'\l..q. 

= K'i'l [CI:a. + Cl:z =K:a.ol 

H'\le 

CODE: HW : Hegemonic Wave 

Hl\1 = Q :a. +CI:z+CI:.s+CI4 

a : Quarter 

K Kondratieff wave 

The pattern which emerges is :

Ka = Q4 + Cl:a. 

However, in the case of the Vth HW, Q2 which normally 

synchronises with the 'K' wave upswing extends to the 

dot:~ns~rli ng. This initiates an alignment of Q3 with the up-

swing of the ll'K~ wave. By refering to Modelski's datae we 

have:-

1893-1945 IVth Hl'J 52 yrs 

a... has an amplitude of 52 yrs where as the average length 

for this quarter in the earlier HWs is 24.33 yrs 

Q4[HW4J Amplitude =52 yrs 

Avg. Amplitude : Q..,[H\•J;a, +HL•b:+HL·J~J = 73 yrs = 24.33 yrs 

3 3 

Cl..q.[HW..q.]-Q..q. avg.= 52-24.33 =27.77 yrs 

This discrepancy of 27.77 yrs. creates a lagged cor

relation of one quarter between the HW:a., HW2 , HW::s, HW4 and 

Hl•Je ~-~i tti an 

5. Modelaki G :op.cit:1987, p 104. 
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\. 

idcnt i c.:\1 i mp.:1ct Llpon tho 11th 1·~ ~Ja';o. By incorporating tho 

.:~bo-.'o ·figure [27.77 ·/r:::;J to gcmer:lgo-"' h·,'pothc:>::i:;ed :lltorod 

po1~iodicit1· ~Jo h,:wo:-.. 
/ 

\. - -

IVth HL-V: Altered v HW Model skis v HW 

Q1 1816 1840 Q! 1918 1944 Q1 1946-1970 

Q2 1841 - 1866 02 1945 1966 Q2 1971-1994 

Q3 1867 1892 Q3 1967 1994 Q3 1995-2020 

QLJ. 1893 - 19186 04 1995 2018 Q4 2020-2044 

~ 
.. 

--·· .• 
t;_ 

The di ::cl~cpanC';" on comp.:d'"i ::.on of tho tuo ~J.:1';o::. becomes 

o.:~:;i 1·,· di sconni bl c>. 

6. The> Modol::ki poriodisation for 04 is 1893-1915. 
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RESOLVING THE HISTORICAL ANOMALY:-

It is now universally acknowledged that the period 

1945-90, was the era of US hegemonic dominance in the 

~~orld-system. The US power based on "an oven·1helming edge 

in economic productivity as of 1945 and an alliance system 

with W. Europe and Japan reached its apogee circa 1967-73. 7 " 

The other salient characteristic of this period being the 

ideological war between the US and the USSR since 1945, 

manifesting itself through the cold war. The depth of the 

ideological cleavage was loudly proclaimed through the now 

·famous Dulles declaration that "Nuetralism is immoral".· 

I feel that most of the interpretation of history for 

the V HW has been so written that it is able to incorporate 

the glaring anomaly of WW II (1939-45). The most salient 

and disturbing fall out of this has been an erroneous peri

odisation of the quarters comprising the V HW. I attempt by 

furnishing a nee-perspective for interpreting this period, 

to set the record straight. 

7. l'Jallerstien I :"The Cold I!Jar and the Third lfJorld : 

The Good Old days." ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL WEEKLY Vol 

XY.'.'I ( 17>, Apri 1 1991; pg 1103. 
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VTH HW : 1918-2018 

The period following the Global War [Q4J 1893-1918 

brought to an end the British cycle and saw the emergence of 

USA as the dominant hegemon. 

The US since 1865 had been improving its capacity in 

both the processes of production and technological innova

tions. The US has had the added advantage of freedom from 

serious military expenditure, atleast until 1941, and the 

absence of war~ime destruction of its infrastructure.e 

Q1: HEGEMONIC POWER : 1918-1944 

Following the Peace of Versailles, the US arraigned 

·Europe as a perversely war loving, decadent, politically or

thodox and an economically chaotic entity. Also by renounc

ing any international responsibilities corresponding to its 

power dimension, the US invoked an intense isolationist pos

ture vis a vis the rest of the world thereby exacerbating 

global conflictual proclivities. Parado:dcally," American 

power was so great that the US found itself inevitably in

volved in ltJorld affairs, even though against its 1tJill. ,.., 

The resultant being that by 1924, USA was running the finan-

cial policies of ten Latin American countries. 

the National Income of the United States 

"By 1929, 

~"1las greater 

than ••.•. Gr. Britain, Germany, France, Canada, 

seventeen other nations combined." 10 

Japan and 

8. Eurasia suffered enormous destruction of infrastructure 

and human lives over the period 1939-1945. 

9. Leuchtenberg WE : The Perils of Prosperity: 1914-1932. 

[USA: Univ. of Chicago Press.] ;1958, p 107. 

10 • i b i d ; f n 9; p 1 08. 
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The stock market crash of 1929 and the withdrawal of 

American investments from Europe initiated world economic 

disaster, • such was the US influence. The market crash of 

1929 emphasised the weakness which underlay the prosperity 

of the 1920~s -: the over-expansion of major industries, 

maldistribution of income, weak banking structure and the 

over-dependence of the economy upon ~onsumer durable goods. 

The Great Depression witnessed the end of the system of in

ternational exchange of the nineteenth century capitalism. 11 

The Great Depression was followed by WWII. While deal

ing with WWII. I emphasize the neccessity of attaching less 

weight to the durati6n of ·~vents~. Events remain as sur

face manifestations of slower underlying structural move

ments and therefore have transient effects which tends to 

mislead the researcher. Only on plotting the structures and 

conjuctures is it possible to establish the significance of 

these transient events. Within this context, WWII overcame 

the peculiar difficulties created by the incepient reorder

ing of the American industrial structure in the 1930•s. The 

war provided a two fold stimulus. The more mature in

dustries of the interwar period were brought out of the 

doldrums by the particular demands of making war. The war 

also revealed the enormous destructive potential made 

available to the nations through technology and the unaccep

tability of Global War as the mechanism for the selection of 

the syste~ic hegemon. The 1940"s thereby laid the founda

tion of the prosperity of the 195o•s and 196o•s. 

11. With Britain abandoning the gold standard in Sep 1931, 

this system came to an end 
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Q2: DELEGITIMISATION : 1945-1966 

The period 1945-1966 [Q2J witnessed the ascendance of 

the tenth •K• wave and the emergence of the primary opposi

tion to the US hegemonic dominance, namely the USSR. The US 

to maintain its hegemony innovated politically, attempting 

to transform, . "USSR as a sub-imperialistic agent of the 

United States." 12 The World system was divided into two 

zones with the USSR maintaining political dominance in the 

East and the US in the West. The two zones were to observe 

absolute interstate peace in Europe and were to abstain from 

any attempt to subvert governments in the other zone. The 

resultant ~Jas a shift of the US-USSR ideological conflict 

into the Afro-Asian and Latin American regions of the world. 

The USSR in an attempt to ensure stability within its zone, 

foreclosed all opportunities for the spread of US imperial 

dominance worldwide. Even then USSR was unable to subvert 

the US economic dominance of the world. 

The 02 period saw the stagnation in the hegemonic 

positions of the two adversarial blocs with niether of them 

making any significant headway in establishing their respec

tive imperium. 

Q3: DECONCENTRATION : 1967-1994 

This period marked the beginning of a sustained 

economic stagnation phase which inevitably follows a long 

wave of economic growth and market expansion. To reverse 

the decline of US economic hegemony a decentralization of 

hegemonic production was initiated though innovation diffu

sion from the core to the periphery "The shift of transna

tionals had begun.'' 13 The trends towards transnationaliza

tion of capital, increased ~ntegration of the world economy 

and a reorganisation of the international division of labor 

was all attempted to create an aggravated economic depend

ency of the systemic peripheral 

12. Wallerstien I : op.cit; 1991, p 1103. 
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units upon the US and also to simultaneously renegotiate and 

retard the decline of US hegemony vis a vis the other Core 

powers; W Europe and Japan. 

The US by its 'low posture' policy offered the West 

Europeans and the Japanese-Trilateralism14 , USSR was of

fered Detente and the Third World a reformist post-Vietnam 

international system. 

With the increasing homogenisation of the recessive 

techno-economic paradigm between the core economies and 

their peripheral enclaves, the core transnational corpora

tions were able to internalise these regions within the in

ternational regulatory regime of the US. This marked a 

reassertion of the US hegemonic role in the politico

'economic affairs of the t~Jorld-system. n:t 

13. Bergesen A & Boswell T [edJ America's Changing Role in 

the World System. [USA: Praeger Publ.J; 1987, p 22. 

14. Trilateralism promised more consultation in the world 

policy making to IIJ. European nations and Japan. 

15 The Super 301' Special 301' the American success in 

putting together an international coalition and leading it 

are all cases to point. 
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HEGEMONIC WAR : 1995-2018 

The crisis in American hegemony made visible in the 

early 1970's with the strains on the international economic 

system, the technological challenge from W.Europe and Japan 

and the apogee of Soviet military power, all presaged a 

shift into the present multicentric world system with no 

recognisable hegemon. A world system in which 

power:economic, political and military is increasingly frag

mented. 

Germany and Japan are economic giants but remain 

strategic pygmies. Russia and China are military powers 

without the economic clout. The United St~tes is the most 

balanced of all the great powers, but it is in no position 

to unilaterally determine the structure of new world order. 

It needs widespread international support even to lead, let 

alone to dominate. 

Although the US has won the Cold War,· it has been at 

the cost of running down its own economic and 

industrial/technological vitality. In sector after sector 

of high technology industry, America is losing ground. The 

economic and technological challenge from Europe and Japan 

is far more severe than the military challenge from Moscow 

in the past, or threats from regional powers in the future. 

The completion of the European Common Market in 1992, will 

further exacerbate the US position in the world hierarchy of 

Nations. 
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WORLD WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF R & D EXPENDITURES: [Xagol 

REGIONS/COUNTRIES 

1. t·JOPLD TOTIIL 

DI'1CC" = 
EEl. 

JllF'IltJ 

u:-r. 
3. CCCEt~~ 

USSP. 

['E'.'. COUtJTF: I ES 

1970 

1 (F) 

.,, 
5 . 

~f) II -:; 
~· 

b. 7 

37. 9 

~5. ~ -
1 ('~ II 

1 

..., ..,.. 
·-' 

1975 1990 

1 (l(l 1 •")(! 

'(1. .., 
21 ' . ,_) 

o ... s 11.7 

-:r '7' ..,. 
, ... · ... 

..,., 1 . 
~(t. ":' 17 . .::.. 
~ ., 
~ 

1983 

l~.b 

-:r'~ II 
__: ..... I 

1 :3. (l 

7. (1 

Tochnol og'./ f 1 otl'.: 

TI-H:: t·!OP.LD 3YSTEM. Conti nui t '/ .:md ch.:mgo 

Tho contr3diction:; of tho ch:~nging intcrn~tion~l 

politic.:~l conflict:: :~nd economic policio::, reflect ,~e::pon~o= 

to the.> undm'"l·,·ing cour::o o·f tmrld c,:;'lpit:~li::t de·,·c>lopmcmt. 

Tho illu=ion:: about tho cffic:~cy of economic polic; and the 

confu::ion:: o-f it:: c.:\u::o :~nd eFfect:: .:\rc p3rticul:~rl·_- ·.·i::ible> 

mon c t .:w i :: t ~ =upplj 

:md incC'picntl·_- indu::tri ~~1 policic:: in tho Hc=t, 

::ide, 

:tll oT 

uhich h:L'C: boon inci~·cd in bu-n b,· the -::.Jmc coUI-::e of tJorld 

CLonomic uc.·clopmont th3t .::11-:o limited thoit- C'ffcctL·cnc:::::. 

The• 3::::ond::mt 11th l·:onck.=~tiof~ [1":'":'1 ~ J ::u:·t.=~incd by 

in·.c'=tmcnt= b1::cd on n011 tcchnolog, of micro clcctronic-: 'lnd 

thr' iiifol·m .• tion r·o·.olution in the -:c.r .:icc.: indu::t•-ic:: 1dll 

tlitn;:;:.: tho initi"'tion of llorld-=·/=tcmic tr.:ldc ll:tr::. In

no ·:;,tion:: in tha u:-c of micr·o compute-r·<:.:~:: the; b.=~=i:: of nc:'IJ 

:.:,::tcm:: of pt-oduct ion :~nd nc11 :::";"::tcm:: oF com-

munic::~tion, Piugonetio:: .:~nd po::::ibl, nuclo:\1~ ju::ion 11ill ~11 

.Kcrotc to c.:tt.:ll·,-::o thc ch.:tr.=~ctci ::tic .:t::ccnd.:mt of the nc~:t 

11: 



3rc tho mozt adv~ncod in tho m~jor field 

bi o-tochnol og·;' .:md nuc 1 c :.11 .. 

fu::: ::ion. 

Jap.:m .:md I·J C:LII-opc. 

tochno-oconomic p:tr.:idigm into the lloJ-ld c~r:Jit:\li::::t ::::upos- ·· 

:::oc i ot ·/ 1 Ji 11 

ovolve Hhich t-Jill function in a highl~: pol.:.1s-i::t?d llot-th/South 

scenario. The Japanese technological domin.:~nco and t.hc 

Nos~th/South pol at-i z.:~ti on Hi 11 c.:~t.:~ly::e ts- .:1d0 ~J.::ts··:. 10 bctiJc.>c.>rl 

US [Rocecsi .·c- h;.:-gcmoni c potJcr J :.:~nd the ch:1ll cmgor = J ~"lp.:ln .. md 

SE Asia. in 

t.Jorth/SoLtth IJ.:\rs, o .·en .:1::: the SoLttl1 i.:: c!cni ..:·d the: :-conomi c 

benefits from the North .:~nd fight:: ~or the ~amc. The pori od 

of the hcgcmoic tJ.:w::: t!ll CLllmin:~t<..: .::;::; EECt.,. ,·cpl.=~ce::: the? 

Un.l ted ;;t.:o tc>.:; a::. tho domi n.:mt hegemon o·.·en :.:~:; tho doli n-

qui~hud challenger:: begin to recon::truct 

economic ~t=tems. 

thc.i ,- politico-

The 1 ong lJ.:,·,-c. thcor·/ hcl p:: u:: di ::c..cr·n thL deep ::t!-LIL 

tw·_,l logic of c.:.1pJ.i.-1li.:.;m 3nd ..;\11 :tcc.ur.::\tc ::pec.lfic.:1tion of 

the modern tJot-1 d It-onlc.:A11 1 • it .:d .::o po::.i t.:: the 

necossity of dcup economic cri:::iz to initiate tho procc~:: of 

regenc>t-.:~ti ,·c.:.> in.·ontion;:; .:tnd inno·.·.3tion:::. 

,, ...... 
18. Tho in:::tJ··Ltmcnl u::od to det.ot-minc tho ::uc..co:...::o. puHc:n i11 

i:hc glob.-.:~1 hict--.:.,rL.:h'( o·F tJot-ld hcgomon,· ~Jill incr !2.3.:;ingl·1 - be 

CDIHQ Cconomic tJ.:u:: .:'1::. oppo:::..?tJ to mi 1 i t.:.11 1 C.Orlqc:..:l:..:. 
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178(1-183(1 

18·'l0-13b(l 

1870-1940 

195('1 198(1 

1990-? 

.[ t.JTCRti()T I Ot.Jf)L 

SY~HE:f1 

Men: anti 1 i :;m 

Fr c·e Tt~ .;::,de 

imperialism 

FOHM OF 

t·IPIT I 01'1-ST () T£ 

Monat-chi c.o:~l 

State 

Bour-gooi:;: n.:tt ion 

st2tte 

Soporato nation- Reformist nation 

nal capitali::t ~tate 

s·,stom 

Corporatist 

c•c.onomic intor- n.:,tion·::t.:.tc 

dependence 

s-,·bs-,·tomi c 

intogt-.:ltion 

In·Fot-mati onz 

::tate 

TYPE OF" 

Nf.'IT I Oti()L ISM 

Economic .3nd 

Political 

Cui tUJ-al and 

politic.:\1 

Economic,po

litic...:~l and 

cult ur .:"11 

Incrc.:'l::ingl/ 

economic 

Tochnologi

c.::d ::pcci ric 

cconuml .. ::.m 

0Lll" under .:t.:,ndi ng tho mcc..h.;.1til ::m tlctct mining \:he.: ; h 1 thm:: 

and tho functiun1ng of the "C3pitalist Horld S/stcm' cm~rgo:; 

as the primar1 prc-roqui::ito for r~..::.;ol·:ing the: ondamic 

c..risL:; .;;md chaotic inter -:;tate rcL.,tion:; •~hi<..:h tht-o.=~tcn the! 

st~bilit1 of thi:: system • It i:. the Long tb :e thour 1 11hi ch 

.C1tte-mpt:; Lu undct ::.tanJ, intct-pn:.•L ..;1nd di :;cen1 the proc.c:.:;:: of 

fo1 m.:.1i:1un uf tho majoJ· in::titution_,J ::truc.turc:: of d1L c:c...n 

t ompo~- .:u·- ·,· 1 JtJr 1 d .::1 :.: t t:.n • 

and the :;tati::t mode or 

tr.c t..:.i.pit.Jli::.t mode o: j•nJdw .. Uon 

polit/, ,;mC.: i;_:: pl-obablc fLtlurc.: 

19. In IJh.:,tc.ct- fot·m it tal~o:: b·j' the ·/o.:u- .'2(>18. 

20. This i:: po::.:;.i. bl c b·1 ::ttJd·,·i ng tho :::, ::tL'm in it:: c-.·o.lLt·ti 

O-"\l~y modo. 
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f'IPPENDIX I 

INTERFf'ICE nNf'ILYSIS :- HEGEMONIC Wf'IVES AND THE V.ONDRf'ITIEF 

WAVES : 

CHRONOLOGY :-

l·'l?l·!· - 1539 

a ... + QJ. .. _ .. K,~. 

1-n·Jo HL·J,~. 

1621 - 1689 

0.:.::: + 0.:;!1' ,,., 1<4 

HI·J:o:: 

1790 - 18il8 

a ... + aJ. .. I<, 

I·RJ~ HL·J ... 

194(1/45 - 1994 

0 .a + Q:z .... K u:-

1539 - 1575 1575 - 1621 

a:o:: + a::s ...., K .. .: a... + a... . .. K.:~-

Ht·J,~. 

1689 - 1717 17'17 - 1790 

0.4 .., .. a ... .... I< a 0:..:: + 0.,!1. ". 1<.,. 

HI.·J:..:: HI·J . .:.< HI·.J..!. 

18•l8 - 1893 1893 - 19·1-0/ f':J.5 

a:.:: + a:.s .. l<e 04 . .. , K ... 

Hl·J..q. Hl·J..q. 

This chronological analysis i5 dopondont upon tho ::pacific 

periodicities of the 

chronology in chapter tuo. 

~pproJ·: i matel y. 

CORRECTED CHRONOLOGY 

l<ondJ~ at i off • = corJ~octod 

Hogcmomi c t.~a".'DS 

1·'1·9.'J. - 1539 15"1(1 -
a ... + 0;~. ... v -:a. a:.:: + 

HL·Jo HL·J1. HL·J1. 

1635 1687 1688 -
0:..:: + 0.,!1. ... K4 Q.q. + 

HI"J:..:: Hit •• 

12(1 

to m.:\tch tho qu.:u~toJ~:: of tho 

158'1 1585 - 1631 

a-:5 ' . 1<:.:: a ... + a ... .... K.s. 

I·U·J1. Hl'J,,,. 

1738 1739 - 1789 

01. . . l<e; 0:..:: + a~ ,... 1<.,. 
HI'J..s Hl'l.:s 

; 



-

1790 - 13:'J.(l 18.'U - 1892 

1~4(1.'45 - 1~~4 

CODE: HI:J 

Ht·J - Q 1 +O;;;;:+Os+O~:-:J-JI·J 

Q: Ou.:trtc>l~ 

K ~ Kondratioff ~a~os 

v,~o4+01 ; Kw~Ow+O~ 
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APPENDIX II 

CHRONOLOGY OF THE MODERN WORLD SYSTEM 1494-1992 

l<ot·IDF:t')T I EFF 1: 1 -'l-9·'!-1539 

1494 Treaty of Tordo::::illas (Juno 7) 

di·.'idc tJC?tJ l·Jor-ld bebmc:m 

:Spain 

them. 

and Portugal 

Charles '.'III 

bcgins in~asion of Italy, cntcrs Florcnce, deposes 

Pioro de" Medici, and enters Rome : Pope nloxander VI 

takcs refugo in Castcl Sant" nngcls. 

1'!-95 Chal~los ','III onter:::: I'I.;Iple::::, is crmmed ldng of t·bple:::. 

Popc illo::::tndor '.1 I forms Hol·/ Lcague, tJhich .:~imz 3t C?):polling 

Charlo:: VIII from Italy; it:: force:: dofeatod at Battle? 

o·~ tho Forno-,·o, tho Hol·/ Lo.:\guc cnds; Ch3rl o::: '/I I I 

,~et.urn:: to France. Fordi nand I I reconqueJ~::: Napl os; 

FrDnch .:trm·/ c.:~pi tul.:~tc:; .:~t tJo·,•ar-:.. Pcacc bctuecn 

Franco and tho allio:::; 

potJm-' in Europo.:m politic::;. 

1'J.<":?6 Jamc·::: I'} of Scotland in':ado::: l'lorthumborland. 

1497 Ri:::ing in Cornuall, Lord nudlo·,-•s rcbolliou::: :~r-m}' 

defeated by Henry VII .:~t Blackhoath 

1498 ' 

1499 l·Jar betueC!n S~Jabi an Lcague and S~Ji ss canton::; end:: ~Ji th 

tho Pcacc of E:a::.el, thc s~Ji ss ost.:.bl i ::hi ng thci r i ndopcnd

C!co. 

1500 Diet of nug::::burg e:::tablizhos council of RC!gC!ncy for ad 

mini stcr i ng thc Hol·,· Roman Empi rD and di ·.·ide?!: Gcrm:~n-,. 

into ::i ~: ,~egi on::. 

1501 rronch C!nte•~ Rome!; thD Pope dC!clare::: Loiu::: YII, ldng of 

tbpl e::.. F'D:tce o·f Tt-C>nt bobmon Fr :mco :~nd Empet-or Ma>: i

milian I; French conquo:::t::: in upper Italy rDcognisC!d 

150~ 

1503 Spanish ~ictory at Battle of tho Garighiano; defeat:: 

Francc, cntors tJapl E?s. 

1504 Maxmilian I begins reformation of tho Holy Poman Empire 

15(16 
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1507 Diet of Constance- J~ecogni sc:-s tho Unit,. of the Hol'; 

Rom:tn Empire. 

15()8 M.:u:mi 1 ian I assume-s. ti tl o of Emporor. 

HEGEMDrHC I·JA'.'E I: 1518-1608 comprises t~m K I·J.:~-.·es-- K;~.-: 04+0;~. 

~·:.:.:::e 0:;.: +Cl..$ 

01 1518-1539 I·JORLD POI"JER EtJTROP'/ LOI·J HJTEGRATIDrHST 

PF:OCL I 1! I TY. 

1518 Peace o·F London bc:t1mc>n EngL:md, Fr.:~nce, Emperor M-3}: 

imilian I , tho Pope, and 
,.... . 
.:lpa1n. 

1519 

1520 Chl~i::ti :m I I of Dcnm.n1~1~ Z~nd l'lonJa·;: defoats S~Jc>dc:-s, 

ct-mmc:d king o·F S1mden. 

1521 He-rnando Cortez assume-s control of Me-xico afte-r 

dc:struction the n:tec empire. 

1522 Spanish Forcc:s conquer Guatemala 

1523 Portugc:-sc> cxpellc:d from their settlements in China 

1521 French driven out of ItZ~ly. Treaty of Malmo; Denmarlc 

con·f i rms i ndependc>ncc: o·f s~~c:dc:n undc:r Gust3-.·es I. 

1525 Gc:-J~man .:md Spanish dc:f eat Fn:mch .:md Sui::.::;; at Pavia. 

1526 B3ttle of Mohaes: Turks dc:·Fc:-at Hungerians. 

1527 The sack of Rome; Pope Clement VII imprisoned 

1528 

1529 Treaty of Cambrai betHeen FJ~ancis I and Charles 1} 

153(1 Charles '.' cro~mc:d Holy Rom.:m Empet-or .:md l<i ng of Ital·,· 

1531 Henry VIII rc>cognised as tho supreme Head of the Church 

o·f England. 

153~ 

15~53 Pi::arro e~:ecute the Inc.:, of Peru. 

153'1 Fin=-1 ,-i ft bc>tiJecn Engl.:tnd and Rome 

1535 

1536 

1537 

1538 

1539 Spain annexes Cuba 

1510-1561- Delcgitimisation Entropy High Disintegration 

1562-158'1 Doconcc:ntr.:'lt ion Entropy LmJ Integr.:.:1ti on 
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03 1562-158'l DECOI'ICEtiTF:ATION ENTROPY Lm·J II'ITEGF:ATIONIST 

PROCLI'.'ITY 

15b2 Hol·( Rom.:m Emperor Fc:>rdi nand I :;i gn:; c:>i ght /E?.::u- truce 

~Jith Suleiman I of Turh:~·:,:. 

1563 Poace 1 of nmboise 

15~;)1- Peace of Tro~:e:: end;:; ~1.:1r bet~Jeen England and France 

1565 Turks abandon siege of Malta. 

1566 Turl(o-Hung.:u-ian lJal'" ronmmd; in:;pite truce> of 1562. 

1567 

1568 Peace bebJoon Soli m I I .:md Ma}d mi 1 i.:m I I. 

1569 Sigismund II o·f Poland unite:; Poland 11ith Lithu.:mia 

Union of Lublin. 

15:"0 Peace of St German-on-La,·c end!: third ci '/i 1 ~J.:\1'" in 

France. Peace of Stettin; Denmark recognisc:>s indopend

oco of s~Jedon. 

1571 Don John of nustria defeat:; Turks. 

1572 Dutch t-J.:u'" of Indopc:mdonco begin::, fourth ci':il lJ.:u- in 

Ft-.:mce begins. 

1573 Poacc of Con::tanti nopl e end:: ll:ll'" bettJecm TLU-k:: and 

'.'en icc. 

157'1 Spain loses T1.1ni:: to Turl(!:. 

1575 State bankruptcy in Spain. 

1576 Act of Fedorati on bcbJocn Holland and Zcel and. 

1577 

1573 

1579 Eng-Dutch militar~ alliance ::igned; signing of union of 

Utrecht marks Foundation of the> Dutch Republic; Francis 

Dr.:d(e proclaim:: ::o':croignt,· of England O'/er t'ICHJ r'Ubian, 

Cali f. 

1580 Spani::h in~adc Portugal. 

1581 Russian conquc>st of Siberia. 

1582 Peace of Iam-Zapolski- P.u:::;ia lo::o:: acco:;:: to Baltic. 

1583 Hilliam of Orange accepts soverignty of rJetherland. 

1581 

01 1585-1608 GLOBAL WnP. ENTROPY HIGH DIS-II'ITEGRnTION 

1585 Sir Francis Drake attacks '.'igo and S.:mto Domingo. 
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1586 Pope Sixtu:: V promi::os financial aid to ::end Span nr 

mada against England. 

1587 Pope Si::tu:: '-/ proclaim:: c.::~tholic cru::ade foJ- in'/a::ion 

o·f England. 

1588 "Invincible" Span. nrmada; dofoated by tho Engli::h un 

dor Chat-les 1-·loH.::~rd. 

1589 Si1~ FJ~anci:: Drake Hith 15(1 ship:: and 18,000 mon, fails 

to capture Lisbon. 

1590 Henr'/ IV lays ::ioge on Pari::. 

15?1 

1592 Portuguoso ::attlo in Mombo::a. 

1593 Rudol·f I I t-e·.·i etJs tJar .::1g.:li nst tho TLtrl:: ::.. 

1595 Henry I\! dccl aJ~Q:: Hal~ on France·. 

15?6 English sack cadi: ; Spanish take Calais. 

Second Span nrmada leaves for England. 

1598 Tn:•aty o·f Pontes de Co cmds; civil H.:u- in Fr-ance. 

1599 

1600 Maurice of Nassau defeats nrchduke Albert":: army at 

tli oLtport. 

1602 Span. arm'/, after landing in Ireland [Sop 16011 ::ur 

ronders to English at Kinsola •. 

1603 

16(1.1 Pe.rtcc.> betuecm Englnnd and Frunc.:e 

16('5 B.:.lrbado::;, I·J Indi e::., cl ai mod as English Col on·) 

161)6 

1607 

01 160?-1631 HORLD POHER EtJTROPY Lot·J ItJTEORIHI DrH ST 

PF:OCL I 1} I TY 

161(1 

1611 Archduke tbt thi as crolmod ld ng of Bohemia. 

1662 Treat·,· bobJeenthe Dutch and king o··f Kand·( in Co-,.lon. 
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1613 Pc.:tco of l<nar·od c·nd::: Dan-S~Jcd uar of Cal m.:lr. 

1614 'hrgini:m colonists pn:?\'ent French settlement= in 

1"1.:-tinc .:tnd l'!o'.:a Scoti.:t. 

1615 Dutch sic=c the Molucca:; from Portugueze. 

1616 

1618 Peace o·f M3drid; end=- ~-Jar bcbmcm 1/cnice and ()ustri.::~ 

Dcfeno~.tration in Prague: bogining of 30 '/Car ~J.!\r 

( 1648) 

1611? 

1620 Pc~·olt of Fr. noblcz again~t Loiu= ~III, Pichclicu 

m.:\kc= pe.:-tce. t·Jar bctl~cen S1Jcdcm :md Pol :~nd. 

1621 TIJC•l"·/o '/Cal~ truce> bc::tiJcocon Holland .:md Sp.:\i n [=ceo 16()9 J 

IJ:It- t-c:o:;umed. 

Engli~h capture Ormu:o: from Portuguc=c. 

1623 Commct-ci :11 tn:.'.:\t">' botiJocn 1-loll.:md .:\nd Pcrsi a. 

16:'~· Engl .:w1d dccl arm:: 1 J.:\1'" on Sp.::~i n. 

1625 Ft-cnch occup·/ tho {)nt i 1.1 e.:; .:~nd C.:\·>·onno. 

1626 Treat'/ of Mon:o:on bctHocon France wr1d Sp.:d n. 

1627 

1628 Dutch occup~ Jay.:; .:\nd Molucc3= 

1621? Pe:tcc:> o·f Suz.a ond:; o:~t- botiJeon Engl.::md :md Fr-3nco 

1630 S~mdon att.:"ICI(= German:/ 

1631 

1632 

1633 Fr • .:"lrm~ occupic= Lorraine. 

1631 I=l :md of Cur3c:1o captured b·,· the Dutch. 

0_.. 1635-1661 DELEGITIMIZfHIOI'I EI'ITP.OPY HIGH DISII'ITEGPilTIOI'I 

o~.' 166~ - 1687 DECOI'ICENTPilT I otl Et-ITPOPY LOL-l I t'ITEGR{)T I 01'1 I ST 

PF:OCL I'.' I TY 

1662 Ch.arles II .solls Dunldrl( to Ft-.:\nco ·forL'l(l(),(l(l(l. 

16b3 Turkr;; declai~C? Hal'" on tho Hol1· Rom-3n Empin:•. 

1661 SIJc:>di:;h colonic:; on Gold Co.'l::t sold to Dutch. 

Britizh anne:: l'lcH l'k:thcrlandz from Connecticut to 

Dol.:'!IJ.at-o. 
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1665 nlliod Brit and Portuguo=o dofoat Span. army; =ocuring 

independence of Portugal. 

1666 France and the· Dutch declas~o ~Jar on England. Ou.:\d 

rupl o :~11 i .:mco botiJoon Hollnnd, Brandonborg, Brun::.uick 

.:md Donmarl{ to ::ocuro =afot·,· of Holland. 

1667 Secret. tt-ont·/ bet! men Loi L\:3 X I'.' :md Chat-1 os I I :~g :~i n:;t 

Spain, Har of DoYolution begins as French troop inYado 

tJether 1 .:md= 

16~";)8 ()11 i anco of tho 1·-lague =i gnod bi· English .:md the:> Dutch 

IJ3r o·F Do-.'ol uti on betiJeen Fr.:mce .:;md Sp:~n end:;:;) Trc:>.:tt·1• 

bottJc:>on Loui = Y. I 1.' .:md Leopold I concc·rni ng futLII~o par

tition of Spani:::;h renlm:::;. 

166<:> 

, 16 70 Fr .::mcc:> occupi c= Los~r ."'li no; Ts~o.:'!t'/ of Do':or bc:>tiJoon 

England and France. 

1671 

1672 Britain declare::: ~Jar on tho Dutch; Franco docl.:\J~o:::: tJar 

on the Dutch; Louis XI'.' rejects Dutch po.:~co o·F·fet-. 

1673 EmpeJ~or L.c:>opol d I decl aJ~o:: lJar on Franco. 

167~ 

1675 L·Jat~ botiJoon Slmden and Donmarl~. 

1676 Danos def oatod b)' SHodos at tho Batt 1 e o·F Lunden. 

1677 Duke of Orlean:: defeat:: Dutch at Cassel. 

1678 Poaco o·f tJi jmegon botl1oon Franco :~nd Dutch 

Fr .:mco and Sooden. 

al :::;o 

1679 H::~p::burg i nf 1 uonco roozt abl i ::hc:>d in M.::\ds~ i d by Quoon 

Mothor. Mario of nu=tria. 

1630 Fr. Coloni.:\1 ompiro roaching from Oueboc to tho mouth 

of tho Miszis::.ippi Ri·:or i::. organi=od. 

1681 

1682 La Salle claims Loui::iana Torritor1 for Franco and 

t:tko:::; po:;:;:::;o=.::ion o·f tho Mi::.::i::::.ippi ·;allo/. 

1683 Dutch tr .;.1dc·•-= admit tod to canton: Sp3i n dec 13t-o= lJaJ·

on Franco. Loaguo oF tho Haguo: Emporor Loopold I and 

Charles II of Spain join Dutch-·S~Jod 3lli.:mco 3gain::t 

Ft-anco. 

1
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1631· Bc>J~muda:: bocomC! cr-mm col on·i. 

1685 n11 Chino::o por-ts oponod to for-eign tr-ade. 

1686 French annox Madagascar-, League> of nugsbur-g again::t 

Loi us :'{I'.'. 

1687 

o... 1 633-1 713 GLOBAL t·JAP. ENTP.OPY HIGH DISINTEGP.ATIOtl 

1688 tho "Glor-ious Revolution". 

Empi t-o. 

1689 Loui:: ~p; decl.3r-o:: ~Jar- on Gr.BJ~itain; Gc>r-m.:m dic>t 

docl.:u-o::. Har- on Fr-:mce, tJat3l become::: DL1tch colon·/· 

16C?(l Sp.:d n join:: Gr-oat· All i ancc> .:tgai n::t Fr-ance>, Tur-1(:: r-oc on 

quer- Eelgt-:\de. 

1691 Hapblll-g:: J-C!cogni ::od ruler-s of TJ~.:\n::j·l ';ani 3; l'lmJ Ea::t 

Indi.3 Company for-mod in England. 

1692 

1693 Battle of Lagos: Franchdofoat English mer-chant flc>ot, 

National Debt Begins in England. 

16911 

1695 

1696 NolJ coi n:lgc in England car-r-i c>d out by John Luc J(c 3nd 

I ::;.3:\c t.loiJton. 

1697 rronch attempt to coloni=c> ~ Afr-ica. 

16l78 

1699 Denmar-k and P.u::::ia ::ign mutual dofonco p3ct; Tr-eat~· 

of Pr-oobt-.3~hon::Xoo ::;i gncd b'/ Donm.:.r-k, Pol :md 

and S.:.xon1· for tho partition o{ the Spani::h Empir-e. 

1700 King Charlo:; II of Sp3in die:;~ end of Spani::;h 

St~edon dcfe3ts Peter the Gre.::~t 3t t.Jar·,•3. 

1701 ~ar of Spani::h ::ucce::sion bogin::(-1711) 

of Stmden i n-.·.:ldo::. Courl3nd 3nd F'ol3nd. 

1702 Ch.:tt-1 o:: ;: I I tako:: t·br::.:nJ, Cr aeon. 

1703 nr-chduko Ch.:.rlo::: proclaimed king of Spain 

1701 Engli::h tal(c> Gibr=•ltol~. 

17(15 Engligh rJ.:-t·.··/ t.:-tkc.:; Barcelon3. 

1706 Marlborough conquc>r:: Span. Nothorland::. 
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1707 Union bC!tiJcen Engl.:md .:md Scotland undol~ n.:lmC! Great 

E:rit.:lin "Pcrpotu.:ll 

S~H::don. 

Pru::;::::.i .:l 

17(!8 Briti::::h East Indi.:t Compan·;: .:md tlmJ Ea::;t India Comp.:m',: 

mct-gcd. 

1709 Pe.:tcC! l'lcgoti.:~tion::: at the League!. 

171(1 M.:~uritiu::;, ·formC?rly part o·f Dutch Ea:;t Indies, bc:.>come>::: 

French 

1711 L·JaJ~ bebJC!C!n Pu::::::i a and TLU-!~C!'/. 

1712 PC!ace congress opC?ns at Utrecht. 

1713 Spain agreE!:; at Utrocht to cede Gibraltar and Minorca 

to Gr. Britain. 

HEGEt10tiY I:UWE III 171'!---1815; comprisns tt.Jo I< t·J.:I··:C!:::I<.a.'""04+0J. 

BRITISH CYCLE 

Q.J. 1711.!-1738 I·JORLD POl·JER EtHROPY LDI"J HJTEGR()TIDtJ 

171'1 Po.:tco of P..:t:::tatt betHeen France .nnd the Holy P.oman Em 

j 715--

1716 Treat'/ of t·Je::.tmi ni ste>r bC!bJOC!n Eng l.:md .:md the Emperor. 

1717-

1713 Ou.:tdruplo fUli.nnc:e :::ignod betw~en France, the Empil~e, 

England 3nd Holl .:md; Engl .:md decl arc::; ~Jar on Sp3i n. 

1719 France> doclares Har on Spain. 

172(1 Sp:li n occupi c::: Tn:: .::ts ( -1722~ ; French tbt i onal 

Bankruptc1·. 

17:21-

1722 Hung3ry rojC!cts Pr.ngm.:ltic sanction. 

17:23 -

17~1 ()ustri.:m tlothe>rl.:mds ."lgroo to Pragm.":ltic ::Ztnction. 

17:2b fUli.:mce> bebmcm Empit-c> .:md Ru:::;:::ia. 

17~7 I.·J.:\r be>bmor1 England and Spain. 

1728 -

1729 N and S Carolina become C1~mm coloniC!::-. 

173(1 

1731 TJ~oZ~t/· of 1hc:-nnu botHoon England, HollZ~nd, Sp.:\in .:md 

the? Holy Roman Emperor. 
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173:.-2 

1733 s~nta Cru= {~. Indiez) come~ under Dani~h control. 

173·1 

1735 

1736 

1737 

1738 Brit. troop :;ont to Georgia to =ettle Dordor dizputo 

IJith Sp:dn. 

0.:..:- 1739-1763 DELEGITIMIZIHIDt-1 EI'ITF:OPY HIGH DIS-II'ITEGPr~TIOI'I 

o~ 176·"1·-1789 DECOI'ICEI'ITPATIOI'I EI'ITOPY LOL·J II'ITEGP.()TIOI'IIST 

PPOCL Jl}J TIES. 

'.'i nccnt, Tob:'lgo, Dominica, 

Minorica from Franco andFlorida from Spain. 

1765 Bftit. P.:~rli.:~ment p3::se:; the St.:~mp 3ct. 

Scmeg-:~1 

1766 Stamp ()ct ropoalod, but Docl~ratory act :;tate:; 

Britain":: right to tax nmor. colonie:;. 

1768 Fr.:1nco bu~·= Cor!:ica from Genoa 

1'6t::l -177:2 -

1773 Bo=ton To.:1 Party 

1771 

and 

1775 nmorica P.ovolution (-1783) ; England hire:; ~9000 Gor 

man mcrcenar i os ·for u.::n- in t.l nmer i ca. 

1776 ()moric.:~ Declaration of Independence. 

1777 {)m£?ric.:m Re-.•olution. 

1778 ()mor i can col oni o:; :d gn tt~eati e:; lJi th Fr .:mco and Hol 

land. 

1779 Sp.:1in docl.:\ro= lJ.:u~ on Britain; :::;iogo of Gibr.:\ltor 

( --1783) Fr£?nch for co:; t.:~ke St '.'i ncont 3r'ld Gt-en.:td:'l. 

1780 Pobollion in Peru ag~in=t Spani=h rule. 

1781 Dutch settlement :'It M:'ldr:"~:::;, c.:~pturod b·/ Briti:;h. 

173~ Spain complete:::; conquest of Florida. 

1783 Po.:tco of '.'cr:::;ailloz, Gro.:tt Brit.::~in rocogni:::o:::; Amoric.:m 

Indepc·ndc:mco. 

1781 Pitt':; India net. 
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1735 Harren Ha~ting:::, Go~ernor General of India ro:::ign::. 

1786 Lor-d Cor-nHall i ::, Go·.·or-nor- Genet-a! o·f Indi .::'1 , takr.:•=· 

1787 

1788 US con:::titution, ratified b·i tlou 1-lamp:::hiro, tho ninth 

state, come:: into force. 

1789 US declare themselves an economic and custom~ Union; 

The Ft-ench Re\'Ol uti on 

independence a3 Belgium. 

Q4 17~0-1815 GLOBAL l·J()R EtHROP'I HIGH DIS-HJTEGFUHIOt.l 

1790 Supr-ossion of Belgian Po~olution. 

17<: 1 Can.:~d.:1 const i tLit ion act di ·.·ide>:: the> countr·/ into t110 

1 "7<::>--:> " ., ..:... 

d i :;::;ol \'e>d. 

Fr-onch J~opublic pr-ocl.:\imed Sept.22. Denmar-k fiJ~::t na 

tion to aboli::h Sl.:~vs trade>. 

Auztr-ia, Pru::sia and Sardinia. 

17~3 Fir::t CO.:Ilition [Britain, nu::tri.:~, Prussia, Holland, 

Spain and S.:\rdiniaJ against Franco formed; Hol'/ Pom.:m 

Empire> decl.:tro:: IJ.:~t- on Fr-.:mcc; US pt-oc 1 aim it~ 

Fr. tr-oops rotr-oat fr-om Gor-man,·; ::ocond 

Partition of Poland. 

in India. 

Britain zie>ze>z French ::ettle>ments 

179·'1- French i nvado Spain and Holland : Bri t.:li n t.:'lko::: 

so·,·che>ll es, St. Luci.:~ Martinque>. and Gu.:~daloupe [late>r 

J~ocaptLII~od J. 

1795 Third Partition of Poland; Dutch ::urrondor- Co'ilon to 

Bt-itish, Bt-it. force:; OCCLIP'/ C.:\pe of Good Hope. 

1796 tl Donap.:tJ-tc· =\==umo:: comm.:md in I tal·:.:; DJ-i tai n capture:: 

Demerora Esse>quibo, St. Lucia .:~nd Grenada. 

Sp.nin declar-es Har on BJ-it.ain. 

1797 Pe.:~ce of C.:~mpo Fot-mi::o; tbpole>on at-r-i·.·e>:: in Pari:: ·for 

Briti::h invasion. 

17S'8 Fr-onch c.:~ptLII-o Porno, Gono':.:\ anno>:od to Ft-anco, M.:;\1 ta 
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tZtkcn, 

Z~lliancc ~Jith Hcl··;ctian Re-public!:; Fr. force land::: in 

I n:? 1 :m d [ ·F :.:~ i 1 s J ; 

Foundation of Second Coalition againzt France. 

1799 tbpol oon b£?comos First Consul ; Austria doc l.:u-os ~~ar on 

France. 

1300 Napoleon'::: army reconquers Italy. 

1801 Po.3cc oF Luni·.·ille bC?tlJoon Austri:.:~ .:md Ft-:.:mce m.::~rk the 

.:~ctual end of the! Holy F:oman Empire; Cairo fall.: to 

Briti::;h troop::. 

1302 tlcpolcon become·:: p,~o:::idc:mt of Italian (fo•-mc-rly Ci:;::Ztl 

pine) Republic. 

Franco. 

Pc:-tce o-F Ami en:; botHcen Bri t:li n .::~nd 

1303 Loi u::::i ana Purchazo; B1~i tai n dc:!cl arc!: ~Jar on Franco; 

Britain obtains St. Lucia , Tob.3go .3nd Dutch Gui.::~n:-t. 

13r).'l t·lapol oon Bonaparte Cl~o~mQd, l'bpol oon I 

I Jar on Bt- i t.:d n. 

Spain docl3roz 

18(15 Treat;· of St. PC!tcr::::burg botlJocn Britain and P.u::!:d a 

l<ing of Ital'i:; 

tor·,. o·.·or Austro·- Ru::.::.. ·Forco:;. 

tJapol eon ct-mJnC?d 

l'l.:!polC!on':: •;ic-

1806 Joseph Bon:-tparto namC?d l<i ng of l'lapl oz:; Loui z Bonap:-trtc 

n.3med King o·F HolLmd; Bt-itain bloclc3do= Ft-. co:t:;·t:. 

PI'"LI::::ia declare:: tJ.:\1'" on Fr:.:~nco; Bf' the Berlin Doci'"CC?Z 

tbpol con i ni ti :ttcs th£? "Conti nent:tl Sy;:tcm". [CSJ 

18(17 (.)u::tria join:::" Continental Sy=tc.:.>m". t rt~oat / of Ti 1 

sit, Ru:::;i a brc.:-dc:;; rcl ati on=- IJi th 

Britain amounting to Docl3ration of Har. FI-ance in-

For refLI:;ing to enter" continC?nt.:~l 

18(13 Napolconz:'Continontal S·:,"::tom' at iz ::C?nith. 

18(1<;! t·J:tt- bctlJccn Ft-.:mcc :md flu=-tria; ()u:;tt-i:~ join= the? 'CS' 

tlapol cor-. annC!::o::. tho F'.~1pal States. 

flnd:~lusia :tp.3rt from Cadi=. 

French o~cr-run .:'Ill 

1810 t·l.:tpoloon'z ZC!nith, annc:-:6:: Holland; t,'c:mc:::uel.:\ brc.:lk:::: 
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from Spain. colon'/ in Indio:;:: 

takc::n by Briti~h. 

1811 Paraguay indc::pc::ndc::nt of Spain; Briti::h occupy Java. 

1812 US docl.:trc::; tJ.:tr on Britain; tbpolcon:::; Russi.:m campaign 

bc::gin:: 

bcgi n:;r.. 

( :1. 9th Oct) N.:e.pol c::on' s ,-etrc::at f ,~om 

1813 Prussi.:i decl.!\roz tJar on Franco, f'lu:;tria docl.:\ros Har 

on ·fr. Tho "Battlo o·f the tbtion~" .:~t Lip:::ig-tbpoloon 

defeatod. Fr. oxpellod from Holland. 

1814 (30th-31:;t M3rch) Allie~ enter P.3ris:.; tbpoleon ;.;'\bd 

d iz b.:e.ni::hcd to Elba, Congro::5 of Vienna opens; Tro.:\ty 

of Ghent end::; Brit-Amor. Har. 

1815 t!apol1:1on:: "Hundn:~d Day::;" ond:: .-at l·L:lt£:)rloo; b.:mi::hed to 

St. Holen,:... The Congress of Vienna settle:: the Map of 

Europe::. Holy nlliancc Formed. 

HEGEMOtN t·J()'.'E I'.' 1816-1~45 comP._rising ttJo ~·~ tJ.:e.o.·o=· l<:~.'""'O:...:+O;;s 

1<.:..;,....,0.+ 

0 1 I·JORLD PDI'JER 1816-1840 EtJTROPY LDI'J HlTEGRATIOtJ 

PPOCL I 1.' IT I ES 

1816 ArgcntiMa decl.:tros Indcpcndcncc from Spain, Indiana be 

como:: state:: of the:: US. 

1817 Independonco o·F '.'ene:::uel.:\ under Simon Bol-.·ar, Missi:; 

sippi becomes state of tho US. 

1818 Chilo proclaim::; indopondonce; Border bottJoc::n Can:~d3 

and US agrocd upon ~19th parallel), 

st.:~tc of tho US. 

Illinoiz become:: a 

1819 US purcha=e= Florida; British sottlcmcnt at Singapore. 

Alabama become:; .:t ::tato of tho US. 

1820 "Mi ::::ot.u-i compromi ::o" - t1.ai rl£:) onto•-= US az {J~oo ::t3to 

.::md Mi:;::ouri ::~:: :;la-.'C? st.:lto (-1821). 

1821 Mi=::ouri bc::comc:::: a ::tato of tho US Poru proclaimod 

i ndopendcnt ·from Sp.:d n Joll otJod b"/ Gu3tomml.:~, 

.:e.nd Santo Domingo. 

1822 Bra:::il bocomc::s independent of Portug3l. 

1823 The Monroe Doctrincj Confederation of United Province:::: 

oF Contr.:tl nmoric3 formed. 



13~1 t')nglo-BLII~mc::E! t·Jar; Briti::h t.:\l~e Rangoon. 

1825 IndC?pendcncc o·f Bol i ".'i :1 .:tnd Ut-ugua·>'• 

1826 

1827 Peru ::ccE!des from Colombia. 

1828 Russo- Turkish H.:tr begin~. 

1829 

1330 FrancE! captures Algoria; Jul~ Revolution in FrancE!. 

1831 Scperation of Belgium from Holland; Union of Colombi.:t 

{-1819) dissolved. 

1832 Brit.:tin occupies F.:tlkland Isl.:tnd. 

13-:::.3 Pru:::::ia c>stabli::he:: :oll··,-erein -rcu::tom:: Union] 

in Gcrm.:~n·>', but Au:::tt-i.:l is C'~:clLidcd. 

13:3-1- 1'1onopol·/ of China Trado by East Indi .:~ Compan·:,.· 

.:tboli:::hed, Sla-.·m-·> .:tboli:::hod in the> Briti::h l:'mpirc. 

1335 Toxas doclaros its right to socodo from Moxico. 

1836 Tc>~: .:~::. ~Ji n::: i ndc>pc>ndc>ncc> ·from Me:: i co and become>:; .:t 

F:cpubl i c, t"u-h.;m:;:.a::: .:tdmi ttE!d to the Union. 

1837 Michig:1r1 bc:>comc>s zt.:ttc> o·f the> US ; r.lat:~l Rop1.1bl ic 

foundc>d. 

1838 

1839 nnglo- Chino::c Opium War:: (-1812). 

1810 Louc>r .:~nd Uppcr Canada Unitc>d b)' 3ct oF F'arli3mcmt. 

O.:..r DELEGITIMIZATIOI'I 18'!·1-13il6 ENTROPY HIGH DISII'ITEGP.ATiml 

13'J.8 Treat·;: of Guadulupc> Hidalgo c>nd::: LJS-Mc>):ico \Jar; US gc>t:: 

Tc:>>:a:::, tJmJ MD:-:ico, Ut.:.h, C.::~liforni.:., f'lr::oni.:~ :md p.3rt:: 

of Colorado and H~oming from Mexico in rc>turn for l.:trgo 

indc>mnit·>'· 

18Sl Outbrc>:ll( of f'lmc>l-ic.:~n Ci··:il l·br ~-1365). 

0.:!,: DECot.ICG.JTRf'IT I otJ 186 7-1892 EtlTROP'I LDI'J HJTEGRAT I otl I ST 

PF:OCL It,' IT I ES 

1867 Russi.:. sell::; Al.:.:::k.1 to US fot- $ 7, 200, OOt"~ ; tJc>bt- .:~::;k;~ 

bccomo:: a state> of the US ; FDI~m.:ttion of t.hc> tlol-th 0e•~

m3n confcdcr.:~tion, Garib.:~ldi begin::: March on Rome>. 

18,S8 

1369 Suo= canal opened. 

1870 Proclamation of t.hc Third French Republic; Franco· 

13'1 



Pruz=i~ H~r begin=. 

18ry1 Gorm~n Empire i~ incorpor~tod; Hilli~m I of Pru::::ia 

proclaimed Germ:m Empm-ol~ .:1t '.1er::.:dlle=. 

1872 Three Emperor's league established in Berlin; on 

tcmtc:> bc:>tHC?C?n Gc:>rman·,', Russi.:\ and flu::tri .:1 Hung-'lr-·,·. 

1873 Financial crisis in Europe [Vienna, MayJ and nmerica 

CtJm~ York, SC?pJ; {)nglo-{):;hanti I·Jar. 

187-'1· 

1875 

1876 Colorado becomes a ::tate o{ tho US. 

187 7 

13~:·9 Zulu t·JaJ~. 

188(1 Ft-:mco .:mnc::c:>= T.:~hiti. 

1881 

1882 Triple alliance: Italy, nustria and Germany. 

1883 French gain Control o~c:>r Tunis and Brit.:~in dc:>cidc:>:: to 

O'/aCu.:\te Sud.:m. 

188'1 Gc:>rm.:~ns occup; SH {)fric.:~. 

1885 Germar-.-:,: anne~:os ·Tangan-,.'il~a and :.:m::ibar. 

1886 

1387 Britain annexes Zululand. 

1888 

1889 FrC?nch Protectorate ovc:>r Ivory Coa::t; Italy claim:: 

protectorate? o~or Ethiopia. 

1890 Bismarck dismi~~ed by ~illiam II; Bachuana land and 

Uganda como under Briti=h control. 

1891 Triple fHli.:mcc·German·/, {)u~tr~a, Ital/'-·renetJed for 1:? 

18S'~ Britain .:tnd GcJ-m.:~n·:,: agJ~ee on the CJmOI-oon =. 
Q"'" GLOB{)L t·J()R 1893-19'15 EtJTROP'I HIGH DISitiTEGR{)TIOtl 

1893 Ha~Jai i anno:-:ed by tJ~eaty to US. 

189'1 Kot-C?.:I .:\nd Jap.:m docl are:: tJar on China. 

18'~i'5 

1896 Italy defeated b·,: {)bb-,:::i ni ans at {)doH.:q Utah become:: a 

::tatc:> oF the US; Francc:> annexes Madagascar. 

18<=.?7 German/' occupies North China. 
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1898 US dccl.::1n::>z ~J.:\r on Sp.::li n 0'/01,... Cuba ; Troat1· of Pari:: ; 

Pourto Rico, 

lipinos for $20 million. 

1899 Angl o-E:oe:>r I·J.:u- be:>gi ns. 

1900 The Boxe:>r Rising in China. 

19(11 

Guam, .:md the Phi 1-

1902 Tt-iple:> fUliance:> •-one:>~Je:>d; c:md of Boer l"Ja•-; US acqui•-oz 

pepetual control o~er Panam:1 Canal. 

1903 'Entente Cordial' establizhed. 

19(11.1 Rus:;o ··- J.:tpanese I·J.::u-. 

1905 Morocco crizis. 

1906 Fr.:mce and Spain ge:>t contr-ol of Morocco f oll o~Ji ng al 

ge:>cira:; Confere:>nce:>. 

1907 Oklahom3. bocomos ·17th state:> of the US; t·lo~J :::oal3.nd be:> 

come?::: a dominion tJithin the:> E:riti=h Empit-e. 

1908 Union of S Africa C?:::tablishe:>d. 

19(19 

1910 Union of S Africa become:: a dominion ~Jithin tho Br. Em 

pit-e. 

1911 ngadir Crisis; Tho Vaise~s Hamburg spe:>ech assorts 

Gcrm.:m"/~= "Pl3co in the Sun". 

191:2 First B3.lkan ~·Jar; Triplo Alliance RenmJOd. 

1913 Second Balkan ~ar. 

1911-1918 WWI ; Bolshevist Revolution in Russia, Balfour 

Doclaration. 

1919 Thi •-d Into•-nati onal f oundod in Mo:::co~J. 

192(1 Adolf Hitlor anounce:>:; hi= 25 point programme:>, Birth of 

L. of t·l.!ltion. 

1921 Allio::. JL: Ger. n:>paration:::; P.apid dO'/.:Iluation of the 

l"brk. 

1922 t1Lt:::solini'::: Ma•-ch on P.omo; form::: fa:.:cizt go·:or-nmrmt. 

1923 Hitler':: coup do ct.:~t in Munich f.:.1ils, Ge:>rm:my dc.:cl.:"~re:: 

poliC"/ of p.:t::::::i·:o 1-c::i:::tancc; USSP o:::tZ~bli::hod. 

1925 

1 .,..,, 
··-"-" 

P.:1n nmot-ican Tn:·.:~t·;" :::igned. 

Loc3rno confcronc~ and Trc.:~tios. 

Ocrm.:tn/ joins: the Lc:>agLIO. 



19:27 Bl ac I~ FP.l Df'tY 11'1 Gorman/· the:> c:>conomi c ::·:,:::tom col ap::::e:::. 

1~28 Kollog- Eri3nd P3ct. 

19~9 ~~11 Stroot cra:::h. 

1930 Allied occupation of Rhino land end~. 

1931 Britain :\b.:"lndon::: tho Gold Standard; Banl(r-Liptc·/ of 

1932 

1933 Hitler appointed German Chancellor; 

from L. of ~ations. 

193·1· 1-litlor becomos Fuhr-<:>t-; l-litlc:>;~ and Muzz;olini moC!t in 

'.'onice. 

1935 It.:1ly in·:ades f'tb·:,.-::zinia~ GC!r~. LufbwffC! fclrmC!d. 

1 ~36 Gct-m.:~n troop:; c:>ntC!r Rhi nol .:md; Spani :;h c L·i 1 t~ar begin:; 

Mu::::olino and HitlC!r prpclaim Porno-Berlin axi::. 

1937 Ital·/ lc.>a·,tc.>~ the Lc>39Lic:>:; Jap.:mc>:;e take Peking~ Sh.:mghai 

and Nanld ng. ()den bcconiez Br'". crmm col on'/. 

1938 Germany annc>xc>~ Austri~- The Munich Cri~i::. 

1939 Italy invades nlbania-:DizmombC!rment of C=ocho::lovalcia. 

Gorman i n-.·:lt ion o·f Pol and bogi n:: t·Jl"J I I. 

1939-.. 191l5 

1945 Germany capitulates (May 7) 

nllied control commission 

, "VE Da'/" (Ma'/ 8) ends u.:tr. 

di·.·ide:; Germnn·/ in ·four 

~or1es. 

Thn~e pouor- occupation of Berlin takes effect; 

founded. 

HEGEMONY WWE ',' 

K:a.""'0 1 +0:.: 

POSTULn TED ' 1·:" t·J()','E ; 1 91-5 1995 (':"') 

IBRD 

O:a. t·JOF<LD POl'JER 19'16-1970 EtlTROPY LDI"J HJTEGRfHimHST 

PF:OCL I 1
) I TY 

1916 Utl General ()::::ombl·,· Hold:; fir:::t :::c:::.::ion; Tho tlurcmbot-g 

Trials Britain and France:> evacuate Lc>banon, nlbania, 

Hungary, Bulgaria and Tran= Jord:ln become independent 

::t:.\tos; Pmmr- in Japan tr an= f crrC?d fr-om tho Emperor~ to 

an C?lcctod :-.::.:;cmbl·/· 
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1917 Tho Trum3n Doctrine enunciated; M~r::hal ('lid; India 

procl3imcd independent and partitioned into Indi3 and 

P.:dd::t.:m; Belgium t·lothc>J~l.:md:: :md Lw-:emboLu~g ratif;· tho 

Demel ou:: cu.::;tom:; union, Burma proclaimod independent 

ropublic; Tho cominform foundod. 

1~18 US congre~$ pac:;o:: Ma~shall Plan $17 billion aid for 

Eur·opo Bor 1 in Dl oclcade; Tho Je~Ji :::h ::t.atc como:: into c:: ··

i :.:tcnco 

1?1? Communi::t People":: R¢public e::tabli::hod inChina; I:: 

r :.1cl .:'ldmi tted to UtH I,JS compl etc:: ui thdr .:\~1.:\l of occup/-

ing force:: in S Vorep, 

np3rthicd progr3mmc 

begin:: in S nfrica. 

1950 ~·J GeJ~m.:mi join:: council of Europe; l·~on:~an t·JaJ~ bogin::; 

Schum.:'ln Pl3n .:\nounced. 

1951 Fr~nco, t:J GC!rman;·, I tal'/, Belgium, NothoJ~ 1 and::, and 

Lu~: embourg ( • the ci >:' ) :: i gn P.:~r i.:::, Treat·,·, ombod·,-i ng the 

1952 Europoan Defence Communit~ Troati ::ignod. 

1953 Korean armi::tico, St~lin':: do~th and rise of Vhruschc~. 

1951 Ruz::ian:: reject tho idea of German reunification; 

SEATO c:>t::tbli::hcd UG ::ign= p.:tct tlith nation.:'!li=t Chin.::\. 

1 S'55 It Ztl '/, l·J. GeJ~m.:~n·;.:, Fran co o::: t .:.\b 1 i ::.h CLw ope .:'In Union~ lJ. 

Gcrm.:m ente,-= WHO. 

1956 Suez cJ-isis, Hung.:"IJ-ian P.c·/olution. 

1957 Rome lrc_,t,· Fot Common M3rkct =ignud b,- "tho =i;:"; 

"Ei ::onho~JeJ- DoctJ~ i no". 

1958 Eg~·pt and Sud.:\n form tho United nr.:\b Republic. nl3::k3 

become:: 4?th ~t.:~tc of tho US. 

1959 C3=tro become= premier of Cuba; E.r.T.n o=t3bli::hed 

('tho Sc:·_-cn' ) • 

1960 Congo crisis. 

1961 Tho Do•·-lin l·bll built; S (){ric:~ loa'/C:: tho Common 

~H?,:\l th • 

1962 Cub.::1n Missiles crisis; Indepondonco of ('llgor·i~'· 
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1963 Britain rcfu::ed entry to Common Market [objection; De 

Go:~ullcJ United Ar:'lb RC?pLtblic-· Syt-i.:l :md Il-:'lq :'lgreo to 

union; ~onnedy azsassinatod. 

196'1 Chin::t bocomC?s t.lucloar; US o·fFcm:::i'.'C' in '. 1il:'tn:'lm. 

1965 US offen:;:.i·;Q in 1)iotnam; India Pald::::tan l·Jar. 

1966 Br. GuinJ bC?comC?s indopondC?nt n.:~tion of Guyana. 

1968 C=C?choslovakian crisis. 

1969 Do Gaulle rosigns as Pro::::idont of Franco. 

1970 S AllC?ndC? C?loctod Prosidont of Chilo. 

o ..... DELEGITII1I:Zt'ITIOI'I 1971-1995 EI'ITP.OPY HIG!·~ DISII'ITEGR!lTiotl 

1971 Indo-P.:dd ::t.:m t·Jar; 

1972 Bangladesh, est::tblishod a:: sovorign :;:tate; Watorg::tto 

Scandal; IrC?l.:tnd, 

membership of tho EEC; 

first becomes apparent. 

1973 Gr. Britain, 

and Denmark .:tgrC?e to Full 

US petroleum product shortage 

us-s 'h etnam /tJ '.'i etnam 'h etcong co::t:::o-f it-o .::\grcomcnt 

signod 1/iC'tnam l·Jar [ 1965--1973]; I::::t Oil ::;hocJ(. 

1974 OPEC boosts price::: heightoning infl.:~tion; economic 

gro~Jth ::lo~Js too neal~ :;:o1~o in mo:::t indu::tri.:\li=cd 

19"79 Sec..ond Oil Shocl~. 

1981 EC membership increases to 10. 

1987 Collapse of communism in E Europe. 

19<7(1 Third Oil Shock, Unific.:ltion of Gorman·,·. 

1992 Eur op o.:tn Common 1'1.:-tl~ I( ot. 



l\. P PE UD I~( I I I 

............ ~ lmnilfffill1'H~~}ttfltdht~ lii'!Himtnl ~- 'IF.:~':,_,: .~:r · :.~~~: ., :·: I'J:::; :;:,:r. ·.·J'!': 

I'UlaHaHWHJH ~)~·~·~r~(:~~r~~R~Nr ~~fo0'!~~~~ss ••• · ........................ ,,........ ,:,:,:<: .. ... . .• . . ·. 

- =+-=+-""+ 
1. Advanced Research & Devcovyuootll <O • 8> 

Materials New Products (NP) <O 0 O> 

? Advanced Research & uev""'¥"""• • 0 • 
Semiconductor New Products IO> • • 
Devices 

3. Artificial Research & Development 8 <O 8> 

Intelligence New Products 0 <0 • 
4. Software Basic 

<0 <0 0> 

O> <6 • 
5. Biotechnology Researc:h & Development 0> <8 0> 

New Products 0> 

6. Digilallmaging Research & DevelOpment <0 0>' 0> 

Technology New Products 1<0 -.> •> 

7. FIMS + Research & Development 0 0> 0 

New Products • <8 0 

8. HODS++ Res~:atch & Development 0 <0 0 

New PrcxLts I<O 0 0> 

9. High Performance Research & De'""'~''"~"' 0 • 0 

Computing New Products <0 <0 0> 

10.Madical Devices Research & Development • 0 0 

and Diagnostics New Products <0 0> O> 

11.0ptoelectronics Research & Ocvcou~"'"''u 0 • -~ 
New Products 0 0 0> 

12.Sensor Research & Developr; <0 0> 

Technology New Products 0 0 0 

13.Superconductors Researt;ll a '"'"'U""'' '""' <0 0 0> 

New Products <• -. 0> 

14.Aerospace Basic <8 <0 0> 

New Products <0 • •> 

+ AMS : Ae11'·le lnlelligent Maruhtcturilg Splem 
++ HDDS.h<0' Jensity Data <:1.1rage t:=iinamics of Compotilion: >Gaining <Lolling _ _] 
Souro11: US De~rtroonl.ol C<>n•'"'""'· Pwthl 5. Gholh' Assocllilss aflll~ . MUKUHITQ 
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